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YourVIC 20
never had it so good!

VIC 20 owners rejoice! HES presents a com
plete range of software from our exciting

series of games to our professional group of

utility and language programs.

Our new cartridge programs include: HES
MON, an indlspensfble monitor for assembly

language programmers; HES WRITER, a

VIC 20 is a mQislorod TM ol Commodoru

word processing program; Turtle Graphics,

a fun and easy way to learn computer pro

gramming; and VIC FORTH, a powerful lan

guage that is many times faster than BASIC,

yet easier to use than assembly language.

HES fs committed to offering high-quality,

well-documented computer programs on a

continual basis. Look for our cartridge and

cassette based software at your local dealer.

Human Engineered Software

71 Park Lane

Brisbane, California 94005

Telephone 415-468-4110
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Hey, this editor job is no bed of petunias, you know.

Allow me to level with you. I'm sitting here in my padded

(this is the truth) office outside Wayne, Pennsylvania. Right

now I'm all alone with my trusty CBM 8032 (you do not use

a typewriter when you work for a computer company—a

word processing program called Wordcraft is my only

writing tool), trying to decide what you wan! to know so we

can get it out to you. I'm making semi-educated guesses.

My eyes are chronically bloodshot from staring at my CRT

for prolonged periods. Not only that, but the incessant

blinking o) my cursor is making me a nervous wreck. It

makes me feel as if my CBM is tapping its foot impatiently

whenever I pause, So much for complaints.

The semi-educated guesses this time cover some pretty

varied topics, from computer shopping to rhinoceros

games. To paraphrase Mr. Lincoln: we're hoping somebody

will find everything interesting and everybody will find

something interesting. My personal favorite is the story

about Scott Adams' Adventure Games, but that's just

because I had so much fun doing the research.

Thanks to all of you who've sent us letters. The more

input we get. the less we have to guess at what you want

and need, I'm sorry we can't answer all of them, but if

it looks like a lot of people are having the same problem

or want the same information, we'll get it into POWER/PLAY

If you don't find it here, however, find (or start!) a user

group in your area. User groups are terrific resources for

novices and old-timers alike.

So here we go with the second issue. READY? LOAD,

RUN
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We're Glad You Asked
Q CanVICMON and the Super

Expander be used at the same

time with the expansion module?

A No Although some luncttons

may operate correctly, some

memory locations In each car

tridge are Ihe same, which would

Interfere wilh programming.

Q Can scrolling be made to

reverse itself on the VIC 20?

A It is possible to make scrolling

reverse itseli with a machine lang

uage routine. However, there is no

routine located in ROM lhal will
accomplish this. The routine must

be developed by individuals who

wish to make scrolling reverse it

self. (See notes !rom the Bucks

County User Group, page 8.)

Q Are any commands assigned

to function keys in the Pro

grammer's Aid Cartridge?

A Yes. There are two sets ol

commands assigned to the lunc-

tion keys in ihe Programmer's

Aid Cartridge However, these

commands can be redelined.

Q Is it possible to restore the VIC

back to the unexpanded VIC

with the expander cartridges

plugged in?

A No, il is nol possible lo restore

the VIC back to the unexpanded

VIC with Ihe expander cartridges

plugged in. The cartridges must

be un-plugged to restore the VIC

back to its unexpanded mode.

Q What controls the clock on the

serial I/O port of the VIC 20?

A The 6522 chip in the VIC has a

crystal clock in it which controls

Ihe rate ot transier on the serial

I/O port.

Q Where is the start oi EASIC

located when the 8K and lfiK

Memory Expander cartridges

are plugged in?

A BASIC starts at 4096 decimal

with the 8K and 16K Memory

Expander cartridges plugged in

(See POKEing Around, page 54.)

Q Is the user port of the VIC 20

analog or digital?

A The user port of the VIC 20

is digital.

Q. How much usable memory is

available ot the full 32K RAM

in the VIC?

A There is27:.2K usable memory

available

Gl How can screen memory be

moved around on the VIC 20?

A Screen memory can be moved

around by altering the upper four

bits of location 36869. This is the

screen memory pointer location

in the VIC chip, Also, you musl tell

Ihe screen editor where the screen

has been moved by POKEing the

high byte ol the starting screen

address into localion 648. Then

warm start the system by either

holding the run/slop and restore

keys down or by typing the com

mand. SYS 65234.

Q Where does RAM start on the

VIC 20?

A RAM starts at 4097 decimal on

the VIC.

Q As an owner oi an earlyVIC 20

(serial *VOO3O17), the mention of

a VCU piggyback in the premier

issue of Power/Play caught my

eye. How can I acquire the Video

Circuit Upgrade lor my computer?

A AnyVIC 20withasenal number

that starts with the letterV already

hastheVCUbuillin.

Attention Commercial Programmers!

Commodore is compiling a Us! ol soltware commercially

available lor its computers It you have soltware you
would like to have included in this listing, please submil
the following lor review

• copy of program on disk or cassette tape
■ documentation describing the purpose and utility of

the program

• Inlormation on price of program and where It can

be purchased
• specification ol equipment necessary lor program to

operate

Selected programs will be reviewed in POWER/PLAY, at

the discretion ol our Soltware Committee.

Please submit this information to:

APPROVED PRODUCTS MANAGER

Commodore Business Machines. Inc.

The Meadows. 487 Devon ftark Drive. Wayne. PA 19067
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"COULD BE THE MICROCOMPUTER

INDUSTRY'S OUTSTANDING

NEW PRODUCT INTRODUCTION

SINCE THE BIRTH OF THE INDUSTRY."

—Shearson/American Express

THE COMMODORE 64

is now being delivered to dealers

POWER/PLAY welcomes all our new

Commodore 64 home users. As time

goes on, well be carrying more infor

mation about games, home applications,

software and user groups for the 64, so

stay tuned out there.



And NowAWord From Our Sponsor...
In the very near future we may all look back on 1982 as

the year Commodore finally fulfilled decades of "futunst"

predictions by making real computers affordable to the

average household. At Commodore, the future is—and

always has been - now. Already the relatively expensive

predecessors of Ihe VIC 20 - and its powerful cousin the

Commodore 64 - seem as cumbersome and antiquated

as masladons.

Any major technological breakthrough—from the in

vention of the lightbulb right down to the creaiion of the

first 6502 microprocessor at Commodore's subsidiary, MOS
Technology- inevitably creates waves of change whose

significance can be measured only much later. As Com

modore moves lorward with increasingly sophisticaled

computers that are also affordable, we can only guess at

what the longterm effects will be.

But one thing we do know for sure is that you, as

Commodore home computerists, are among the pioneers

in a significant trend that could rapidly change our living

habits. You are the ones who will make the "electronic

cottage" loreseen by Alvin Toffler a reality, as you com

municate with your iriends and your work place, control

your household energy consumption, teach yourself and

your children math, social studies and computer program

ming, do your shopping and banking, compose music,

create pictures, maybe even vacuum your floors—all

through your computer. The technology for all these things

is quickly coming into place. At Commodore we are

committed to making that technology accessible to you,

Ihe consumer.

Greg Pratt

Operations Vice President
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22-40-80 HIKE!

(aim FKiairvif »iw

Expand
your

VIC to 80
columns.

Quantum Data's newVideo Combo Cartridge brings you: 40

or SO column display, plus 16K RAM and PROM socket.

With the Video Combo Cartridge from Quan

tum Data you can now have 40 or 80 column

display, 16K RAM and PROM all in one cartridge.

It comes set for 40 column Display compatible

with the VIC video modulator and your home TV.

Then, when you are ready to upgrade to 80 col

umns and a video monitor, just make a simple,

1

$299(

no-cost change inside the cartridge. Instruc

tions are provided. Also provided is a socket for

a PROM, I6K of memory and AC adaptor. If

you don't need memory, then 80 columns can be

yours for only SI99.50. A listing of the driver soft

ware is provided at no charge. A programmed

PROM containing this software is also available

for SI9.95.

QDI

2 expandor:

• Expands Basic user memory up to

24K in 8K steps

• PROMS may be mixed with RAM

in 8K blocks

• 8K can be assigned to machine

language area

• Plugs directly into VIC expan

sion port

• Low power, no additional power

supply required

• Professional Qualiiy, full buffering

on all signals

• Small size: 6 x 4.5 inches.

16K expandor S149.95

24K expandor $199.95

QDI Printer

RS-232

interface:

• Provides RS-232 voltage conver

sion for VIC serial port

• Allows use of a wide variety

of RS-232 peripherals including

printers, modems and voice

synthesizers

■ Low power CMOS circuitry

requires no external power supply

• Small size: 2'h x 3 inches

Printer S49.95

ODI

Minimother:

• Adds 3 slots to rhe memory

expansion port

• Removable card guides allow

either boards or cartridges

• Requires no additional

power supply

• Fused to protect VIC power supply

from overload

• Simple plug-in installation

Minimothur $69.95

QUANTUM |714)%6-65S3

ji-i- ip DEALER HOT LINE (714) 754-1945

Urt I A, INU. 3001 Redhill Bldg. 4. Suite 105, Costa Mesa, CA 92626
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Access: Commodore User Groups
User groups have what we call a syner-

gistic eflecl. That is. cooperative ellorl

achieves things thai individuals probably

couldn't accomplish independently.

To encourage that cooperation, and

help you get Ihe most oul ol your home

computing experience, this section of

POWER/PLAY is devoted to gelling users

together

Let us know what your group is doing,

send messages via Iree "classified" style

ads, or simply list your group. We'll do

whatever works to help you contact

other users and/or get the information

you need.

ARKANSAS

Commodore/PET

Users Club
Conway Middle School

Davis Streel
Conway. AR 72032
Seneva Bowlin

ARIZONA

VIC Users Group
1206 MFraser Dnve
Mesa. AZ 85203

Paul V Mullulello

CALIFORNIA

liawrence Hal! ol Science
UC Berkeley
Computer Project.
Roam 254

Berkeley. CA 94720
415-642-3558

Califomia VIC
Users Group

■vtc-vrilE1
c/o Dala Equipment

Supply Corp
8315FirestonoBlvd
Downey, CA 90241

213-923 936!
Meel second lues

ot month

Valley Computer Club
2CO6 Magnolia Qlvd
Burbank. CA
213-849-4094

Meel Urst Wed. oi

month. 6 pm

Valley Computer Club
1913 Boolh Road

Ceres. CA 95307

PUG ot Silicon Valley
22355 Rancho Venlura
Road
Cupertino. CA 95014

BAMBUG

1450 53rd Strool

Emeryville, CA
-115-523-7396

North Orange County

Computer Club

3030 Topaz, Apl. A

Fullerton,CA 92361
Dave Smith

Uncoln Computer Club
750 E Yosemile
Manloca. CA 95336

John Fung, advisor

PET on the Air

525 Cresilake Dnve
San Francisco. CA 94132

MaxJ Bab Ia secretary

PALS(PETs Around
Uvermore Society)
886 South K

[Jvermore.CA 94550

John Rambo

SPHINX

314 lOlh Avenue
Oakland, CA

•115-451-6364

Every 2nd & 4th Trims

San Diego PUG

c/oD.Costarakis

6

3562 Union Street
7M-235-7626

7am-4pm

Walnut Creek PET
Users Cub

l815Ygnacio Valley
Road
Walnut Creek. CA 94546

SCPUG
c/o Dala Equipment
Supply Corp

83l5FlresloneBlvd
Downey, CA 90241

213-923-9361
Meet IstTues
ol month

Commodore Users Club
104I Foxenwoods Drive
Santa Mana. CA 93455

805-937-4106
Greg Johnson

Vmcenl Yaniello's
VIC 20 Sottware

Exchange Club

2130 Colby Avenue
West Los Angeles.
CA 90025 '
213-479-3000

PET/CBM/V1C User Club

c/o Genera] Computer

Store

22323 Shorman Way *9
Canoga Park, CA
91303

213-889 2211. ex! 2118
Tom Lynch

Computer Palace
User Group

I029E Broadway

Glendale.CA9i205

213-241-2551

COLORADO

VICKIMPET Usors Group

4 Wanng La,

Greenwood Village
Ultlelon, CO 80121
Louis Raehrs

CONNECTICUT

JohnF Garbarino

SM Lane Masons Island
Mystic, CT 06355
203-536-9789

Commodore Use re Club

WemersJleld
High School

4II Wolcott Hill Road

Wetherslield. CT 06109
Daniel G. Spaneas

New London County
Commodore Club

DooliilleRd.
Preston, CT 06360
Dr. Waller Doolitlle

FLORIDA

Jacksonville Aroa

PET Society

■101 Monument Hd# 177

Jacksonville. FL 32211

Richard Prestien

COT SW Mih Slreet
Miami. PI. 33144

South Florida PET
Use re Group

7I70S.W 11th

Wosl Hollywood. Ft.
33023

305-987-6932

Dave Young

IDAHO

GHS Computer Club
c/o Grangeville
High School
9I0DSIroel

Grangeviile. ID 83530
203-983-0580
Don Kissinger

ILLINOIS

ShellyWemikoH
2731 N

Milwaukee Avenue
Chicago. IL 60647

Central Illinois PET

User Group

635 Maple
Mour.tZion.lL62&J9

217-8S4-5320

JimOldlield

3rd Fndayo! month

PET VIC Club (PVC)
40 S Lincoln

Mundeleln.IL 60060
Paul Schnudl. president

Rcckiord Area PET
Usere Group

1608 Benlon Street
RoddordJL61ia7

VIC 20/64 Users
Support Group

H4S ClarkS!
Pana. IL 62557

David R Tarvtn

INDIANA

PETUsere

PO Box 36014

Indianapolis. IN 16236

317-896-3604

Jerry Bnnson

CHUG (Commodore
Hardware Usere Group)

12104 Meadow Lane
Oaklandon. IN 46236
Ted Powell

Cardinal Sales
6225 Coltman Road

Indianapolis, IN 16268
317-298-9650

Carol Wheeler

IOWA

PET Users Group

c/oDonVorhies

132142 St.. SE
Cedar Rapids IA 52403

KANSAS

Wichita Area PET
Users Group

2231 Bullinger

Wichita. KS 67204
316-338-0518
Me! Zandler

Wichita VIC 20 User Group
739 Ulchfield
Wichita. KS 67203
316-262-4B61

Walter Lounsbery

KENTUCKY

The VIC Connection
1010 South Elm
Henderson. KY 42420
502-827-8153

Jim Kemp

MARYLAND

Association ol Personal
Compulor Users

5014 Rodman Road
Bethesda.MD 20016

House ol Commodore
8835 Satyr Hill Rd
Baltimore, MD 21234
ErneslJ. Fischer

MASSACHUSETTS
Commodore Users Club

Sloughlon High 5chool

Sloughton. MA 02072
Mike Lennon

Berkshire PET Lovers

CBM Users Group
Taconic High

Pi!tsl;eld.MA01201

MICHIGAN

David Liem

14361 Warwick Street
Detroit, Ml 4B223

Toledo PETs

734 Donna Dnve
Temperance, MI 48182

Gerald Carter, president

Commodore User Club

32303 Columbus Drive

Warren. Ml 4B093

Robert Steinbrecher

VIC Users Club
University ol Michigan

School ol Public Health
Ann Arbor. Ml 48109

John Gannon

MINNESOTA

Twi n Cities Commodore
Computer Club

6623 Ives Lane
Maple Grove. MN 55369

612^24-2425
Roll ie Schmidt

MISSOUKI

ClearwaterClub
Gearwater School

Star Route
Piedmont, MO 63957

Carolyn Polk

PETSET Club ol St Louis
1501 Carman Rd

Manchester. MO 63011
314-527-3236

Ed or Til Keil

KCPUG
5214Btue Ridge Blvd
Kansas City. MO MI33

816-356-2382
Rick West

MONTANA

Powder River

Computer Club

Powder 3iver Counly

High School

Broadus MT59317
Jim Sampson

Commodore User Club
1109 West Broadway
Bulle.MT 59701

Mike McCarthy

NEVADA

Las Vegas PET Users

4Bf14 Iron Avenue
Las Vegas. NV 89110

NEW JERSEY

Amateur Computer Group

ol New Jersey
UCTI

1776 Ranlan Road

Scotch Plains. NJ 07076

201-233-7068
John I.oolbourrow

Amateur Computer Group
18 Alpine Dnve
Wayne, NJ 07470

Somerset Users Club

49 Marcy SI reel
Somerset. NJ 08873
Robert Holzer

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Northom New England

Computer Society

PO Box 69

Berlin, NH 03570

NEWYORK

Capital District PET Users

Albany NY

518-370-1820

Ben Green

Long Island PET Society
HarborfieldsHS
Taylor Avenue

Greenlawn, NY 11740

Ralph Bressler

PETUsarClub

of Westchester

Box I28D

While Plains. NY 10602
Ben Meyer

LIVE (Long Island VIC

Enthusiasts)
17 Picadilly Road
Great Neck. NY 11023
Arnold Fneaman

CTA VIC Users Group

183Avonda!eDr.
Cenlereach.NY11720
Bemie Schlesinger

Poughkeepsie ViC
Users Group

2 Brooklands Farm Rd
Poughkeepsie. NY 12601
JoeSteinman

NORTH CAROLINA

Amateur Radio PET

User's Group

PO. Box 30694
Raleigh. NC 27622
Hank Roth

Commodore UsereClub
4241 Castlelon Road
Charlotte. NC 28211
Ed Hams

Microcomputer Users Club
30x17142

Belhabara Sta

Winston-Saiem. NC
27116

Joel D Brown

OHIO

Dayton Area PET
User Group
933 Livingston Dnve
Xenia. OH 45385

513-846-2065
B.Worby.p.-esident

Central Ohio PET

Usere Group
107 S WesrmoorAvenue
Columbus. OH 43204

614-274-6451
Philip H Lynch

OREGON

NWPET Usere Group

2134 NE. 45th Avenue
Portland.OR 97213
John F Jones

PENNSYLVANIA
Penn Conference
Computer Club

c/o Penn Conference
olSDA

720 Museum Road
Readlng.PA1961l
DanR Knepp

PET User Group
P.O Box 371

Monlgornervville. PA

18936

Gene Beals

PACS PET Users Group
20th &O!ney Street

Philadelphia. PA

Glen Schwartz

8097 Avon

Philadelphia, PA 19116

Gene Planchak
4820 Anne Lane
Sharpsviile, PA 15150

412-962-0632

Bucks County VIC 20

Usere Club
72 Easl Rambler Dnvo

Holland. PA 18966

215-322-0394

Jim Dubrouillel

Pittsburgh PET Group

2015GarrickDr.

Piiisburgh. PA 15235
412-371-2882

Joel A Casar

NWPA. CBM Users

320 Maryland Ave
Ere. PA 16605
814-456-4766
Torn Kuklinski

SOUTH DAKOTA

PET User Group

515 South Duff
Mitchell. SD 57301

605-996-8277

Jim Dallas

TENNESSEE

River City Computer
Hobbyisis

Memphis. TN

First Mon ai

Main Library

Nashville VlCUteis Group

AmericanCompuler

Store

1004 8th Ave. S
Nashville, TN 37203
615-242-8592

JaneMaggard
IstThura of

month. 6 pm

TEXAS

SCOPE

1020 Summit Circle

Carrolton.TX 75006

PET Users

200! Bryan Tcwer
Suite 3800

Dallas. TX 75201

Larry Williams
PO Box 652
San Antonio. 7X 73293

Commodore Houston

Users Group

B73BWildforest

Houston. TX 77088
713-999-3650
John Walker

PET User Group
lexasA&M

Microcomputer Club
Texas A & M, TX

John Bov/en

UTAH

TheVIChc

799 Pondercsa Dnve
Sandy. UT 84070
Steve Graham

Utah PUG

2236 Washington Blvd
Ogden.UT8440l
Jack Reck

The Commodore
Users' Club

742 ioyior Avenue
Ogden. UT 84404

Todd Woods Kap.
preside nl

VIRGINIA

Northern VA PET Usere

2045 Eakins Court

tteston.VA2209i
703-660-9116

Bob Karpen

Dale City Commodore

User Group

14752 Danville Rd

Dale City, VA 22193

703-680-2270

James Hogler

WASHINGTON

NW PETUsere Group

2565 Dexter N *203
Seattle. WA 98109

Richard Ball

WISCONSIN

Sewpus

c/o Theodore j
Polozynsta

PO Box 21851
Milwaukee. WI 53221

Waukesha Area

Commodore User Group

256'jW Broadway
Waukesha. WI 53186

414-547-9391

Walter Scrdlo;

CANADA

Toronto PET Users Group
381 Lawrence Ave. West
Toronto, Onlano

Canada M5M1B9

416-7B2-9252
Chrts Bennsll

Canadian Commodore

Computer Club

c/o Strictly Commodore
47 Coachwooa Place
Calgary. Alberta

T3H IE 1 Canada

Roger Olanson
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Sometimes

OnlyWords

Will Do

WORBeRAFT.. .A First! Word Processing for VIC 20s
Never be at a loss for words again'

Expressing yourself is easier, faster, and

less expensive than ever before... thanks to Wordcraft

20@ from United Microware. Wordcraft 20© has all

the features found on bigger systems costing a lot

more — all the features you'll need to prepare "picture-

perfect" documents, letters, personalized mailers, lists,

and many other projects that have you juggling

words.

Wordcraft 20° is easy to use; it won't confuse

you. Your words will appear on the screen just as

you've written them. This fully featured system lets

you do whatyou need to do... change a character, a

word, or an entire block of copy . . . arrange and

POWER/PI-AY FALL 1982

rearrange the text... set the tabs and margins. . .

adjust the line lengths . . . move the copy up and

down, left or right, so you see every word on the

screen ... before you print. Wordcraft 2Q'C gives you

personal word processing with professional results.

Plug Wordcraft 20? into your WCffli today... see for

yourselfjust what words will do. Available exclusively

from your local UMI dealer.

United Microware Industries. Inc.

3503-C Temple Avenue

Pomona. CA 91768

(714) 594-1351

rf and \AC ?.O arc registered twrterrwiks of Commodore Business

Machines. Inc Vtbr<fcraft ?0' rop^riglit field by PL Dnwson
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User Group Spotlight
The Wichita VIC 20 Users Group
by Walt Lounsbery

Our group was organized as a specialized offshoot of

a very informal Commodore users groups thai met on the

Wichita Stale University campus. The Wichita State meetings

were the result of a Professor of Chemistry, Mel Zandler,

providing the use of a chemistry lab for about a hall-dozen

iriends to get together and talk computers.

However, during the fall of 1981 the lab became quite

crowded with the influx ol a lew more people who had

acquired VIC 20s and had heard ol the Wichita State

meetings. Since more and more VIC 20 owners were getting

interested in getting together on a regular basis, we

decided to find a larger meeting place and quit domi

nating Mel's lab.

John Ball, a technical writer at Beechcraft, organized

the first lew meetings and arranged use of a local computer

store, GOSUB International. Over a dozen people showed

up at our first meeting in February. 1982,
Most of the emphasis at our meetings has been on

program and hardware demonstration, products an

nouncements, programming tips and general news. There

is no set oi by-laws or elected officers, This seems to

encourage interaction among the members, and prevents

the meetings from dragging on.

However, the drawbacks of that arrangement became

apparent at our April meeting when John Ball announced

he had taken a position in Louisiana, and a new chair

person would have to be found, No nominations came from

the floor; nobody even volunteered! Therefore, Walt

Lounsbery was appointed to the office of General Manager

and Editor, over his heated objections,

As of June, just five months after the first meeting, the

Wichita VIC 20 Users Group amounted to 45 members from

all sorts of backgrounds. One even lives in NewYork,

which makes itiough getting to meetings. We expect that

number to double by the end of the year.

We publish a monthly newsletter with several programs,

articles by the members, the latest news, classified ads for

the members at no charge, and commercial advertising

at reasonable rates. In addition, we maintain a public

domain software library that includes useful utilities, several

games and some obstruse programs such as "Airfoil

Moment Coefficients by Thin Airfoil Theory". In the luture

the risky business of sending cassettes through the mail

will be avoided through the use of modems,

The area Commodore stores and dealers have been

very generous in their help and support through discounts,

ads in ihe newsletter and other invaluable aid. To be

particular, those are GOSUB international. Computer

Business Machines. Inc. and Mycro-Tek.

Although our group is very successful because of all

the services it renders to the membership, perhaps the best

reason for such a group is to promote interaction between

people interested in the VIC 20 or Commodore products,

Our members have helped each other with light pen

construction, appending programs, use of various VIC

cartridges and peripherals, and on and on. Even more

important, people who attend our meetings get straight

forward answers to Iheir questions without feeling pressured

by sales staff in anyway. These people often go ahead

and purchase a Commodore system after getting swamped

by advice from our diverse group, which must say some

thing for Commodore products. Some even join our group! |j

User Hints
From the

Bucks County (PA)

VIC 20 Users Club

Newsletter

BACKWARD SCROLL

To scroll the screen back

ward on the VIC, Print "Home

Down Back Insert Space." Then

Poke 218,158 to tell the VIC that

the second row is not a contin

uation of the firs! row,

PRINTING IN THE BOTTOM

RIGHT CORNER

Tb print in the bottom right

corner of the screen an X, and

to the left ol the X a _, for

example. Print Tab (20) "X

Back Insert _ (Up or Home)."

The Up or Home is necessary

so that the VIC will not scroll

the screen and remove the X

from the corner.

An alternate method for print

ing characters in the bottom

right corner is to print the entire

23rd row in the 22nd row, and

scroll the screen backward as

described above.

KILLING COMMODORE/SHIFT

To kill the Commodore/Shift

key, Print ChrS(8). To lock the

VIC onto upper/graphics or

upper/lower Print ChrS( 142) or

ChrS( 14) respectively. If a pro
gram will be in one oi these

modes, it saves memory to let

NS (Program name) =

NS+ChrS(8) + Chr$( 142) or
ChrS( 14). Save NS. When the

VIC tells you that it has Found

NS, it will lock itself into the

mode ol your choice.

A Short Biography For The Record

WaltBr Lounsbery is an Aircraft Performance

Engineer and Aerodynamicist a! the Boeing

Military Company Age 27 He has been in

volved in computer /lobby and electronic logic

design since tha ancient era ol 1975. and has

been programming since 1973 He moonlights

in engineering consulting, but the demand lor

computer consulting tends to dominate his

business. Although no one believes he hates

to program computers, most seem to appreciate

programs that run well as much as he does.
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Vixel Volume One

Fire
Fly a water-dropping helicopter, and try to put out the high-rise fire before it spreads.

Draw
Be an artist! This high-resolution drawing program makes it easy to create pictures on

the screen, and then save them on tape.

Race
Race the computer, head-on! Simple but lots of fun.

Vixel Volume Two

Superfont
Design programmable characters on your VIC-20 with this easy-to-use program.

Especially useful when creating animations, since you can edit four characters at once

as a 2 v 2 block. SUPERFONT creates DATA statements after you have finished design

ing the characters. .

Safari
You are a photographer on an African Safari in this great game. The jungle animals run

past as you try to snap their pictures. An excellent example of how to use large blocks

of programmable characters on the VIC to create animation effects.

Quix
How good is your memory? QUIX presents patterns of color and sound that gradually

get longer and harder to remember.

The programs Fire, Draw and Race are available on VIXEL Volume One for only $12.95.

The programs Superfont, Safari and Quix are available on VIXEL Volume Two which is

also S12.95. Both Vixel #1 and Vixel #2 work with the standard 5K VIC-20. Foreign

orders add S3.50 for shipping. CA residents add 6co tax. VISA and MasterCard wel

come. Please add $1.00 shipping for credit card orders.

VIXEL ii a trsOemn* of Tho Cnae Woiks.

VIC-20 IH a Iradpmarti nl Commodore BgalnoHi

(8051 683-1585
Bo*5S0
Gol<-*Ia- California 9J116
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Through This Shop-At-Home Database

You Have Access To Discounted Name-

Brand Merchandise From Suppliers

All Over The Country- Delivered To

Your Door.

So you're thinking about getting a new

stereo system — or maybe a dishwasher— or a

cassette player for your car. You watch for sales,

you compare prices, you check catalogs,

looking for the best deal. Meanwhile prices keep

inching upward and you start thinking il you

don't buy it now you may not be able to afford it

in a couple of months.

To buy or not to buy— and where. Don't you

wish you had a private hotline so you could scan

all the prices on that microwave oven you want,

to find the best buy?

Guess what. With your Commodore computer

and modem you DO have exactly that - a pri

vate hotline ior finding discount prices — when

you subscribe to Ihe Compu-U-Store shopping

service (formerly known as Comp-U-Star).

Using Comp-U-Store, you have access to

price quotations and descriptive information on

thousands oi name-brand products from suppliers

throughout the U.S., all offered at prices 10-40%

lower ihan manufacturers' suggested list price.

And not only does the database lind you the

best available price on Ihe model you want, but

you don't even have to leave your house to pick

it up, because it's delivered right to your door-

or the door of whomever else you request—"in

factory sealed cartons with lull manufacturer

guarantees and warranties in effect," to quote

Comp-U-Store. Just charge the purchase on your

Visa or MasterCard or send in a check when you

order, Comp-U-Store's very easy to get along with.

If you're anything like my mother, you're

probably already trying to find the cloud in all

this silver lining. I have to admit I was a bit

skeptical, too. But, after I talked with several

people who use the service and played around

with it myself. I found out that, while the system

isn't perfect, it does seem to be a workable method

lor getting good deals on certain products.

Especially after you learn a few little tricks lor

using il efficiently.

Although you can become an individual

member ol Comp-U-Store, many people find out

about the service when they subscribe to one of

the telecommunications networks like Compu

Serve or The Source, both of whom now carry the

Comp-U-Slore database (which is not to be con

fused with The Source's own shopping service —

a separate system). Steven Tanzola of Narberth,

Pennsylvania, for instance, logged onto The

Source one night and found an announcement

about Comp-U-Store.

"I was interested in buying some things, so

I decided to take a look and see if it could save

me money," Tanzola, a systems consultant Ior

small businesses, said. "I found out the savings

were quite extensive."

Tanzola bought a cassette deck, a turntable

and a telephoto lense through the service,

delivered to his door in about 21 ;> weeks, although

Comp-U-Store says you should allow 4-6 weeks

for delivery on most items.

'"As a lormer camera dealer, 1 knew what

the pnces on the telephoto lense should be."

the young marketing expert went on. "The Comp-

U-Store price was lower than what I would have

paid as a dealer."

Tanzola said the system also helped him

choose a cassette tape deck that turned out to

be a better deal than the model he had originally

planned to buy.

"When I went into the system to order the

tape deck, it asked me what features I was

looking for as well as the price range, and

narrowed it down to 10 or 12 items for me to

look at, based on the leatures 1 wanted," he

explained. "I thought I knew what models I

wanted when 1 went in. but the system recom

mended some models I hadn't considered. I

ended up purchasing a tape deck that had more

leatures than the other models I'd considered -

at a lower price."

(COnl/nuecJ on pago 12) I



(continued from page JI)

Or take John Alpi and Henry DiRocco, National

Account Sales Manager and System Support

Manager, respectively, at CPT Corpora tion

in NewYork City—right on Park Avenue.

CPT has a group membership to Comp-U-Store,

providing people with access to the service.

Living in New York, in Alpi's words, "spoils

you when it comes to buying things—because

you can always negotiate a price," You have

to know exactly what you're looking for, he goes

on, but if you do. NewYork is a "good place

for bargains."

Yet even seasoned shoppers like Alpi and

DiRocco admit Comp-U-Store provides some

"substantial" savings.

"I was shopping for a tape deck (using

Comp-U-Store)," DiRocco explained, "and 1

happened to find the same model I knew John

had been looking al in the stores .,."

"It was about S50.00 less than the store price,"

Alpi elaborated, "and MUCH less than the list

price." He ordered the tape deck and 15 days

later it was delivered.

Both Alpi and DiRocco also like to play

around with the service's weekly auction, called

Comp-U-Stakes, where a popular item is put on

the auction block for competitive, interactive

bidding. DiRocco, in fact, was unexpectedly the

high bidder on a microwave oven one week, But

he declined it, he says, because "I didn't need

it. 1 just wanted to try the auction and I kind

of got carried away,"

Out in Illinois, meanwhile. Randy Zarecky

and his wife bought a dishwasher and a micro

wave through Comp-U-Store for their newly

remodeled kitchen—and saved over S300 on

each item.

"It cost me about S55.00 (in hook-up charges)

io save S600.00." Zarecky said, adding that he

thinks his subscription to the service has been

"definitely worth it."

Zarecky, who found out about the shopping

service through his subscription to CompuServe,

was also very happy with the delivery of his

appliances.

"They were delivered by a standard freight

line, and, since my wile and I both work, we

were worried that we'd miss the delivery," he

said. "But the Ireight line called the night belore

to tell us they were going to deliver the next day"

The users I talked to all agreed Comp-U-Store

is easy to use. No one seemed to have any out

standing problems getting around in the system.

But everyone also had one major suggestion for

cutting back on hook-up time and frustration:

Do your homework before you go into the service.

Don't use it just to browse, unless, of course, you

don't mind paying the price (30c a minute prime

time and 8 'Ac a minute non-prime time, to

be exact).

"The best way is to have model numbers

before you begin, because everything is listed

by model number, Steven Tanzola said, "Check

stores or consumer reports ahead ol time, so

you know what you're looking lor."

John Alpi and Henry DiRocco agreed. "It's

real simple, once you know the manufacturer's

code and model number," DiRocco pointed out,

"but you can still use the 'help' command to get

that information."

It also helps to know what features you're

looking for, because product descriptions appear

in an abbreviated form that might be a little

hard to decipher at first. Among the people I

talked to, however, 1 seemed to be the only one

who had that problem. So maybe it's just me,

Among the users I talked to, everyone did

agree it would be difficult to choose certain items

sight-unseen via the service —things like jewelry,

clothing, china —that involve personal taste.

"If I were going to buy something for aesthe

tic reasons—like clothing or jewelry—I would

want to go and look at it first," Steven Tanzola

explained. "But then I might go back in and

order it,"

Henry DiRocco agreed. "Any clothing or

items of a personal nature I wouldn't buy sight

unseen," he said. "You really can't tell from the

descriptions of those kinds of items ... 'Gold leaf

with Spartan design'.. what can you tell

from that?"

"But," added John Alpi, "any appliance-a

camera, or anything like that—I'd buy there in

a minute,"

Comp-U-Store is the high-tech offspring of

Comp-U-Card of America, a nine year-old tele

phone shopping service operating out of Stam

ford, Connecticut.

"Comp-U-Store was really the logical exten

sion of our service." said Walter A. Forbes,

Chief Executive, Comp-U-Card. "We knew in 1973

that electronic shopping was going to be the

wave of the future. With the '80's, we'll see an

even wider acceptance of computers as part of

everyday life."

According to Hsueh-wei Wang, Director of

Consumer Electronic Services at Comp-U-Card,

the next logical addition to the service's reper

toire would be to transmit a picture of each

product to the home computer screen. (That

would make Steve Tanzola, John Alpi and Henry

DiRocco happy.) Ms. Wang said her company

is, in fact, doing just that with some success in

several national retail chain stores, via laser disk.

"Ideally it would be great to bring pictures

to the home." Ms. Wang said with characteristic

enthusiasm, "but right now the technology is

fairly complex." Nevertheless, she is optimistic

that in the future it will be possible to view

the product before you buy on the Comp-U-

Store system.

So don't just sit there wishing you had some

kind of genie to find you the best price on thai

electric range you need so desperately. Get on

your computer and buy, buy Comp-U-Store, |]

-Diane LeBold
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Let your computer do the shopping

and save 10%-40% off list on brand-name products

Introducing compl/store
— the world's only

complete shop-at-home service for home computer users.
IMPORTANT QUESTIONS AND

ANSWERS ABOUT COMP-U-STORE

Q. ire there any minimum time charges?

A. No. There is no minimum connect or monthly

charges. Each time you log on" with Comp-U-Store

you will be cfiarged as little as 8 Wtoiinute. among the

lowest of the information services. Your monthly con

nect time charges w:H be toiled to your Visa or Master

CarO account.

Q. Can anyone make unauthorized purchases on

Comp-U-Store in my name?

A. its virtually impossible. In order to "log on" with

Comp-U-Store the user musi enter a 4-levei security

sequence. These numbers are strictly confidential.

Q. Do any of the products come with guarantees?

A. All products sold through Comp-U-Store come with

full manufacturer's guarantees and warranties. All

merchandise ;s delivered directly to your home.

Q. What if i nave a question or problem regarding a

product ordered through Comp-U-Swre?

A. No problem. Just call our CustOTe: Service Dept..

Toll-free, at 800-243-9300 (in Connecticut. 800-942-

3315). and well take care of you right away.

Now you can shop from your home and save

up to 40% off list on over 50.000 top quality

brand-name products. Comp-U-5tore adds a

new dimension to your home computer,

which is already capable of performing many

helpful, time-saving tasks. Now, you can save

even more time - and money—shopping at

home with your computer.

You can use Comp-U-Store to browse at

your leisure. There are no salesmen to pres

sure you. No crowds to fight. You select and

purchase the exact merchandise you want, in

a matter of seconds.

Stereos, cameras, appliances, luggage. TV/

video equipment virtually any product

you'd find in your department store or spe

cialty shop is at your fingertips. Choose from

over 200 top name brands: Sony. RCA. Seiko.

Nikon, OE. Whirlpool, and more!

Comp-U-Store is a service of Comp-U-Card

of America - the nations leading telephone

shopping service. Serving nearly 2 million

shoppers, Comp-U-Card has over 7 years

experience finding the best products al the

best prices.

Easy to Use Comp-U-Store is remarkably
easy to use. All you need is a telephone, a

"dumb" computer terminal and a modem. A

VIC20 and VICMODEM or practically any per

sonal computer or data terminal capable of

data communications will do.

Easy to Order To order a product through
Comp-U-Store. you simply enter the product

information, shipping instructions and

method of payment, and you're all set. Your

products will be delivered rightto your home,

or whatever address you specify.

Easy to Pay You may pay for merchandise by
personal check. Visa or Master Card. You can

even spread a single Comp-U-Store purchase

over more than one credit card, if you wish.

Now you can join the thousands of home

computer users already saving money by

using Comp-U-Store's complete shop-at-

home service.

To become a Comp-U-Store Member, sim

ply complete and return the special POWER/

PLAY READERS COMP-U-STORE MEMBER

SHIP APPLICATION below.

When we receive your Membership Ap

plication, we'll rush you your confidential sys

tem access codes and Users Manual.

Money-Back Guarantee

If you are not completely satisfied with

Comp-U-Store you can cancel your Member

ship at any time, and receive a full refund of

your Membership Fee. (You are, however, re

sponsible for any outstanding connect time

charges.)

* * JOIN COMP-U-STORE AND START SAVING! * *

[ compl/rtort)
Mail this form tc:

Comp-U-Card n( America, Inc
777 Summer Street

5'jmforo. CT 06901

Yes, 1 want to start saving money on

lop quality Brand name p.rodjcu by

joining Comp-U-Store. Please send

my confidential system access codes

and User's Manual I understand u»t
annual membership renewal fees and

monthly connect time charges will be

automatically charged lo the credit

mm in<iiMiea.[a!» understand aw.

if at any time I'm natcomp:et?!y satis-
fied. I may get a full refund of my
Membership Fee.

POIVEfWUV READERS COMP-U-STORE
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

Qt,.

CHECK ONE: INDICATE METHOD OF PAYMENT BELOW

Q YM □ MMir C«

Eo.'i'.rn Da" f

iPpqurre la prttes ycur i
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AMERICAN PERIPHERALS VIC
122 BANGOR ST.

LINDENHURST, N.Y. 11757

516-226-5849

V 1 MONEY ADDITION

Simple drills on addino amount!

of money. tth-5th nrade. 59.95

V 2 MATH WHIZ

Two person drill on the

elementary math functions of

multiplication, addition and

subtraction. Elem. 59.95

V 3 MY BODY

Drills children on the names of

parts of the liodv. Elem. $9.95

V U TESTER

Tester from Commodore. It tests

the color and sound Features of

your VIC-20 and color T.V.

Utility. 51.95

V 5 CLOCK

Laroe dioital alarm clock with

color and sound. S't-95

V 6 FOUR ACROSS

Vertical qame for two players,

similar to tic-lac-loe. $9. 95

V 10 SNAKE

Like Ihe Arcade name SURROUND

One or two olayers. $9.95

V 12 BREAKOUT

Adaption of the classic

Pinn-Pono aqainst the wall. AM

time favorite. 59. 95

V 13 GRAPHIC DEMO

VIC demo from Commodore.

Patterns, color, and special

effects. SI.95

V T5 ALPHABET

This leaves one letter of a

aroup of letters out. The child

must fill it in. Elem. S7.9S

V 16 SOUND EFFECTS

VIC demo from Commodore, TeTts

what kind of sound effects are

possible on the VIC. 51.95

V 17 SPELLING

A word appears on Ihe screen

and then disappears. The

student musx then spell the

word which just disappeared.

Elem. $7.95

V IB PLURALS

The computer uives the student

a word and the student must

decide if the word is plural or

not. Elem. 57.95

V 19 NUMBER NAME

Here the student is civen

either a number or the name of

a number. The student must then

dive the number or the name of

the number. Elem. S9.95

V 20 MIX-UP

This nrocjram takes words and

scrambles them. The student

must then unscramble them.

S9.95

V 21 CONTRACTIONS

This orooram oives Ihe student

3 contraction or two words, and

the student must fill in the

two words which the contraction

was orioinatly, or form a

contraction from the two words.

Elem. 59-95

one

V30

V

V 22 PRINT COMMANDS

Explains how to use the print

command, commas, semi-colons,

tabs, strinqs, and othrr ways

10 print. H.S. S11.95

FOR-NEXT LOOPS

Explains what they do. the looo

counter, stco, limits, and

applications. H.S. 51".95

GRAPHICS

Manv people buy ViCs because of

the incredible uranhlcs

capabilities. This lesson shows

and einlains many of the tricks

of pood nraphics. H.S. $11.95

TYPES OF VARIABLES

Inteaer. real, floating point,

binary, slrino. they are all

explained arid illustrated. H.S.

S1U.95

SUBSCRIPTED VARIABLES

Until you master x(j) and how

one symbol stands for a whole

class of numbers, your com

puting ability is limited. $14.95

DATA FILES

Whether you have a 3, 11, or 32K

VIC, you have limited storage,

fly using data Tiles, your storage

is unlimited, but It Is not easy to

master the details. H.S. 511.95

HISTORY OF COMPUTING

Traces history from earliest

forms of calculators to modern

electronic computers. H.S.

$14.95

FOUR MAIN PARTS

From the bicinesl IBM to the

tiniest one chip computer, you

always have INPUT/OUTPUT .

memory . arithmetic, control.

H.S. 511.95

RANDOM NUMBERS

It is impossible to create

interestino oames and

simulations without a basic

mastery of random numbers. H.S.

$14.95

THE VERB

Covers action verbs, linkino

verbs, and verb rihrases. Elem.

and hi). 511.95

THE ADVERS

Explanation and examples of how

adverbs can modify verbs,

adjectives or other adverbs.

Elem. and up. Sin. 95

V no THE ADJECTIVE

Explanation and examples of how

r adjectivr'5 modify nouns, serve

as predicate nominative1: arid

possesivu adjectives. Elem. and

up. 511.95

V 51 DIAGRAMMING SENTENCES

Student is asked to supply the

subject, predicate and object

of many simple sentences which

automatically appear in
diagrammed form as he

preinresscs. Gr. 1 and up. S9.95

V ii

V 31

V 35

V IS

V 39

V 51 END PUNCTUATION

This oroaram is used to teach

three different kinds of

punctuation that can be used to

end sentences. Elem. $9. 95

V 56 TACHISTOSCOPE

This prooram flashes small

qrouos of words on the screen

in a random order. The student

attempts to read and reproduce

the words. The student can

increase the speed of

presentation. Elem. 59,95

V 60 MATCHING WORDS

The student is asked to

discriminate between words that

are identical and words that

are very similar. SOUP SOUP is

a match, but SOUP SOAP is not

Kind. I. First qrade. 59.95

V 63 ADDING SIGNED NUMBERS

This proaram drills you on

addinn positive and neqative

numbers. Jr. H.S. $9.9$

V 64 TIMES

The computer drills you on

multiplication. Elem. 59.95

V 65 FRACTION REDUCTION

The computer nuts a fraction on

the screen and you must tyne in

the reduced fraction, 59.95
V 67 ALPHABETIZING

You are aiven two words and yoi

must decide which one will come

first in alphabetical order.

Elem. S9.95

V 70 COUNTRIES

This is an educational program

which tests to see If you know

the location of various

countries In tl>e world,

Jr. H.S. and up 59.95

V 71 LETTER SEQUENCE

One letter of the alphabet will

be blanked out and you must

type in the missinci letter.

Preschool and Kinderqarten .

$7.95

V 72 SILENT LETTERS

The computer displays a word or

the screen, and the student

must choose the silent letters

in the word. Elem. $7.95

V 7H LETTER MATCHING

The comDuter ciives you the

small letter and you must ty-je

in the matchincr capital letter.

Preschool and K indernarten.

S7.95

V 75 CUESS MY NUMBER

You must qucss the computer's

number which is from 1 to 100,

in as low a number of moves as

possible. $7.95

V 76 SPELL

Hero you tell the computer the

words you have trouble with.

The computer scrambles the

words and you must sfieII them

correctly. 59. 95



commodore Cs
V 77 LETTERS

You musl nuess the letter which

the computer is ihinkinci of.

The computer qives clues if you

3U8SS wronq. 37. 95

V 7R BRICK

The tom;njl*r has a brick float

across the screen and it

disappears before it tilts the

window. You have to slop the

brick before it breaks the

qlass. 57. 95

V 79 SHOOT

You have to shoot a tnovinq

object. The qame has five

different skill levels. S7. 95

V RO HELVEH5E

This qame is played with two

sets of pens. The board starts

with a set of pens at each end

and you must reverse them.

57.95

V 81 CAPTURE

You have to capture the two

beasts by containino them in

the brick cage that you build.

It has nine skill levels. 59.95

V SP WORLD CAPITALS

An enterlainino and educational

variation of STATE CAPITALS.

$9.95

V 83 JACKPOT

You must see this one armed

bandit in action to betieve il.

Full color graphics and sound.

$7.95

V 81 5TATE CAPITALS

The computer displays a state

or capital; the student lyoes

in the coresoondina capital or

state. Even corrects spellino

mistakes. 59.95

V 85 HANCMAN

Unbelievable ciraphics and sound

with a twist of humor. Kids of

all acies will love this one.

59.95

V BS TIC TAC-TOE

The perennial tavorite, a

fast-paced colorful game. Try

if you can to beat the VIC.

57.95

V 37 MEMORY

The VIC challenaes your memory

to the ultimate deciree. Just

like the old T.V. show

Concentration . S3. 95

V 88 MATCH

Hand and eye coordination are a

must In this game. Beat the

clock and qet the maximum

number of paints. S7.95

V 89 MONKS

A devilish aflmc of loqic. It

will have you clued to the VIC

for days. 57.95

V428 INTRUDER-SCRAMBLE

Just as fine as the arcade

game. A must! $19.95

V 90 MOSAICS

A variation of Rubies cube for

the VIC. This aame has never

been seen before for any

computer.. We wrote the program

but could not solve the puttie.

S9.95

V 91 SENKU

If you like thinking logically,

this one will challenge you ail
the way! Based on the

popular game of Mastermind.

$7.95

V 92 MAGIC PAD

A mini version of Visi-Caic for

Hie VIC. Allows stornne and

retrieval of data from

cassette; invaluable for

personal and business use.

Turns VIC into the perfect

record keeper. $20.00

V 107 BINARY NUMBERS

This proaram is designed to

introduce you to the binary

number system and the

conversion to binary from base

10 numbers and back. S9.9S

VI08 BOMBER

You must decide who you w,mt to

fly for, You then get to pick <i

target and your experience

level. S9.95

V 151 BIZZ BUZZ

Malh game that tests the

student on division by 2C3.

Good for elementary school

students With color and sound.

$9.95

V152 MISSILE COMMAND

You hnve three bases and you

must destroy as many space

ships as you can before you run

out of missiles . 59. 95

V15) TANK VS. UFO

The tank is movino back and

forth along the base and you

must shoot the UFO before it

shoots you. 59.95

V15G ACEY DEUCEY

This is a qame in which the

computer deals two cards face

u|> and you must bet on whether

or not the next card will have

a value between those first 2

cards. &9.95

Vlfll) ARTIST

This urogram allows you to driiw

a picture on the screen and

then save it for another d.iy

$«,95

V1S1 HEX MONITOR

This proarans allows you to

enter codes in hexadecimal

directly from basic. It will

also convert decimal to

hexadecimal or hexadecimal io

decimal. $9.95

V18S MATH DICE

This program displays the dice

cm the screen and you must tell

the computer the correct sum of

the dice. Clem. $9. 95

VI86

V1B7

VIGB

VI 89

VI 90

V191

VI 92

VI 91

VI97

VI 99

V299

V300

A V301

V302

ROOT FINDER

Finds roots t*> complex

polynomials. S9.95

TUTOR MATH

This protirjm is desicined to

help students with adding and

subtracting siyncd numbers.

S9. 95

HIGH RES. DOODLE - JOYSTICK

Use the joystick to dray, high res
olution pictures on a 1096 dot

screen. You can save to a lape

for future viewing. Special

graphic fuctions, reverse picture,

and reverse section. 57.95

HIGH RES. DOODLE - KEYBOARD

Same as High Res. Doodle (V189)
but used through keyboard control.

$7.95

BIORHYTHM

Just like the biorhymm charts

you find in books. S9.95

BLACKJACK

Jusl like Blackjack in the

casinos. SIM.95

BEST STRAIGHT LINE

This program finds the equation

for the best straight line

throuoh the desired points on a

graph. S9.95

SNAKMA.N

Pacman for the VIC. S24. 95

ASTRO8ASE-2001

Destroy the alien invaders from

space as they attack your

planet. Requires 3K memory

expander. S9.95

SUBROUTINES

The use of this standard pro

gramming technique allows you

to save much room and effort.

Typical uses are stressed.

$11.95

A CAT HAS NINE LIVES

You're an alley cat who Is trying

desparately to defend himself

from unidentified deadly objects.

Fast paced game. 57.95

PSYCHIC MISSILES
The object of the game is to

guess where the target will be,

then fire the missile? This pro

gram will exercise your psychic

ability. Requires

$9,95
By Richard Lciman

8EECHA GOTCHA

Play "Beecha Gotcha." If the

harpoon hits the monsler fish,

I "beecha." If the monster eats

the boat, t "gotcha." Requires

3K expander. 59.95

By Richard Leiman

AIR ATTACK

You must shoot down enemy

aircrafts with your limited

supply of missiles. $7. 95

WRITE FOR FREE
I Please send me the c .

SOFTWARE CATALOG)

Please send me the

VIC 1982 CATALOG

AMERICAN PERIPHERALS

122 Bangor Street

Lindenhurst, NY 11757

NAME

zzl
I ZIP - —COMPANY__________ |

ADDRESS

CITY_ STATE



The VIC Is A Super

Calculator
by Michael S. Tbmczyk

Reprinted Irom Commodore Magazine. February. 1982

like any computer, the VIC is a super calcu

lator ,,. and you don't need a special car

tridge or add-on to make the VIC "Calculate!"

V1CBASIC, the language of the VIC, has a

lull mathematical operating system built into it.

The special symbols you use to perform mathe

matical calculations are called arithmetic

operators. These operators are discussed in the

VIC owner's guide, and in the

V7C 20 Programmer's

Re/erence Guide.

i. Ill UK i

VIC

VIC operators include the following symbols:

minus sign (subtraction)

- addition sign (addition)

/ fraction or division sign (division)

asterisk (multiplication)

< less than

> greater than

= equal sign

X exponentiation

These symbols are located conveniently on

the keyboard so you can use them quickly and

easily. For example, the +, ,'./.' and = signs

can all be typed in without having to SHIFT. They

are grouped on Ihe right side of the keyboard

Belore going any farther, please note that

the VIC does not accept commas as part ol a

number. In other words, always write 34000

instead of 34,000. If you include a comma you

will either get an error, or the VIC will interpret

the comma as a TAB command and separate the

number 34,000 into two numbers, 34 and 0.

MAGICIAN
Calculating in Direct Mode

Let's take a brief look at

howsome of these arithmetic

operators work. To begin with,

we can wortcinthe

"direct" or "immediate"

mode to perform

calculations. We do

this by using Ihe

PRINT statement.

16

Try this:

PRINT6+4
(and hit RETURN)
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The VIC responds by immediately perform

ing the calculation... and PRINTS the answer

... 10. Note that you DON'T USE QUOTATION

MARKS when using the PRINT statement to do

calculations. Try these two examples to see why:

PRINT "6+4" (hit RETURN)

6+4 instead of 10.

The VIC displays

PRINT 'The sum oi 6+4 is" 6+4 (RETURN),

VIC CALCULATES Numbers OUTSIDE the quotes,

but PRINTS the numbers and words INSIDE the

quotes. This is a useful technique to remember.

Mathematical Calculation—Examples & Notes

Addition

PRINT500+1000

Subtraction

PRINT6- 4

Multiplication

PRINT5-5

Computer multiplication uses the " (asterisk:)

instead of the X (times) sign to avoid confusion

between the multiplication sign, the letter x,

and the graphic symbol X. Just remember that

when you are using yourVIC to multiply num

bers, the asterisk (')isused instead of Ihe(X)

times sign.

Division

PRINT10/5

Division on the VIC uses the Iraction symbol

(/) instead of the division sign ( ). To divide 10

by 5, type 10/5 Instead of the conventional 10-5.

The VIC gives you the answer 2,

Fractions

PRINT5/10'10/5

Fractions are handled like normal fractions.

5/10 multiplied limes 10/5 equals the whole

number 1 and that's the answer the VIC gives if

you type in this example.

Decimals

PRINT5.2/5.8

The answer to 5.2 divided by 5.8 is .896551724.

The VIC handles decimal answers in the range

from 0.01 to 999,999.999 in standard notation, but

numbers beyond this range are automatically

converted to scientific notation. This means that

if a number is too large to conveniently display

or work with, it is converted to a shorter "scientific"

form (see below).

Negative Numbers

PRINT 5" 10... or.., PRINT 5' 10

The VIC recognizes and handles negative

numbers, but complex formulas may require

parentheses to keep negative numbers from

being confused with subtraction operations, For

example, -5 might be typed as (-5) if there

are many operations in a single calculation.

POWER/PLAY FALL 1982

Exponents

PRINT2T2

This means PRINT 2 to the 2nd power, nor

mally written as 22 (or 2 times 2). The VIC uses

the up-arrow to show this. 10 to the 3rd power (10

times 10 times 10) is written in VIC terms as 10T3

... (1000). if you're not familiar with exponentia

tion, 10T3 means takes the first number (10) and

multiply it times itself 3 times, 5f2 means multiply

5 times 5 (or 25). Exponentiation is important

because it is used by the VIC to designate num

bers that are too large to express in normal form.

Using Pi

One of the VIC's special characters is the "pi"

symbol. Pi looks like this: r., and is located on the

front oi the up-arrow key. You can print or dis

play the pi symbol like any other character, but
pi can also be used as a value like a number.

The value of pi is 3.14159256... etc. and repre

sents the ratio of the circumference of the circle

to its diameter. If you multiply the diameter of

a circle by pi you will get the circumference. To

use the VIC's pi character, simply hold down the

SHIFT key and press the pi key, Try typing the

following:

PRINTtt

The VIC responds by displaying the number

3.14159265. Now let's say you wanted to calcu

late the circumference of a circle with a diameter

measuring 5 inches. Simply type: PRINTt;'5 and

hit RETURN. The VIC answers 15.7079633. Like

wise, you can find the diameter of a circle by

dividing a circumierence by pi.

The Order in Which VIC Calculates

If you are using a complex formula or several

mathematical operations in a long calculation,

the VIC will always calculate in the same order

... according to the type oi operation. The

order in which the VIC examines a calculation or

formula is: 1) exponents, 2) multiplication and

division, 3) addition and subtraction. If there are

several calculations in the same category, the

VIC performs them starting from left to right.

This is especially important if you are

using the VIC to solve equations and perform

multi-operation calculations or formulas.

You can force the VIC to calculate in the

order you want by using parentheses () to isolate

operations you want performed separately, in

which case the VIC calculates starting with the

operation in the innermost parentheses.

Let's look at an example. Type in the follow

ing and hit RETURN:

PRINTKT2T 2/4+3 2

In this formula, the VIC will perform the cal

culation in the following order: first the exponen-

tation is considered. Next comes multiplication

and division, followed by addition and subtrac

tion. If there are several operations of the same

17



type, they are performed in order from left to

right. We can use parentheses to show you better

how the VIC actually sets up this calculation. The

VIC performs the calculations in order as shown

and displays 11 as the answer.

Calculation Trail Specific Operation Each Time

10'(2 ;2)/4+3 2 2'2 = 4

(10*4)/4+3-2 10'4 = 40

(40/4)+3 2 40/4=10

(10+3) 2 10+3= 13

(13 2) 13 2=11

You could change this calculation by adding

parentheses, like this:

PRINT10*2 r2/(4+3-2)

In this case, the VIC will first perform the

exponentiation, then the multiplication,,, but

before dividing, it will do the parenthetical oper

ation. The calculation trail now looks like this:

10'2 7 2/(4+3-2)

10*2 ; 2/5

(10'4)/5

40/5

(4+3- 2)=

2T2=

40/5= 8

Using Numbers in Programs

This part of our"magical" VIC lour is going to

show you how to use numbers in your programs.

You can use numbers in your BASIC programs

— not only directly, like you'd use numbers in

counting or calculating—but also indirectly in

the form of variables that can change as a

number changes.

Our previous section gave you a quick intro

duction to calculation on the VIC, We mostly

worked in the DIRECT MODE. Our next step is

to explore how to use numbers in your BASIC
PROGRAMS.

Let's begin with a short example.

10INPUTX

20 PRINTX110

30 GOTO 10

(and hit RETURN)

(and hit RETURN)

(and hit RETURN)

Type RUN to start the program. Now type

anynumber and hit RETURN. The VIC multiples

your number by 10 and gives you the result. If

you wanted to multiply your number by 10 per

cent, or by pi or by any other number, all you

have to do is change the 10 in line 20 to some

thing else. Also, the calculation in line 20 could

also be division, addition, subtraction, or any

other calculation.

The key to this program is the INPUT state

ment in line 10, which accepts the number YOU

type in, and assigns it the value X. After it multi

plies your number times 10 and PRINTS the result,

the program loops back and asks for another

number, which becomes the "newX."

To really understand how this program

works ... and in fact how most number-oriented

programs work,.. you should understand

numeric variables.

Numeric VariablGS

The concept of variables is explained in the

VIC user manual, but this is one of the hardest

computing concepts to grasp, so we're going to

talk you through it gradually.

A variable is like a code. Numeric variables

are like codes the VIC uses - and which you

can use—to stand for a number. Numeric vari

ables help the VIC remember and manipulate

numbers—even change them-in a program.

You can use variables for words, letters, phrases
and graphics, too, but in this discussion we'll

concentrate on those variables we use to repre

sent numbers.

There are LEGAL and ILLEGAL variable

names, Numeric variable names can be a single

letter, two letters, or a letter and a number.

Examples are: A, X, AA, AB, P1, R4, AB2, MU5.

A special kind of numeric variable, which limits

the value to an integer (whole number, no frac

tions or decimals) has a % sign as the last char

acter (Examples: A%,AB%. PI %, R4%).
The other type of variable is called a "string

variable." Here, numbers are used like words

instead of values (e.g., a zip code or phone

number). String variables end in a S sign

(Examples: AS, ABS) and are mostly used to
specify letters, words, phrases, graphic symbols

and descriptive numbers. If you tell the VIC that

X= 19406 then the VIC interprets the X as the

value 19,406. But if you want that number to be

descriptive, like a zip code, then you tell the VIC

that XS= 19406 and the number 19406 will be

used like a word or phrase instead ol a value.

How Variables Work

If I say X= 10 then I have just created a

variable and from now on the letler X stands

for the number 10. You might ask why we don't

just use the number 10 but in a moment we'll

show you why using an X gives the VIC more

calculating power and program flexibility.

Ifl tell the VIC X= 10. then any time I use
the variable X in my program, the VIC will think

of it as the number 10. If I tell the VIC to PRINTX,

the VIC PRINTS the number 10. Let's test this

assumption. Type this:

NEW

X=10

(and hit RETURN-to erase

previous program)

(and hit RETURN)

We've told the VIC that the variable X equals

10. We can do this in DIRECT (IMMEDIATE)

mode, without using line numbers, The VIC will

automatically store these variables in its memory

... although the variables may be changed or

erased il we RUN a program. Let's continue.

Type this:

PRINTX (and hit RETURN)

18

The VIC responds by displaying the number

10. That's because we created the X variable
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by saying X-10. We can create other variables,

too. Type this:

Y=2 (and hit RETURN)

Now we've defined TWO VARIABLES. X= 10

and Y=2. The power ol these variables is easily

demonstrated. Type this:

PRINTX'Y (and hit RETURN)

The VIC multiplies the value of X (10) times

the value of Y(2) and displays the answer, which

is 20. In addition to direct calculation, you can

design all sorts of calculator programs using

numeric variables. Here's a short program that

lets you enter two numbers to be multiplied and

gives the answer:

10INPUTX:INPUTY:PRINTX"Y:GOTO 10

Delay Loops Use Numeric Variables

We've discussed time delay loops in pre

vious articles but how exactly does a "delay loop"

work? It all has to do with numeric variables.

If you're programming a delay into your

program, you may not know it but you're actually

using a numeric variable. You see, you can

specify that X equals a range of numbers—

instead o! a single number like 10. In a delay

loop, you specify a variable like X as a range

,.. the following example illustrates how:

10PRiNTCHRS(181);

20FORX=lTO200:NEXT

30 GOTO 10

(and hit RETURN)

(and hit RETURN)

(and hit RETURN)

Type RUN and the screen slowly (ills up with

graphic bars. Want the bars to move faster? Hold

down the RUN/STOP key and press RESTORE.

Now type LIST and hit RETURN. In line 20. change

the number 200 to 50 and RUN the program

again. The speed with which the bars are printed

picks up considerably.

The reason a delay loop works is because

we have defined the variable X as a range ol

numbers from 1 to 200. We then told the VIC to

start counting from 1 to 200 before going to the

next line. When we change the number 200 to 50.

we shorten the loop by redefining X as a range

of numbers from 1 to 50, The VIC counts faster,

and the program moves faster.

In other words, we have a loop which PRINTs

a character (CHRS( 181) is the same as "I"),

counts to 200, then goes back around to line 10

and prints the character again. The semicolon

in line 10 makes the VIC display the next char

acter immediately next to the previous one. If

we didn't have the semicolon all the characters

would appear in a vertical column.

Defining a variable as a range of numbers

has other uses, too, Say we want to PRINT a title

and four lines of blank spaces at the top of the

screen. That makes 88 spaces, right? (4x22

columns) Our program should tell the VIC to:

1. Clear the screen

POWER/PLAY FALL 1982

Intelligent Software
For the VIC-20 + 64"

Word Processor (12K, printer required; $30).

Probably the most useful application program

available for the VIC. Screen editing for text,

pagination and margin skipping, left- and right-

justification, cassette and disk file capability,

easily modified for RS-232C output. This ad was

created using W/P.

Copycalc (5K or 8K-up; $20). An electronic

spreadsheet. Enter numbers into a visible matrix

using the VIC's screen editor; touch a key and

see the results. Ideal for budgeting, forecasting.

Also available: Mail List (12K, printer required;

S20); W/P Plus (includes M/L, disk required; S50).

Ail programs include documentation. 4016 ver

sions available; Please specify hardware con

figuration. Prices include shipping; Calif,

residents add 6%. Catalog available.

William Robbins, Box 3745, San Rafael, CA 94912

. .. When you're through playing games.

Being lifeguahd at Gator beach takes moke than just a good tan!

Sharks ARE SCARY BUT THESE 'GATORS ARE SOF-ETmin1 ELSE!

GATOR BEACH-ACnALLENGir<5.HAIP-ftAIS!NGGAM£ WITH MACHINE LANGUAGE

FOR LQT5 OF fAST ACTION AND TMUlLLSl

VPC-2O WITH AT LEAST 3K EXPANSION, JOYSTICK.

ON SALE AT VolfH LOCAL COUPUTEfl SrOllli OH 5ENOCHfct:rt FOH $24 9b TO:

VOyager Softwarc . P.O. Box H26.Qur'LiNSAME. CA94O1O

21 &* (I* DELIVERY C'LI'aHNI* WfSlQfN

Dealer enouihies invited

SALES TAJC
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2. PRINT a title at the top of the screen

3. PRINT 88 cyan spaces next to each other

Here's the program that does this:

10 PRINTCYAN SPACES"

20FORX=lTO88STEPl:PRINT>E";:NEXT

The first graphic symbol in line 20 means

you've pushed CTRL/CYAN. The second symbol

means you've pushed CTRL/RVS ON

The secret is the use of the loop in line 20.

First we set up a number range of X= 1 to 88.

Then we STEP one at a time through that range.

Each time we STEP we PRINT a cyan space, The

semicolon says to print the spaces immediately

next to each other. The NEXT tells the VIC to keep

going through the loop until it hits the 88th time

(end of the range we created for the variable X).

Here's a similar example using sound:

10X=36876:V=36878:POKEV. 15
20 FORS= 128TO254STEP1 :FOKE X,S:NEXT

Here we use two variables instead ol one. X

is our sound speaker, V is volume. The range of

X is the range of tone values we want to use (see

table of musical notes in owner's manual). We are

STEPping 1 at a time to achieve a slower effect,

What actually happens is (hat the VIC POKEs

36876,128 ... then POKEs

36876,129... then 36876,130 ... and so on until

we reach the upper limit of the range, which is

254. We could just as easily reverse the range

and STEP-1 from 254 to 128.

To make this progression of musical notes

into a sound effect, we just speed up how fast

we STEP through the range of notes, Do this by

LISTing the program and changing the STEP 1

in line 20 to STEP 10. Another alternative is to

shorten the range of note values. In line 20, try

keeping the STEP 1 but change the low value

from 128 to 170. The higher value makes a

higher sound. The shorter range means fewer

notes and a laster effect.

Using X andX+l

One of the most frequent uses of numeric

variables involves defining a variable at the

beginning of the program, then changing the

value ol that variable later on, Often this takes

the form of defining a variable like X, then

adding 1 to that value to increase it (X=X+1).

The following counting program illustrates

the use of a variable X and X+1, as explained

in the comments below:

Piogiam Comments

IOX=1 Define X as Ihe value 1.

20 PRINTX Print Ihe value ol X, which is I.

30X=X+l Increase Ihe value of X by 1 (now2),

40 GCTO20 Go back lo PRiNT the NEW

VALUE OF X (2).

The counting program defines X as 1, PRINTS

the starting value (1), then changes the value

X by adding 1, and PRINTS the new value, then

20

loops back each time to increase X by one.

and PRINT the new value, etc.

If you want to see this program work more

slowly, try adding a delay loop by changing

line 40 to read: 40FORT=lTO100:NEXT:GOTO20

Delay loops like this can often be added any

where in a program, by adding a colon and the

FOR... NEXT loop.

Using the DEF FN Statement

In addition to its standard calculation abil

ities, the VIC also has a very special BASIC

statement called "DEFINE FUNCTION," which lets

you define a predetermined mathematical or

scientiiic formula, and plug numbers into that

formula during your program.

It helps to know something about variables

before using the DEF FN, but this is not absolutely

necessary. Pay close attention to the examples

and experiment with a few of your own and you
should catch on quickly to how this mathemati

cal statement is used.

Let's begin with a simple example. Type

NEW and hit RETURN to erase any old programs

and type in this program:

Program Explanation
IODEFFNA(X)-lCr(X)(RETURN) Sels up the lormula.

20INPUTX (RETURN) Sets up your number input

30 PRINTFNA(X) (RETURN) Prints the formula answer

40GOTOI0 (RETURN)GoesbacktorepeatlinelO.

Type RUN and hit RETURN to start. (Hold

down RUN/STOP and RESTORE to exit the pro

gram). This program calculates 10 percent of

any number you type. When the question mark

appears, type a number and hit RETURN, The

VIC calculates 10 percent of that number and

displays the answer.

Setting up a DEF FN Statement

Let's use our example to show you how the

DEF FN statement works. To begin with, the

format is always similar:

DEFFNA(X)-(formuIa)(X)

The DEFFN part of the line is simply the

DEFine FuNction statement.

The A following the DEFFN statement is a

variable. It means that this function has been

defined (byyou) as Function A. It might be help

ful to think of this as the name of the particular

formula you are using. The name you give to

the formula must always be included where the

A is shown. Most programmers save memory by

using ONE-LETTER VARIABLES, but the function

name can be any legal numeric variable name,

up to FIVE CHARACTERS LONG. The name must

start with a letter but can also include numbers.

Here are some function name examples:

Legal DEFFN Names: Illegal DEFFN Names:

DEFFNP10 DEFFNWAR2 DEFFN1 (number)

DEFFNAB DEFFNGAME DEFFN82M{slarts w number)

DEFFNABCD DEFFNR2D2 DEFFNABCDEF(toolong)
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The DEFFNA is the name of the DEFINE

FUNCTION statement, The variable in the paren

theses (X) is the NUMBER we are going to mani

pulate or include in our calculation. DEFFNA(X)

simply means we are defining a function called

A which is going to manipulate a number called

X. Using an X is just a formality. Even if we use X

here, later on you can put ANY NUMERIC VARI

ABLE in the formula by referencing FNA(B2),

FNA(B+C+D). FNA (XY) or any other variables

in your program, (see ADDING MACHINE with

ROUNDING, BELOW). You aren't limited to using

the X variable, In other words if you use X or Y

or B2 or whatever in your DEFFN formula setup,

you can plug other variables in the formula by

using FNA (your other variable here), because

the A in the FNA activates the formula.

The next part of our DEFFN example is the

equal sign. This meanswe are setting FUNCTION

A equal to a formula we are going to type on the

RIGHT SIDE OF THE EQUAL SIGN. This formula

will control what the function actually does,

The right side of the equal sign consists of

two parts... the formula or calculation we

want to perform, and the place where a number

can be inserted, The number is represented by

the variable X in our first example and sample

format, but it can be any legal numeric vari

able name (a letter. 2 letters, a letter and a

number or 2 letters and a number). Where we

put our number in the formula (where we put

ourX) is important because this number will be

the KEY to our calculation. In the first example—

our 10 percent solution-we made the formula

very simple. We multiplied X times 10 percent.

Now, every time the VIC encounters an Xwe

can tell it to multiply it times 10 percent simply

by including FNA(X) in our program,

CGlsius to Fcnenheit Using DEF FN

Here's an example of a DEF FN formula

which converts Farenheit into Celsius... we'll

call the function C (for Celsius) and call the

Farenheit number in the formula F, The function

itself looks like this;

DEFFNC(F)=5'(F--32)/9

Celsius temperature equals 5 times the (Far

enheit temperature minus 32 degrees) divided

by 9. We've set up a function statement which

does just that. Now all we have to add to our

program is a means for us to ENTER the Farenheit

number This is very similar to our 10-percent

program above:

10 DEFFNC(F)=5'(F-32)/9

20 PRINT'ENTER FARENHEIT'r:INPUTF

30 PRINTTARENHEIT"F"IS"FNC(F)

''DEGREES CELSIUS"

The structure is simple. First we set up our

formula, a straightforward temperature conver

sion. We call our statement C, The numberwe

want to convert is F for Farenheit.
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Next, we PRINT a message telling the user

to type an input.

The INPUT F tells the VIC to display a question

mark and wait for the use to type (input) a

number. As soon as the user types a number, it is

automatically given the variable code name "F"

(see previous section),

Finally, we PRINT a message which includes

the calculation answer. We do this by PRINTing

a verbal message INSIDE the quotation marks,

then we PRINT the value of F (the number the

user typed in from the keyboard) OUTSIDE the

quotation marks. Next, we go INSIDE quotes

again to type the word "IS", then back OUTSIDE

to print the VALUE of FNC(F)-which means the

value of F after plugging it into our temperature

conversion function statement C in line 10. That

value is PRINTed and we're back INSIDE quotes

again for the remainder of the message

(DEGREES CELSIUS).

You can dress up this program considerably

by adding color (after any quotation mark, hold

down the CTRL key and hit one of the keys with

a color on the front), or REVERSE (inside quotes

just like color except press CTRL and RVS ON,

then CTRL and RVS OFF to get back to normal).

Here's a SOUND EFFECT you can add to this

program. Just type in this line and hit RETURN,

then type RUN:

25 POKE 36878,15:FORS=200TO 125STEP- 1:

POKE36876,S:NEXT

This line sets the volume control at 15 (high

est), then creates a loop with a musical note

range from 200 to 125 and steps down one at a

time when the program hits POKE36S76,S:NEXT.

You should recall from the VIC owner's guide

that 36876 is one of the VIC'S speaker numbers.

A DEF FN Rounding Program

Here's a program that demonstrates the DEF

FN statement, and also provides a "rounding"

program. To use it, you have to use a variable

(in this case X) to stand for your number. Then,

whenever your number, or any number desig

nated X, is generated, it can be rounded to the

nearest 10th, 100th, 1000th orwhatever simply

by changing the value of P in line 20. Change P

to lOto round in lOthsiorexample. Here is the

sample program:

10 DEFFNA(X)=INT(X* P+ ,5)/P

20P=100

30 PRINT'ENTER A NUMBER":INPUTX

40 PRINT-YOUR NUMBER ROUNDED TO THE

NEAREST"P"TH IS"FNA(X)

50 GOTO 10

A Simple Adding Machine

Here's a simple program using the INPUT

statement to create a simple adding machine:

5REM ADDING MACHINE

10INPUTA:PRINTC+A

20INPUTB:PRINTC+A+B
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30OA+B+C
40A=0:B=0

50GOTO10

Here's how this program works ... iirst we

INPUT a number which we call A. Then we PRINT

the value of C and A. which on the first round

does nothing (because C is not yet assigned a

value) and only the A number is PRINTed.

In line 20 we INPUT the value ot the second

number, which we call B. Then we PRINT the

sum of A+B (our adding machine) but again no

value is assigned to C yet so the C is ignored

and we get the sum of the first two numbers.

In line 30 we create a new variable C and

define C as the sum of A and B. In other words,

C now becomes the value of the first two numbers

added together.

In line 40 we reset A to zero and B to zero.

This is called "clearing our variables" and means

here thai we put A and B back to zero so we could

type in NEWVALUES for both ol these numbers.

The sum ol the two numbers we already typed

in is preserved in our new variable C.

Now in line 50 we go back to line 10 and

repeat the program, except NOW ihe C variable

has a value (the sum of the first two numbers

we typed in). So when we type in a new number
called A (INPUT A), the VIC PRINTS the sum Of A

(the new number) and C(which we define as

the sum of our iirst two numbers). The result is the
added sum of the first three numbers entered.

In line 20 we enter the next number (INPUT B)
which we add to our new number (A) and our
old sum (C). The total is PRINTed.

Line 30 redefines C, This time, C becomes

the total of the old sum (C). our new number A.
and our new number B. Now we can set A and B

back to zero and start over again.

More specifically... if we were adding 10
every time, we would start by adding 10 (A) to

10 (B) which then becomes 20 (A+B), C is then
defined as 20 and A and B are set back to zero.

Then the program repeats to add a new number
10 (new A) to 20 (C) to get 30... then adds
10 (new B) to 30 (C) to get 40, then redefine C

as 40. or 10 (new A) + 10 (new B) + 20 (old C).

Adding Machine With Rounding Function

If we want to add decimal point numbers

and ROUND them off, we can do so by incor
porating the ROUNDING function described pre

viously. Here's how we would add the rounding

function to our ADDING MACHINE program to

round off all numbers to the nearest 100th (2
decimal places rounded up or down):

5REM ADDING MACHINE WITH ROUNDING
10DEFFNR(A)=INT(A*100+.5)/100
201NPUTA:PRINTFNR(C+A)

30INPUTB:PRINTFNR(C+A+B)
40C=A+B+C
50A=0:B=0

60GOTO20
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This rounding program takes our A. B and C

variables and plugs them into the DEFFN round

ing formula we described earlier. Now ANY

value put in the parentheses after DEFFNR( )

will automatically be rounded and plugged into

Ihe formula, because it's the DEFFNR that deter

mines what is done to the information in the

parentheses, and after the FIRST definition of the

function (line 10) any time we want to plug a

variable into the formula, we can do so by typing

DEFFNR followed by the variable we want to

manipulate in parentheses,

In the program above, notice that we only

had to type an A in parentheses in line 10. Later,

when we type in line 20 FNR(C+A) the program

automatically inserts the C+A variables where

the A was in line 10. The C+A variables could

have been any other numeric variables we might
use in our program—M, R, XX. S2. etc,

Scientific Notation, Binary Decimal &

Other Peculiarities

Because the VIC calculates using the binary

number system, and translates it into our normal

decimal numbering system, a few peculiarities

may arise ... for example, if you type.

PRINT.34 .30 you will get an answer that looks
like this: .0400000001

Clearly, the extra decimal places and the

last 1 do not belong in our answer, which should

be .04. The difference is so minimal that it doesn't
affect most calculations. The best way to avoid

this discrepancy is to use the rounding routines
discussed earlier.

Another mathematical quirk is if you type:

PRINT .5555555556 The VIC will PRINT .555555555

and lose the 6. The VIC rounds DOWN automati

cally at six or less digits, and rounds UP if there

are seven or more digits. This results from the

way computers store floating point numbers.

Another idiosyncrasy of the VIC is its use of

scientific notation when an answer or calcula

tion exceeds a certain limit. This special notation
allows the VIC to display large numbers using

fewer digits, and is used by many computers.

Scientific notation takes the form:

numberE+ee

Here are some examples:

Standard Scientific Notation

20=2E+l

10500= 10.5E+3
6600 = 66E+2

.66 = 66E 2

.0000000001 =1E 10

Summary

If you are planning to use yourVIC for calcu
lations, these notes fo supplement your user's
manual should help. The VIC 20Programmers

Reference Guide provides additional informa
tion, and most BASIC programming manuals for
the PET/CBM or VIC will give you more insights |j
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EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
.' FOR YOUR VIC

Choose From Programs Such As:

• GOTCHA MATH

• ENGLISH INVADERS

• MISSPELL

$9.95 Each

For FREE Program Catalog Call or Write:

:pi house, inc.
P n BDM 32b

ITlllitlRD (TUUHtUR

[313] fiflS [)II3

We Handle Games For Your VIC, Too!

DRAGONS & TREASURE • VIC TREK

MIROCOMMAND«AND MORE!

PET Educational Software Also Available

* Astro Patrol
Your fleet of ships protects the

sector from evil alien

smugglers In exciting arcade

space action.

•Rude Girl

will this punk rocker be good

or bad? A different game of

chance.

Games feature animated

custom graphics and sound.

Written In Basic and machine

code.

•Secret File

Keep info confidential.

Requires two passwords,

which you create. One unlocks

the program, one used to

encrypt secret tape data files

in sophisticated military code.

•PIUS
h secret message is included.

Crack the code and an

Astral'image color electronic

graphic wilTbe created from
your photo —absolutely free!

SendS-15.OOplusS2.OO for

postages handling to:

ASTRAL'IMAGE

2125 Bush Street, studioc
San Francisco, CA 94115

/M\\SL

All 3 for $15

On tapefor

5k vic-20

VIC
SOFTWARE

LET COMPUTERMAT TURN YOUR VIC INTO A HOME ARCADE

NEW

VIC SOFTWARE VICVISA'

ALIEN INVASION - Arcade style excitement fur yt>UT VIC Look oul here

they come. Aliens aredescending Irorfc thesky Mow your User inlo position

and defend thB earth The .iti-ark^ <itv unending tan you survive or will

Vadei rule ihe galaxy Many extras on [his one 20 levels of p&y $1295

CATTLE-ROUNDUP - Vw cows are loose in ihe maze. You haw 2

minutes logei each cow hack intoihecorral You can push, coax ondcaft Ihe

com Surru1 cows are not vt?ry small and ftOTTte ore very slubbotn You iaaII

hAvfi to help [hem Be careful lhai you (ion I lt<wtTrR"tuir.ilg<ileopers Color

(jriiphtti and sound Eight Fevels ol pl.iy <ind a turn* limit S12.95

HEAD ON — Your car moves lor ward around lln?r.v.*Mratk. YouCdnmow

up, dou.-n. riyht and lefi Try to scor? pomla fciy running over the dots on the

track Walchoul for ihecrusher - ilyou trashyoulo&etiCtH Fourcsrsdnd

bonus levels. Full color graphicb and sound Fdsl action and very addicting. 9

k^L-^uFpldv S1295

SNAKEOUT — Hocks appear on th« strci-n at random You move up.

down* ii4j.li! jnd left -md try Tu inovtf your snako over ihe Wocks Each block

Ikil you sL't rjisos your score Keep Innlding yom score hui wjtch oui

because [he escape routes keep getting smaller Time limn, color graphics

iind 5(nind 3 games on this tdsseile. Snjkeoui — 2 player Snakeoul and

Tuppei. 9 Levels ol Play. 512 95

TARGET COMMAND — Move your laser into position and gel ready lot

some quick action Different EypBS of missiles are dropping How many can

you shoo! down. They all travel ai different speeds and different levels. You

must b*? fast on the trigger (<j g»=t thi-m all Time litnil, bonus points and very

addicting Color nraptaics and sound Arcade style fun, 10 levels. $12.95

BOMB'S AWAY Can you stop him? The crazy bomber drops the bombs

from ihe top of Ihestriron You-gel 3 buckets to caich them Before you know

it bomb? we foiling SO fasi you wonder when he will slop. Just when you think

you have him under control your bucket QClg smaller. Is your hand quicker

than your fyi'^ S 12.95

PARATROOPER Enemy tnvraion forces drt dropping paratroopers by

choppers intOyOUT sirttrujhold Hlast t-mout of ihe sky as fast as you can The

more you knock down the more they send in Gel Ihe Irooptrs before ihvy hit

the ground m you ,im really in trouble. Real hi res color and smooth action.

Joystick or keyboaid control You are the only one left rhaL can save

us. SI 2 95

BUG BLAST — Nowirsyouriurntoff?! i>ven. Bug blast makes il easy Blast

thru Ihe cactus and wip*? ihem oul But walch oul for the higher levels. Just

when you ihmk everything is under tonlrol the attackers seem to be

everywhere Will (h^y i'v<*r slop Now you can gel even — if you daic Ilyou

Itke Centipede you are <*onna bvfl BUG BLAST. $12,95

CRICKET — Can you help Chcrp gel across The roadway and river. He has

to dodge I tucks and cars lo gel to the cenier. Trwn hdp him gel BCrosfl the

river Hi'can iiimpfloaMnijioysandlurlles to gel across Watch out for gators

— they love crickets for lunch. How mrfny times can you get

across? (12.95

VIC AND PET ARE TRADEMARKS OF CBM

ALL PROGRAMS ON CASSETTE

ALL VIC SOFTWARE RUNS IN

STANDARD VIC.

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG OF VIC SOFTWARE

PLEASF. ADD St.00 PER ORDER FOR SHIPPING

COMPUTERMAT.BOX 1664. DEPT PP

LAKE HAVASU C3TY. AHIZONA 66403

PETOWNERS- Write for free catalog

Ask (or catalog P
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VIC 20 Fulfills Young ■HPi^

Heart Transplant's Wish viCFix
by John O'Brien

David Mendoza is not your average 14 year-old. He

has already been the subject of newspaper articles. TV

news stones and even a half-hour documentary. On July 15.

1981. David became the youngest person in Arizona to

receive a heart transplant.

David was bom with a heart that had two chambers

instead of lour. When he was five he underwent open head

surgery that allowed him to live normally for seven years.

When his health began faltering in 1981, he was admitted

to a hospital with heart failure. Doctors didn't think he could

live much longer without a heart transplant.

Now, after the successful surgery and several months

of recuperation, David is back home in Scottsdale, Arizona,

with his mother, Pat, his talher, Eddie, and brother. Monte.

Like many youngsters his age, he enjoys racquelball and

swimming - and has a giant poster ol Loni Anderson on
the wall of his room.

And, like millions of other 14 year-olds, David also has

a strong interest in personal computers, In fact, he was so

anxious to get onto a computer that he was renting com

puter time at a local computer store, in addition to working

on the computers at the Supai Middle School. One of his

goals for this past summer was to try to get a job so he could

save enough money to buy one oi his own.

David's wish for a computer was mentioned in a news

paper article that came to the attention of some people

at Commodore, who wanted to help. So last June I had

the honor and pleasure of presenting David with a VIC 20,

a datassette and enough soltware to get him started.

David took to the computer like a iish takes to water,

He even seemed to master Blue Meanies from Outer Space

easily. He said he was glad the VIC uses a BASIC similar
to PET BASIC, because one of the computers he had worked

on at school was a PET.

At last report, David was up to Unit 7 in Commodore's

'Introduction to BASIC" package. It's no surprise that

David likes the teach-yourself-programming package,

because he is considering a programming career. He

said he has written an animaiion program, but, in his esti

mation it was "no big deal". He is now looking for a place

to ge! some computer programming instruction during

summer vacations.

Obviously David still has some restrictions due to his

heart problem, He must be very careful ol his worst enemy,

infection, and must take close to 30 pills every day. He

maintains a special diet and keeps daily records with his

portable electrocardiograph

David has overcome tremendous odds just to be alive,

yet he has also managed to be an excellent student. In

fact, he was named outstanding student for the month of

February—which earned him a Inp to

Disneyland—and, at his graduation in

May. he had a poem published in the

graduation program, which he also

read at the ceremony. At his point,

with youth on his side, it looks like

nothing can stop him |]

Clue to Saving

VICFLIP-IV

If you're wondering about

the "repealed" line numbers

in the VICFLIP-IV program list

ing we ran in the premier issue,

wonder no more, line numbers

are not repeated, There are

actually two separate pro

grams. The first one contains

the instructions, and the second

one is the game itself. Type

down to line 165 and save.

Then start the next section im

mediately after (it begins with

line 21 on page 33) and save

that part separately under a

different name. Line 2 in the

first section connects the two,

so ihe second part will load

automatically alter the first

part runs. Thanks to Joshua

Glazerof Philadelphia and

others for pointing out that

possible source of confusion,

Don'i Confuse "Greater

Than" with Parenthesis

When you're typing a pro

gram listing from a VIC printout

be careful not to confuse the

"greater than" and "less than"

symbols with opening and

closing parentheses. They look

a lot alike. The parentheses

are just slightly more rounded.

Thanks to Jack Kotz of Levit-

town, Pennsylvania and others

who fixed their programs by

applying a little eyestrain.

Symbol Error

On page 12 of the premier

issue we made an error in

printing the graphic symbols

that represent the various

cursor keys. The symbols repre

senting "CURSOR UP' and

"CURSOR DOWN" are reversed.

Thanks to Joseph O'Brien oi

Willingboro, New Jersey lor

drawing that to our attention.
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CONGRATULATIONS

TO COMMODORE

CHALLENGE

CONTEST WINNER:

Mark Biggs

age 17 o! Monilton, Arkansas

ior "VIC Baseball"

We received a slew of superb software

irom our talented readers over these past few

months, but. unfortunately, could choose only
one winner. Many thanks to all of you who

submitted programs. They were all terrific!

And keep up the good work, Who knows...

maybe next time the winner will be YOU!
Meanwhile, look for Mark's program listing in

the December issue of POWER/PLAY You'll

enjoy playing VIC Baseball!
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THE COMMODORE CHALLENGE

PRIZES PRIZES PRIZES
K you've been playing around at home developing

original games and programs (or your unexpanded
VIC 20, send your best—on cassette or disk, please-

to the Commodore Challenge contest. Include a brief

description of the program's purpose, including docu

mentation on how to use it. If it's a game, be sure to

include instructions.

Programs requiring memory expansion are eligible,

too, but will not be published unless space allows.

Each issue, we'll award prizes to two entries, First

place winners will receive a VIC 20 8K Memory Ex

pander Cartridge. Second place winners will receive
a VIC 3K Memory Expander. All entries become the

property of Commodore Business Machines. Inc., upon

submission. Winning entries published by POWER/
PLAY will become public domain software.

Fill out the entry form below, and submit it with your

game or program to:

Commodore Business Machines, Inc.

The Meadows.

487 Devon Park Drive

Wayne, PA 19087

AttniPOWER/PUff

COMMODORE CHALLENGE CONTEST ' ' ' ENTRY FORM

Name. ■ Age. . Phone.

Address.

Qly

.Program Tille.

. Slate. .Zip.

I understand that my software entry becomes the property ot Commodore Business Machines. Inc.. upon

submissioa and that winning entries published by POWER/PLAy become public domain software.

Signature.

Parent's signature, i! contestant Is minor.

VOID WHERE PROHIBITED



by David Malmberg 43064 Via Moraga Fremont, California 94539

THE TURTLES
The TUrtles are coming! The Turtles are

coming! This is not a Paul Revere-like call to arms,

or an announcement of an impending invasion

ol pesky creatures like killer bees. Instead, "the

Turtles are coming" refers to a revolution that is

quietly taking place in the way computers and

programming concepts are being introduced

and taught to children and other first-time pro

grammers through the use of Turtle graphics.

Turtling or Turtle Talk, as it is sometimes

called, is a simple and fun way for the beginning

programmer to gain mastery over the computer

in just a few minutes. By giving an imaginary

Turtle directions on how to roam over the

computer's display screen, the programmer can

create colorful and artistic pictures. As the novice

programmer becomes more and more adept

at teaching his Turtle to paint using Commodore's

great graphics (and, in the case of the VIC, rich

color palette), he is learning all of the basics of

computer programming himself. Turtling is an

innovative way to learn that not only develops

computer awareness, bul enriches a child's math,

logic, communication and artistic skills as well.

The ideas behind Turtle graphics were pio

neered by Seymour Papert and others at MIT's

Artificial Intelligence Laboratory during more

than a decade of research into how children

should learn with and about computers. After
spending a great deal of time working with the

famous child psychologist, Jean Piaget, studying

how children think and learn, Papert concluded
that most efforts at Computer Aided Instruction

(CAI) missed the mark by 180 (degrees. Tradi

tional CAI methods tended to program the

student to respond with a set of correct answers.

By comparison, the "Piagetian" view of learning

calls for a more unstructured environment where

the child is given the tools needed to solve
problems, and is then asked to work out the

solutions for himself,

26

Inherent in this approach to learning is the

idea that there is no longer only one right answer

that the student either gets or does not get correct

when asked. Rather, problem solving, like com

puter programming, is a gradual process that

you almost never get right the first time. Learning

becomes a process of successive "debugging"

of your previous attempts to solve the problem.

The primary learning tool that Papert armed

his children with was a Turtle that the children

could teach to solve problems by giving it simple

instructions (in the form of computer programs).

Papert's earliest version oi this learning tool was

a mechanical robot that could be programmed

to move about the floor. The robot moved

so slowly that it soon gained the nickname

"Turtle". The name stuck; and even though

the technology has evolved to a cursor moving

on the surface of the computer video display

unit and a full-featured computer language

named LOGO, the basic learning concepts are

still referred to as Turtle graphics.

The results from using the Turtle as a learn

ing and problem-solving tool can be dramatic,

According to Papert: "Even the simplest Turtle

work can open new opportunities for sharpening

one's thinking about thinking. Programming the

Turtle starts by making one reflect on how one

does oneself what one would like the Turtle to

do. Thus teaching the Turtle to act or to 'think'

can lead one to reflect on one's own actions

and thinking. And as children move on, they

program the computer to make more complex

decisions and find themselves engaged in

reflecting on more complex aspects of their

own thinking."

As a result, even children with severe cases

of what Papert calls "mathophobia" can learn

programming and problem-solving skills through

the process of teaching their Turtles these same

skills-and have fun at the same time!
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TURTLES fcontiiiuod from page 27)

Turtle concepts are simple to learn and easy

to use. For example, in VIC TURTLE GRAPHICS

(a language developed by the author but pat

terned alter Paperi's LOGO) the following routine

can be used to direct the Turtle lo draw a square

on the screen.

LABEL SQUARE

PEN DOWN

LOOP 4

FORWARD X

TURN RIGHT

LOOP END

PEN UP

ROUTINE END

The LABEL SQUARE command allows this

group of commands to be referred to by a single

name-SQUARE. PEN DOWN causes the Turtle to

leave a trail behind it when it moves. This trail

is the way the Turtle draws on the screen If the

PEN is UP. the Turtle will move without leaving

a trail. LOOP 4 causes all ol the commands until

LOOP END to be repeated four times.

When these commands are repeated, they

cause the Turtle to move FORWARD a distance

of X spaces (leaving a trail character behind

at each space), then TURN RIGHT and move

FORWARD X spaces again. TURN again-

repeating until the square is finally done, Then

the PEN is set to UP ROUTINE END signals that

this is the end of the SQUARE routine.

Tb use this routine to draw a square made ol

five red asterisks on a side, the following VIC

TURTLE instructions could be used:

CALCULATE X=5

TURTLE COLOR RED

CHARACTER TO •

USE SQUARE

The CALCULATE X=5 tells the Turtle that

whenever it sees a variable X to remember that

it equals the number 5. In VIC TURTLE GRAPHICS,

CALCULATE equations may be as complex as

the programmer wants or needs, and may use

any of the VIC's built-in BASIC functions, such

as RND, SIN, TAN, etc. TURTLE COLOR RED causes

the Turtle trail character to be red, and CHAR

ACTER TO • causes it io be an asterisk. USE

SQUARE causes the Turtle to follow the directions

given in the routine SQUARE,

VIC TURTLE GRAPHICS has almost forty dif

ferent commands, including those tor screen and

border colors, sound, motion (speed and direc

tion), logical conditions, program branching,

(sub)routines, and testing for the presence of

a particular character in iront of the Turtle on

the screen. Using these commands, the beginning

programmer can solve problems as simple as

printing his name on the screen, or as challeng

ing as drawing a maze and then programming

his Turtle to find its way out.

In the process of teaching his Turtle to solve

these problems, the child will have established a
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solid foundation in programming and computer

concepts that will make moving on to BASIC and/

or other more mathematically oriented lan

guages surprisingly easy. In addition, the thinking

and problem-solving skills of both the Turtle and

its programmer should be greatly enhanced.

There are a number of very worthwhile re

sources available for those who wish to learn

more about Turtling and its various applications

in teaching programming and problem solving

to children. Some of the best are:

1. MINDSTORMS: Children, Computers, and

Powerful Ideas by Seymour Papert (Basic

Books, 1980)—Clearly the classic work on
using TURTLE languages to teach children

computer concepts. (S12.95)

2. WSFN (Which Stands For Nothing) by Lichen

Wang and Larry Tesler—An early TURTLE lan

guage for the Commodore PET Does not have

all of the capabilities of VIC TURTLE GRAPHICS

or K1DSTUFF, but still has many good ideas, and

is a fun teaching and learning tool. Can be

obtained on a tape (with 3 other programs

and associated documentation) from:

Computer Project

Peninsula School

Peninsula Way

Menlo Park, CA 94025

Price for all 4 programs—S 14.95

3. KIDSTUFF by Thomas R. Smith-A more recent,

and more advanced TURTLE language (than

WSFN) for the PET/CBM computer by an edu

cator who has worked out the "bugs" where

it counts—with kids in the classroom. Many

excellent examples, and a very easy-to-follow

tutorial style of documentation. Can be ob

tained on tape wilh a 45 page instruction

manual for S59.95 from:

Thomas R. Smith

P.O. Box 345

Dedham. MA02026

4. FRIENDS OF THE TURTLE by David Thomburg-

A monthly column in COMPUTE! magazine that

specializes in explaining computing through

TURTLE concepts. Highly recommended.

5. VIC TURTLE GRAPHICS by David Malmberg-

A simple, but powerful, TURTLE language for

the VIC on a plug-in cartridge. Comes with

a manual written in two parts for two audiences:

(1) a series of graduated lessons filled with

examples for the beginning programmer, and

(2) a reference manual for the more exper

ienced programmer (or instructor— if used in

a classroom environment), Can be obtained

for S39.95 from:

Human Engineered Software

71 Park Lane

Brisbane. CA 94005 12
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The VIC20 Electronic

Christmas Card
Ii you plan to give someone a VIC 20 this Christmas,

this is a terrilic little program you can include along with
it. It plays "We Wish You a Merry Christmas" and displays

the words to the song, while the screen changes into various

red-green combinations.

Courtesy of Dr. Bruce Downing.

II you'd like to have your VIC play "Happy Birthday,'
complete with a cake and candles, contact:

Daniel Pohoryles
2328 Southgate Square

RestoaVA 22091

Dan sells a Happy Birthday cassette for S3.95. |J

10 S2-36976
20 V-3P978
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37. POKE 36S79.98

34 PRINT CHRISTMPS"

101 GOTO i£3

1,V FOR T=| TO 3

1 I 0 X£pT P

13P IF P=-l THEN 203

140 REBD

150 POKE S2,P

POR H=l TO C:NEXT N

17P POKE S2.0

H=l TO ?0:NE«T N

HE.VT I

RETJRW

18'

190 QOPUB J0Z

192 Gnsu? 260

194 no$HB 102

196

Q08UP 102
200 POKC S2»0

FOP I*) TO 1300 NEXT I

271 RESTORE

22?

240 PRINT

POKE 36879-45

259 PPINT "WMTCRRV C

252

262 print

26-1 PRIHT "IMPCSiRV rjHRI?T"1RS

266

268 POI^f 3^87?,42

270

?2 PRINT "IMMW HRPPV WEU VEflR

274

3?0
33ft

340 DPTB ?37,!25,231

350

231,258,23]

?56»231*830
390

390 pPTfl 125,239,123
400 rjHTH 237<i25>233

415 D*»Tfl 250.239.230

422

425 DRTB 125*235/123

430 DflTfl 237/J125/233

433

44fi TjflTR 23.1 ,125,23'

445

455 D

460
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Skills for

Understanding

Maps

and

Globes

Part ol the Maps & Globes package is

a 96- page book

No More Pencils,

No More Books...
"Maps And Globes"Helps Students

Understand Their World

With its 96-page booklet and somewhat staid (if color

ful) question-answer format. Maps and Globes Irom Micro-

Ed is a tad classroom-ish. At S136.00, the nineteen-lesson

educational package is also a bit oi an investment for

the home user, But for those who want to develop an

understanding of maps and globes - not just how to read

them, but how they've evolved through history, what they

mean and how they're used—the series provides solid in

sights in a clear, easy-to-use lormat meant for users from

the elementary level on up.

The computer programs are used directly with the

booklet. Skills tor Understanding Maps and Globes, by

Kenneth Job and Lois Wolf (Follett Publishing Company).

The student first reads a chapter in the booklet, then brings

the book to the computer, loads the corresponding program

and begins the lesson. The computer poses questions con

cerning the subject matter (usually about 15 questions per

chapter) and, of course, provides immediate feedback on

the student's responses.

The leedback is fun, when you get the correct answer

—the computer goes briefly berserk with screen-color

changes to dazzle and delight. A wrong answer, however,

merely provokes a curt "wrong". Then you get to try again

— and again, and again, if necessary. 11 you get stuck.

simply type a"?" and the computer shows you the right

answer. Then you get to type it in and set off the jubilant

color changes. At the end oi the lesson, the computer pro

vides a summary ol how you did—the number of right and

wrong answers, and the time it took you to complete the

questions. For the VIC 20 on tape or disk from Micro-Ed.

P.O. Box 24156. Minneapolis, MN 55424. |j

New Low-cost Educational Software lor the VIC 20

M-R Information Systems announces a series of low-

cost educational software lor the VIC 20. Newly available

packages are:

MicRo Quiz II: Subject Independent CAI authoring

package with class evaluation features. Requires no

computer programming knowledge. Requires 3K

expansion. S39.95

MicRo Spell: A comprehensive graded spelling dnll

package. Includes words most frequently misspelled
by students grades 3-7. Requires 3K expansion. S24.95

MicRo Hangman: The traditional word guessing game.

Combines entertainment with spelling drill. S9.95

TTie computer asks questions about what you've

read in the accompanying bock.
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I VIC PET APPLE SOFTWARE
GRAPHVICS - super graphics package adds 18 commands to VIC BASIC. Plot 152 x

160 points. Hires & Multicolor modes on same screen! Text & graphics screens.

Save/load pictures to/from tape or disk. Req. 3K/fJK expander. W/sample programs &

user's manual $25 [$30].

VIC/PET VIGIL - Interactive Games Language - Program your own or play the 9 games

included. With 60+ powerful commands. Easy to learn. VIC version has

color and sound (requires 3K/8K expander). Complete with user's manual. $35 [40].

VIC/PET PIPER THE MUSIC MACHINE - Simplest way to compose, conduct and play

music. Complete control of notes, rests, volume, repeats, tempo. W/sample composi

tions and user's manual. $25 [$.!0].

VIC HIRES/MULTICOLOR GRAPHICS UTILITIES - Add graphics to VIC BASIC. Re

quires NO extra memory Plot points, lines and boxes in fine detail. 104 x 152 points.

W/sample programs and manual. $20 [$25].

VIC/PET TINY BASIC COMPILERS - Produces true 6502 code Subset of BASIC sup

ports all floating point operations Compiler listing optional if you have memory (16K

PET, 8K expander VIC). For OLD, NEW, 4.0, 8032 PET or VIC with 3K/8K expander.

$25 [$30].

VIC JOYSTICK DRAWING - Paintbrush for VIC MULTICOLOR mode pictures. Re

quires 3K/BK expander and a joystick. $15 [$20].

t*kj I-CHING for VIC - colorful fortune teller gives you insite into your life from an Orien-

^*" la I perspective. Includes manual and 275 page guide. Requires 8K
expander. $30 [$35].

tyj VIC BASIC Reference Card - Only $2 50 [$3.00].

PET MACHINE LANGUAGE GUIDE - hidden talents in your Old, New or 4.0 ROM

PET/CBM, 10 + routines fully detailed. $c) [$11].

PET TINY Pascal PLUS+ - structured language. Editor, Compiler and Interpreter. All

programing constructs and graphics. For NEW/4.0/8032 ROMS & 32K memory. Disk

$50 [$55]; cassette $55 [$(.0].

APPLE II DYNASOFT PASCAL - complete dev't system. Editor, Compiler,

Inlerpreter & Supervisor Data types: scalars, char, array, [jointer, integer Hires,

I ores, machine language interface, sample programs, user's manual. Disk $50 [$55];
W/optional source code $85 [$90].

VIC BUDGETEER ■ Get control of your expenses with this visual planner. Requires
3K/8K expander. Available September. $25 [$30].

VIC MACHINE LANGUAGE GUIDE - Available September. $10 [$12].

ABACUS SOFTWARE

P.O Box 7211

Grand Rapids, Michigan 49510

616/241-5510ffl!
ORDERING INFORMATION:

FREE POSTAGE. Unless noted, prices are for cassette. Add $3.00 per DISK package.
Foreign prices in [ ]. Manuals available separately for inspection, creditable towards
purchase of software $5.00 each [$7.00 foreign], All orders must be prepaid in US Dollars
via International Money order or by VISA, MC, ACCESS Eurocard

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦mi
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Victory Fui

Now Rea
Available now from stock.

All these new programs fit in

the standard VIC-20 memory and

can be controlled from the

keyboard. Where appropriate

from a joystick as well. All

programs on cassette tape.

TRKK SI 2.95 COSMIC DEBRIS 514.95

The classic game that has fascinated
computerists for over a decade.
Commending the bridge of your
starship, you explore the galaxy,

fending off ihe Klingon invasion
with your phasers and photon

torpedoes, at the same time conserv
ing your limited time and energy. A
real bargain at SI2.95.

This highly addictive
game will keep you

aliens for days.
style game!

Our

ADVENTURE PACK I

(3 programs)

arcade type

battling the
best arcade-

Si 4.95

MASTERWORD S5.95

Can you deduce iIil' computer's

word from the clues [hat the com
puter supplies? You are told how
many letters you have correct, and

hou many are in the correct posi

tion. If you like mastermind, you'll

love MASTERWORD.

Hlg Had Wolf—NOT for kids only! A

fully packed adventure based on the
Three Little Pigs fairy tale. Don't let

the wolf gobble you up!

Computer Adventure—Re-live the

"excitement" of gelling your com

puter. An adventure with a very dif

ferent flavor.

Moon Base Alpha—You must find :i
way to destroy the meteor thai is

racing towards your base, or else all

moon colonies will he demolished!

\k;hi rider

1 ligh speed night

simulator.

\DVE\TLRES

time

S 12.95

driving

I still can't believe we packed full

featured adventures into the VIC's

3.6K memory! Adventures are inter

active fantasy games in which you

solve a mystery by exploring an

unknown cnvironmeni with the

assistance of your computer. You

lell the computer whal to do with

plain fiiglish commands like "OPEN

THE DOOR", and the computer tells

you what it sees! Average solving
time for our adventures is six hours.

ADVENTURE PACK II

(3 programs) SI 4.95

African Escape—As the sole sur
vivor oi a plane crash, you must find

your way nut o! the dark continent.

Hospital Adventure—You are a spy

whose mission is to complete the
bungled assassination attempt on

the evil dictator, who is recuperat

ing in the hospital under heavy

guard,

Bomb Threat—Gel hack to town to

warn the authorities of the bomb

planted by the terrorists who lell

you prisoner at their hideout
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-Tape Programs

ly for Holiday Giving!

TREASURES OF THE

HATCAVK > I t-1'"

Hank' the vampire b;iis as you

search their cave for gold bullion.
Fasl, real lime action will keep you

playing lor hours. 01 course, you are

in a different cave every time you

play [the action lakes place against

the realistic 3-D display oi the MAZE

program),

MAZE $12.95

Don't buy this program it you stiller

from claustrophobia I You try to Find
your way out of a maze on foot. The

display gives an incredible 3-dimen-

sional view. Machine code sub-
n in I i nes a I low you to move as

quickly as you can push buttons.

You ma> view the maze From the top

if you gel hopelessly lost.

Plus, there are over 6X1027 different

mazes that ihe program can gener

ate. There is little chance thai you'll
see the same maze twice! There are

nine levels ol dilliculu included.

GAMES PACK I

|3 programs) $14.95

Cage—You are I rapped inside a

dungeon with iron spikes slowly

descending upon you. Slav alive as

long as you can by shooting oil the

ends of the spikes wilh your gun. Six

different versions make for hours ol
Fun.

Atomic Charger—Keep the atom

moving in its atomic chamber by
shooting il with your electron gun.

Suicide Squad—Use your fireman's

nel to bounce the suicidal maniacs

into the waiting ambulance as the)

leap out of a tall building.

VICTORY CASINO S9.95

Enter the pleasure palace and try
your luck ai dice, numbers, and bluf

fing. Match your wits against 3

unique games of chance.

STATES AND CAPITALS S5.95

Does your child know Arkansas
from Alabama? Boston from Boise?

He can test his skills wilh questions

on stales and their capitals.
STREET SWEEPERS $14.95

H IGM

VOLT
1

Gobble up all of the dots in the maze
before the ensuing nemesis gels you.

The nia/e is different every lime,
and if \nu succeed in getting all the
dots, you get progressively harder
mazes to complete as your skills in

crease. Does this sound like Pac

Man? It isn't! Highly recommended

and extremely addicting.

MANCALA SH.95

GRAVE ROBBERS SI 3.95

introducing the first GRAPHIC

ADVENTURE ever available on the
VIC-201 Wilh realistic audio-visual
effects, you explore an old deserted
graveyard and actually see ihe
perils [hat lie beyond.

Maneala survived over 3000 years

from ancient Egypt so that you

could play it on your computer! The

computer plays masterfully on its
hard level, competently on ibe easy
level for learning purposes. II you

enjoy chess or awari, you might jusl
give ihem up for MANCALA. Easy to

learn, difficult to master.

ORDERING

We accept personal checks, money orders, VISA, and MASTERCHARGE.
Charge orders please include number and expiration date. Overseas orders
please use charge or have check payable through a U.S. hank. Add $1.50

postage and handling per order, I'A residents please add 6"o sales tax.

SOFTWARE, IMC.

2027-A S. J. Russell Circle, Elkins Park, PA 19117

(215) 576-5625
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Print OutPersonalized Biorhythm Cheats

Use yourVIC graphic printer and 3K memory Plug in your 3K memory expander (an 8K will

expander to get a printout of your biorhythm not work well lor reasons explained in our

chart personalized with your name. Hist, get "POKEing Around" story on page 54), list the

Commodore's Biorhythm Compatibility tape, biorhythm program on your screen and make

available as part of our Recreational Six-pack. the following changes.

Change line

Change line

Add line 201

Add line 205

n" .;

Change line

635

Add line 751

185 to

PR
PIN

200 to

read:

7 NT

read:

POKES

IN

655 to

F=-R

IF

T. NT

SUB

read1

INT

T ■=

6879,SCT

"ORVQUR

■■JSCSF-LOT

F* ■■ nv1 Z*

X37 THE

^^L-J cHflRT" iPRINT" HTSRSS

■M^"?"5E "LOT NEXT S?I3 DflVS"

FROM":PRINT"CMO/Dfl/VR>H

I J.=0THEM200

"' S BIO CHRRT" .:

n oosuseeoee

And, finally, add these 15 lines:

|0 REM CRT

eng3=Q3+

IF>; G3>55 > *< G3< 1 28 > THENG3=O3J-64 ! GOT

Sd G5GS OG1*—Oi3«:-«-Ct-!R^ COS?
.0

HEXTG2 : ppiMTftd., go* - KEKTGB

rSQ ' 3O PRI hl~T#*i. : CLOSED

(^Pl Ad I?FTI IRN

_GP1IHIII,P Save the new version of the program, and

• < ; ■' ■ you're ready lo amaze your friends, delight your

children and entertain yourself with biorhythm

charts neatly printed and identified with each

person's name. To print out the chart, hook up

your printer, plug in your 3K expander, load the

program and simply follow its instructions.

If you need to read all those weird graphic

characters, just hit the Commodore and shift keys

together, which will shift you into upper/lower

case mode. For more clues to the reversed char

acter keys, see your friendly user guide, page 133.

Thanks to Rich Weissman of Marlboro, New

Jersey, who figured out how to do this |J
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Microphys Programs
2048 Ford street PET

Brooklyn, New York 11229

(212)646-0140

VIC-20 VIC-20

Microphys, a leader in educational software development, is pleased to announce the release of

several recreational software programs for use with the Commodore VIC-20 microcomputer. The VIC

programs, described below, require a 3-K expansion cartridge and utilize the VIC's excellent color

graphics and sound capabilities. Each program retails for $15 and is accompanied by complete instructions.

PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS

PV901 - Missile Math: this program presents In a game format, an opportunity lor youngsters (ages 5-15) to practice

and develop the basic skills of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. Four tevets of difficulty in each

skill area may be selected. Problems in a given skill are randomly generated and missiles are launched at correct

answers. The computer displays the results on each program run and may be directed to generate the same

sequence of problems so that review and 'match play' {against an opponent) are possible.

PV350 ■ Cryptograms: this program permits the generation of 'secret' messages which are to be decoded. These

cryptograms are displayed along with their unique code number classifications. To decode a cryptogram, the

program is run trom line 9000. Family members can challenge each other with their individually created messages.

If you enjoy solving the cryptograms appearing In newspapers and crossword puzzle magazines, this program Is

perfect lor you. Note: two VIC users may exchange encoded messages. User 1 creates a secret message and trans

mits this to user 2. The code number will permit user 2 to have his VIC decipher the message should he encounter

any difficulty.

PV340-349 ■ Anagrams: this series of programs provides an educational challenge for virtually all age groups. The VIC

randomly generates scrambled words which are to be identified. Two clues are provided in order to assist in this

process. The clues In Ihe school and college categories are generally definitive in nature. Many of the words used

are part of the Microphys Spelling and Vocabulary series for the associated grade levels. Thus, reading,

vocabulary, and spelling skills are reinforced by these Anagram programs. Note: the same sequence of words

generated may be requested so that 'match play' is possible. There are 5 level-of-difficulty categories each con

sisting of two programs.

PV340-341 Recreational PV342-343 College PV344-345 High School

PV346-347 Junior High PV348-349 Elementary

PV375-380 ■ Wheel-of-Fortune Word Games: this series of programs represents an exciting challenge for every member

of the family. Pfayers try to fill in missing letters in a randomly generated title or phrase and earn and lose points

according to the graphic display on a 'Wheel-of-Fortune'. The scores of as many as four players are displayed. 1000

points being required to win a given game.

PV375 Song Titles PV376 Famous Places PV377 Entertainers

PV3?8 Statesmen PV379 Scientists PV380 Sports Figures

PV601-644 ■ Missile Spelling: this series ot 36 programs enables youngsters in grades 4 through 12 to practice and

develop basic spelling skills. Each program contains 60 graded words. The VIC randomly selects groups of 5 words,

one ol which is spelled incorrectly. Missiles are launched in order to destroy the word misspelled. The words chosen

lor grades 7 -12 correspond to the Microphys Vocabulary series. Note: there are 4 programs in each grade level.

PV601-604 Grade12 PV606-609 Grade11 PV611-614 Grade 10

PV616-619 Grade9 PV621-624 GradeS PV626-629 Grade7

PV631-634Grade6 PV636-639 Grade 5 PV641-644 Grade 4

PV401-460 ■ Vocabulary: each vocabulary program randomly generates graded words which are to be defined. A

sentence, in which the word is properly used, Is displayed when an Incorrect response is made. Using this contex

tual clue, a second opportunity to define the word is given. Reading and spelling skills are also reinforced as a

more powerful vocabulary is developed. There are 10 programs in each grade level.

PV401-405and PV431-435 Grade12 PV406-410 and PV436-440 Grade11

PV411-415and PV441-445 Grade 10 PV416-420and PV446-450 Grade9

PV421-425and PV451-455 GradeS PV426-430 and PV456-460 Grade 7
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How To SucceedAt VIC Games
tyBiUHindoiK

Although they ore normallylocked awayin asecret labyrinth

in King ofPrussia, Pennsylvania, our Game Group programmers do

occasionally escape into the light ofday. During those rare moments

theysometimes stumble into the POWER/PLAYoffice carrying books,

monitor cables, cartridges, briefcases filled with hamburgers and

milkshakes—and a lot ofvaluable information for ail our game fanatics.

One such afternoon Bill Hindorft aka Thrash (see our Premier Issue),

wandered in and put this on the desk. Maybe it will be helpful, says he.

GORF

Astro Battles: While the Gorf

is busy creating invaders, shoot

as many as you can- As in VIC

Avenger, kill the leading

column by ducking under an

invader, shooting, then moving

away. DO NOTWAIT FORYOUR

SHOTTO FIND ITS MAKK! The

invaders are smart enough tc

concentrate fheir lire on your

position. A word oi warning.

When two invaders are left,

their speed doubles.,. when

there is only one his speed

doubles again.

Laser Attack: Try not to hit

the laser ship until you've killed

some support vessels. Once the

lead laser ship is dead, the

others will continually dive ai

you in anger. Go for the two

side birds first.

Space Wrap: This round is

tough but by timing your shots,

you can hit enemy ships as they

appear in the center. Also, fire

balls are targeted only once at

the time they are fired. The les

son here is to move around to

fake them out.

Flag Ship: The goal is to hit

the red nuclear reactor at the

center of the ship. Patience and

a little luck are all that are

needed. As in Space Warp, fire

balls are only targeted once.

Also, try to hit the flagship as

soon as possible since it fires

faster as it gels closer to you.

OMEGARACE

Accuracy, as in most video

games, is extremely important

here. The best strategy is to

apply thrust so that you're

SCORE o

;

-i

■

TlfVlEO

m

HP
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n
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5
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1
■

moving up and down. When

you feel comfortable with the

ship's motion, turn 90 degrees

and blaze away.

RADAR RAT RACE

Just before the game starts,

try to study the radar and make

a mental note of where the

cheeses are. Easy does it on

your star screen since it throws

you into a time warp which

eats up the clock (aster. If an

enemy rat is on your tail, try to

lead him into a cat. He won't

be destroyed but it will gain

you valuable time.

SUPER ALIEN

As soon as possible, block all

paths leading to you with bub

bles. II does not matter how

close they are placed initially,

just get them created. Alter

you've caught a few aliens, or

if you have time, enlarge your

'sa!e zone1 by moving bubbles

away from you. (Yes. you can

also deflate any bubbles you

create.) A word ol warning...

DO NOT GO AFTER A TRAPPED

ALIEN IF HE HASA BUDDY

APPROACHING!!!! The second

alien will release the first.

AVENGER

VIC Avenger follows the

standard invader game. Re

member to go after columns

not rows.

SLOT

Always fill all slot directions.

The odds of winning or at least

breaking even are in your favor,

MoJe Anack

.'■-
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POKER

The standard rules ol poker

apply.

RAID ON FORT KNOX

The best clue here is... don't

be afraid of dead ends. The

cops won't follow you into one

since they only change direc

tion when they hit a wall,

MOLE WARS

Hit them when they're low

for the most points.

COSMIC CRUNCHER

Get to the outside at the start

of the game. You then have

access to the space warp tun

nel and the space stations.

Once you've cleaned up the

perimeter, dock at a staiion

then head for the center.

MIDNIGHT DRIVE

Shift into high gear as fast as

you can, The object is distance

so speed is essential. Keep the

accelerator down till you start

skidding then slow up. It is pos

sible to steer while skidding by

holding down both direction

keys then lifting the same direc

tion key as the skid. 11 you're

skidding right lift your right

finger etc... |j

Radar Rat Race

> > 11 bso
LAST BCDRB

12OOO

O O O

TAYLORIWADE SOFTWARE ■ TAYLORMADE

for the 5K Commodore VIC

TOUCH TYPING TUTOR 2.0
Using these two programs you will learn to use

all lingers when typing, and your typing skills and

programming time will greatly improve. The first

program contains 19 lessons for you to gradually

master the entire keyboard. The keyboard and

finger placement is shown on your TV screen, and

you may practice with or without the character

lo be typed fbshing on the screen keyboard. Us

ing the second program you practice typing

pseudo words in random length or 5 letter word

groups at any speed. The letters occur at the

same frequency as they appear in the English

language, After practice ot 85 characters, your

word/minute rate is given, and the percent cor

rect You may list the errors made, and they are

repeated as you continue the practice.

Cassette and manual $15.95
(USA & Canada shipping/handling. $1 SO

Foreign shipping/handling S3.OO.)

TAYLORMADE SOFTWARE

P.O. Box 5574
Lincoln, NE 685O5

(4O2) 464-9O51

VIC is a trademark ol Commodae Business Machines, Inc.

Omega Race
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We've lifted this nifty little game from our British cousin publi

cation. VIC Computing. (Commodore computers—notably the PET

and VIC 20-are verypopular in the U.K.) We've modified the

original program listing a little, but other than that the article is

pretty much intact as it appeared in VIC Computing's February

1982 issue. Thanks to editor Dennis Jarrett for not^ objecting.

Pet enthusiasts quiver with knowledgeable

anticipation when rhinos are mentioned. This

manic little game is now on offer from Tim

Duncan, self-confessed rhino addict and proud

possessor of a VIC. He's a postgraduate re

search student in Cardiff.

Someone once iold me that more time had been

spent in American computer installations on

Lunar Lander, than on the whole of the space

programme. I can well believe it. computer

games are highly addictive.

I first became interested in micros whenwe had

a short course on them in my second year at

University. It wasn't long betore I discovered that

there were a whole range of games programs.

One of the most popular at the time was Info-

guide's 'Rhino', and I whiled away manya lunch

hour on the PET, dodging the cantankerous

creatures. So when I bought my VIC, just before

Christmas. I decided to write a version that would

fit into the VICs3.5K.

Haw to play VIC Rhino

The scene is a hot African jungle. Hiding in

amongst the frees are a number of rhinocerouses

(rhinoceri?) - the top of the screen tells you how

by Tim Duncan

many. You are the white dot at the loot of the

screen, and the aim of the game is to get salely

through the jungle to your home ("H" at the top).

You move by using the function keys:

Function keys Function keys with shift

fl =up 12 = up/left

(3 = left f4 = up/right

(5 = right (6 = down/left

f7 = down !8 = down/right

The trouble comes when a rhino sees you be

cause it will chase you and stomp on you il it

catches you. The rhinos only appear when you

come into their direct line of vision—you'll get

an "uh-uhh" sound when one is about to appear,

Each rhino can move only one square at a time,

and VIC will wait for you to enter your move

before the rhinos move again: you will see

"YOUR MOVE" at the top ol Ihe screen. You have

a slight advantage over the rhinos in thai you

can move diagonally through gaps in the trees

while they can't.

When you get home safely, VIC will offer you

another go... but this time there will be one

more rhino! So how many rhinos can you dodge?

What the program actually does

Now [or the benefit of those who haven't zoomed

off to type in the listing straight away, I'll explain

bnefly how the program works. You may be able

to pick up a few ideas that you can use in

programs you write yourself.

VIC RHINO uses POKE statements to create the

jungle and move the players around, so if you're

not clear on POKE statements now's the time to

look at the handbook, On a 5K VIC the address

of the top left square of the screen (which I

shall refer to as the Origin) is 7680. All the

addresses used in the program are calculated

from this address using X. Y coordinates to denote

Ihe line and column ol the square concerned.

If you have added more than 3K memory expan

sion to your VIC you will find that the screen

addresses are different. Since all the addresses

here derive from the origin, all we have to do is

change the value we use for our origin. Line 1001

will do this for you automatically.
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The main part of the program runs from line

1010 to 1030, using a number of subroutines to

deal with specitic tasks.

2000 - sets up the screen

5000 - checks your moves

6000 — moves either you or a rhino

7000—decides when a rhino may appear

7100—provides sound effects

8000—decides the direction the rhino

should move

The jungle is created by going square by square

around the screen, and randomly POKEing

reverse squares £or the trees. The next two lines

ensure that your home and the position you start

from have several clear spaces around them.

Lastly the routine produces random X, Y coordi

nates for each rhino, and stores them in an array.

Having set up the game, the program returns to

1010 and gets your move. I've noticed people

oiten get carried away at the keys while the

computer is busy moving the beasts: to make

sure that the program ignores this POKE 108,0

clears the keyboard buffer just before getting

the player's move, So keys will only register if

pressed after "YOUR MOVE" appears.

An IF statement ensures that only the function

keys are accepted, and the program goes to

5000 to check the move. The key is converted

to a number in the range 1 -8, but just to compli

cate matters the ASC codes of the keys are not

the same as the numbers printed on the keys!

0

1000 MR=3:0=7630-CO i31=35874:S2=Sin :PGKESI-M,!$■ P0KE3687S-

'M' Values

1
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Key

fl

13

15

(7
12

14

f6

f8

Direction

t
\

*-

/

^
\

If you are at the top of the screen (ie. X = 1) then

the routine will disallow values which would

move you upwards. Similarly, it you are at the

bottom of the screen (X - 22) then values which

move downwards are disallowed. (The use of a

coordinate system makes it a simple matter to

prevent the player moving off the edges of the

screen (Y= 1 orY= 21). Lastly the routine checks

that the square is not already occupied, I have

defined two functions FNX and FNY for evaluating

values of X and Y for any move.

FNX(M)=(M=1 ORM=5ORM=6)-(M>6ORM=4)

It looks pretty strange doesn't it — never mind, all

will become clear shortly.

When BASIC comes across a statement such as

T-(M=2) it assesses the 'truth' of the expression

in brackets—rather like an IF statement. If the

expression (M=2) is false, then T=0: il the expres-

(conlinuoci on page 40)
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1001

1002 DE':

1903 TEFFNV<M)=';H"20Rn-30Rtf»7)-<M*60RM=30RM«8>-PRINT"]U3 RHINO

" GOSUB7300

1005 GO3'JB2009
1010 Nf.0-X=XH:V=VH:CH'*4S:CL»!-POKE15S,0:PRINT"fl:l» VOUR MOVE B"

1015 GETG*:IFGK"i"ORG*>"B"THE>U015

101S PRINT'S ";OTSUB3808-OGSUBS000;RN*3-'XH°X;¥K>>¥i

1920 IFHF<NRTHENGOSU37900

1021 :FRK=@THENGOSUB8900UFU>0THEM1979

1024 IFRH-0THENiei0

1025 FORI-lTOie-IFV<I>«0THEN10i9

103P flD-0+22*R(I.l)+RCl,2rP0KEflD,94:P0KEfiI!+C0-2-HF»NF+l-HEXTI OOTO1010

1970 e0

1972

IFT>9THEN1972

1974 Pffi'ES1.0:PRI.NT"aa CRUNCHED"; :

1990 PRINT"a«3RFE WME"J :OOSUE73B0: IFNR<29THENNR=NR+1

1996 PRINT": ANOTHER GO?"'PGKEtS8f0:H"0

1337 GETGr:F0*O"V"flNBi}iO"N"THEN1337
1398 IFG*="V"THEN1005

1393 cCKE3fS73,27:PRIWT1'T:EHU

2000 PRINT".! THERE RRE "NRP1 RHINOS'1

201" FOPI=O+22TOO+483-IFRNIi<1».75THENPOKE:*CO.3-POKEI,160

2012 NEXTI
2014 FORI=O+30TO!;+!:S3TEP22:FORJ=1TD5:POKEI+J.32-HE!<TJ, I

2016 FORI=O+426TOO+4?0STEP22!FORJ=lTffi5:FO:<EI+Jj32:NEXTJ.. I

201? P0KE0+77.. 3-PQKE0+77+C0.11 P0KE0+473,4S: POKE0*473+CO, 1

£960 FORC=1TONR

2070 l>XR<Ca>

2073 IFPEEK<FHfl(X)+VJO32TNEN2e7e

2030 NEX

5000 fl=R

5100 :F(

5102

5154

5106 T=PEEK(AD> ■ IFTO32THENW»2; IFTOBTHEN3110

5!0S RETURN

311(5 RD-P,:|1=9-1J=0: RETURN

6000 RB«FWR(X>+V:P0KEflD,32

6010 X=X+FNX<M)-V=V+FMV<M>

6025 RIi»FNfKX>+V:POKERS,CH:POKERP+CO■ CL ■ RETURN
7300 FOSI=NF*1TOWR-X=R(I..1)V=R(I,2)-IFVCI)=!THEN7060

7010 N=SES(X-W> : :FN'=0THENN=RE3<V-VH)

7830 D»22*<JWOO-22#CX<XH)+<YH<li')-(V<VH)

7049

7930

7060 NEXT!:1=1:IFRM-0THENRETURN

7070

7089

7039 v(;

7033 SV=

7100 S=1

7203 POK
7300 D-3:S»231 ■C'OSU37200^O3'JB7200-Q=Q+t: ;F3"3THEN7319

7303 S-229 ■ I3OSUE72e0: GOSLJE7200' GOTO7300

7310 Q-9! S-223 ■ CiOSUE72e0: C-OSUE7250 ■ 3=228 ■ QOSIJE7208 i KJSUB720a:

S=223■GO3UE7200:003 UB7208

7320 S

3009

3030 R=3 ■%< ■■>€■■ GCSU33S00■ B=4: C=S:QOSUB5800: fi=2■ C=7•■ GG3UB3803:
B=i:C=3K3LlBSS83

30-VS FORM=0TOS- IFRM>:";*4S^HENW=1 -GOTO600O
3041 IFRM0WO32THEN8844

3042 RH(H>flfl8<X-XH+FNX(f1»+flBS<V-VH+FMV<M))
8044 ^EXTn-MV=HS:M=0

8046 FORJ-eTQesIFRHiJXMVTHENH'JiMV^BMU)
S04S NEXTJ^JO£UB5000. IRO0THENRETURN

3050 Rd, 1 >=X■■ R(1,23»

8803 irRrrfR
S5!0 RETURN

REPDV.
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RHINO fcontinued from page 31?)

sion is true (if M does equal 2) then T=-].

Now, if we refer back to the table of M values we

find that the three keys which move upwards

give M values of 1,5 and 6. So if the player wishes

to move upwards, the expression (M= 1 OR M=5

OR M=6) will be true but the expression (M>6

OR M=4) will be false; and therefore FNX will be

(-l)-(0)=-l.

Suppose on the other hand, that we wanted to

move down, M could not be 4, 7 or 8 with the

result that FNX would be (0) ( -1 )=+1. Thus

X+FNX(M) will give us the new X coordinate

for any move. FNY works similarly to give -1 for

moves left, and +1 for moves right. Defining func

tions has the advantage that it uses less memory

than a series of IF statements.

Having evaluated the move, the program then

proceeds to 6000 which actually makes the

moves. Again space has been saved by one

routine to move both you and the rhinos. The

variable CH determines which character is

printed, The main part of the program now stores

your present position and it is the rhinos' turn.

The first job is to see whether your move has

brought you into a rhino's line ol vision. For each

of the rhinos that are still hidden, the program

calculates the number of squares between you

and the rhino. Line 7030 determines the direction

using the principles we have just described. If

(XH'-'X) is true then the rhino is below you, if

(YH<Y) is true the rhino is to your right. In this

example D would become -23.

If we added D to the rhino's present address,

we would get the address of the square diagon

ally upward and to the left of the present square.

The program checks each square along this line

until it reaches the square you are on. If it has

not encountered any obstacles, it has you in its

sights and may appear. The RN flag is set and

the subroutine at 7100 produces the ominous

"uh-uhh" noise.

If no new rhinos have appeared the program

will move to the routine at 8000 which calculates

the best move for each rhino. It does this by con

sidering each of the possible moves, rejecting

those which are directly blocked and also reject

ing moves along diagonal, if there is a tree on

either side. The routine then calculates how far

awayyou would be if it made that move, selecting

the one which brings it closest to its prey.

The algorithm is fairly effective, but now that you

know how it works, you can use it to your advan

tage to trap the rhinos. For example, since the

rhino can't circle round the trees, you can

amble on home while the nasty little thing

fumes with frustration!

VIC RHINO will lit into the standard VIC, but

will also run on expanded VIC'S with no altera

tions necessary. |J

High Scores

For serious game players

who thrive on competition, we'll

be running the highest known

scores for all Commodore

games-cartridge and cassette.

If you have a score that beats

the existing record, send it in.

But please rememberyou're on

your honor, and phony scores

will be on YOUR conscience,

not ours.

VIC AVENGER
4,380

Debbie Hedin. lincroft, NJ

JUPITER LANDER

101,600

Paul Dubrauillel, Holland. PA

SUPER ALIEN

45,700

Robert Schaefler, Brookline, MA

MIDNIGHT DRIVE
14 km

Amber Brandoa Santa Cruz. CA

RADARRATRACE
93,060

Candice Brey, Phoenix, AZ

SUPER SLOT

3,906

Amber Brandon, Santa Cruz, CA

MOLE ATTACK

296

Candice Brey. Phoenix. AZ

DRAW POKER
12.819

Angie Traina, Jonesbora. LA

CAR CHASE

34,965

Michael Dickensoa Nahant, MA

SLITHER
189

D.C, Murphy III, Ames, IA

SUPER SLITHER

129

Robert Schaeifer. Brookline. MA

BLUEMEANIES
490

Robert Myers, NewLebanon, NY

GORF

11,140

Danny Cohen, Potomac. MD

SNAK MAN (from American
Peripherals;

849.760

Debbie Hedin. Lincroft, NJ

We had several high scores

come in too late to make this

issue. We'll get them into the

December issue, If your score

didn't set a record this time,

keep playing! Maybe you'll
topple these champion game

sters next time!

40
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VIC-20
GAMES

Cartridge:

Spiders of Mars $40.00

Outworld 40.00

Cloud Burst 32.00

Alien Blitz 32.00

Renaissance 40,00

Amok 32.00

Meteor Run 40.00

Sats & Mets 40.00

Cassette:

Simon S12.00

Amok 20,00

Subchase 20.00

Alien Blitz 20.00

The Alien 20.00

3-D Maze 12.00

Raceway 12.00

Kosmic Kamikaze 20.00

'VlC-20 is a registered

trademark ofCommodore

Business Machines.

"Prices and Availability
Subject to Change

Without Notice.

SOFTWARE

Business:

ViCalc S12.00

ViCat 20.00

ViCheck 20,00

ViTermA 16.00

Educational:

Skymath $20.00

Space Div 12.00

Long Div 12.00

Super Hangman 16.00

Hardware:

Buti-3KROM $72.00

TO ORDER SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO:

MOOSEWARE INCORPORATED

Post Office Box 17868, Irvine, California 92713

- California Residents Add 6% Sales Tax -

WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE & ASK ABOUT THE MOOSE CLUB.

CLUB MEMBERS RECEIVE SPECIAL DISCOUNTS ON ALL PRODUCTS SOLD.

Discover how easy it is

for you to get useful

results from your VtC.

Understanding Your VIC Volume 1: Basic

programming uses fl proven ster>by-step approach

lo leach programming It costs Si'95

A cassette liipe wild Iwo demonstration programs

from ihe book is available tor S7.95 II will save you

typing lime and eliminate typing errors

VIC Software

Easy to use program lor you to create new

characters lar graphics orgames Cassette S9.95

See your dealer or order direct

VISA/MC accepted

Money Back guarantee

Please add 52 (SB overseas)

(or shipping and handling

TIS inc

Total Information Services. Inc

Bo> 921. Dept. CM

Los Alamos. NM 67544

Dealer inquiries invited

PRACTICAL PROGRAMS ' FvT
FOR THE VIC 20* sofFwar?

WORD PROCESSING

TOTL.TEKT 2.0 525-00

Full capability word processing

Margin and spacing conirol

Ceniered Htle lines

Indentation and tabs

Upper and lower case and graphics

FuH screon edrlmg

Scrolling up and down

No iJitiii to document lengtn

TOTL.TEXT 2.S S35.0G

Enhanced from TOR. TEXT 20

Heading lines [up lo fl)

Footing line

Footnoies

Keyboard Input

Justificaiion lo right margin

Additional working memory

KEY WORD

CROSS REFERENCE

RESEARCH ASSISTANT 2.0 £25,00

Grif.H (or authors, sludenis

Compile reference notes

RESEARCH ASSISTANT, cont'd.

Save lelaled bibliographical (Jala

Quick crosa reiorenco by keywofd

MAILING LIST and LABELS

TOTL.LABEL 2.0 S20.00

Easy editing

User deimes label sutr

Au:omatically sorted

Optional -■■ i i'r -Mirig dala line

Se l-c. ladtils lor pnnting

TIME MANAGEMENT-

SCHEDULING, REMINDERS

TOTL TJME MANAGER 70 J25.00

Entei and edit activities

Use For dates and limes

Inquiry by dale, parson, project

Bar charl reports from 2 rinys i2A

lours) Id 4 years

Pnnl reports by acidly, person ar

project

Reports may also bn surtud by dales

56 possiblo report tormats

All programs require 8K expansion and cassette. Designed tor tape and disk

input/output and She VIC printer. Modification list available for RS232

primers. Afl programs shipped on cassette tape

> *

j pjj Dealer ,

Discounts

Available

*. . . .^

'VIC 20 is a irademark nf

SHIPPING INCLUDED.

Calitornia Reaiaents add 6°.t> Sales Tan.

f S3.00 charge for COD

Send check or money order to:

f TOIL Software

,_ P.O. Bo> 4742

Walnut Creek, CA 94596

£0 Jg Call (415) 943-7877

Commodore Bjsiness Machines. Inc.
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They told me Scott Adams' Adventure Games

are challenging puzzles. They told me you have

to use your head and pay attention to every

detail when you play. They did not tell me 1

would gradually find myself applying Adventure

thinking to real life situations. Or that I'd start

to dream (night alter night) Adventure dreams

They didn't tell me that even though I might

escape !rom Voodoo Castle, I couldn't escape

from Ihe state of mind the games create.

Adventure Games ARE a stale of mind. And

notice I don't say "merely" a state of mind,

because the mind is a powerful creative tool —

a fact you begin to see very clearly as you play.

When you play an Adventure Game, what you're

actually looking at are just words on a screen,

But what you're SEEING —really seeing, there in

your mind's eye—is a dragon sleeping in a sunny

meadow. Or a grass shack near a lagoon. Or a

tiny door leading from a torture chamber to...??

The effect is better-and certainly more involv

ing - than any TV show, because the pictures you

create come out of your own mythic fantasies.

But let's not get heavy and psychological

about it. Just because I happen to think Mr. Adams

has tapped into some deep subconscious pool

doesn't mean we have to take his games

seriously. Does it?

They tell me it takes about six weeks to

finish an Adventure, playing part-lime. I cant

vouch for that, since 1 haven't finished any, yet.

But if that's true, it means the Commodore

Adventure series, which includes Adventureland,

Pirate's Cove, Mission Impossible, Voodoo Castle

and The Count, could give you about seven

months' entertainment. That's what I call a

cheap date.

At first I thought the games were too "cere

bral" for kids to play, until I turned my nine

year-old daughter loose in Adventureland She

discovered a whole cavern I didn't know existed.

' .

•
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(during thei^F^hic'MindofScottAdams

i

"i

simply by daring to explore beyond where I'd

gone. And she came to conclusions and realized

possibilities that had escaped me, in my uptigh!

adultness So I'm {irmly convinced that Adventure

Games are lor kids and adults alike.

In each game, you start out in a specific

place, with a specific goal. The goal maybe

anything from acquiring treasure to preventing

an explosion in a nuclear reactor. For instance,

in Adventureland you always start out in a forest,

surrounded by trees. You can travel north, south,

east or west from there. You are told that in order

to score in this game you must find TREASURES

and store them, which means, among other things

that you've got to find the storage place as well

as the treasures.

Each game contains a completely consistent

geography, but you get to look at it only one

piece at a time. When you travel east from the

forest in Adventureland, you always run into the

same thing. If you travel south from there,

you always get to the same place.

But since you're

(conhnued on page 44)

.
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ADVENTURE fconttnued from paga 43)

exploring only one s!ep at a time, you've got

to devise a way lo keep track of where things

are. Thai's where mapping comes in (see Betaw).

Keeping a map is the essential method lor

remembering where things are, where you

dropped or picked up something, and generally

being successlul in your endeavors.

1 e»» -

HIT it: I i . 1 1 I lo n.=.'.>

se*" ■ ■■'■-■
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Scott Adams' Voodoo Castio transports you to a

mysterious chapel Ybu re looking at a dosed coffin

What now?

I'd love to give you detailed clues, but since

the point - not to mention the run—o! the games

is figuring out the puzzling situations (or yourself.

I'm afraid I cant. After all, one of my most satisfying

moments in Pirate's Cove came on a Saturday

aiternoon as [washed my car. I'd had a gruel

ing Friday oi falling off ledges and wandering

around a maze of caves before I'd shut down the

game in annoyance. Bui as I mindlessly sprayed

water around, a light went on in my head and

I suddenly realized whal 1 needed to do to gain

access to the treasure chest. Who am I to deny

you thai feeling of elation?

If I were going to give advice to a lotal

novice, however, there are a few generalized

things I could say. First and foremost: EVERYTHING

is significant. Don't take ANYTHING for granted,

explore EVERY possibility, If there's a window,

do something to it. If there's a staircase, don't

just stand there and look at it. Never, never ignore

a key or a book or a crack or a hole. When in

doubt call for help. If no help comes (which it

sometimes doesn't) examine everything, If there's

still no clue, try a different command (commands

are generally two-word verb-noun combina

tions like "go lake" or "unlockdoor"). If that

still doesn't clarify things go to Scot! Adams'

Book of Hints.

When all this fails, and you get so frustrated

you could throw your VIC into the TV screea save

the game on lape and go away for awhile.

Sometimes the solution you need is right in front

of your face, but you need to back off to see it.

You can also start taking wild guesses in total

abandon. After all, the worst that can happen

is thai you'll die. and it's a painless death, believe

me. Your demise is usually announced with a
mild reprimand like "That wasn't loo smart ..."

but that's the worst of it. I've been blown up in

a nuclear reactor (several times), smashed to
bits in a desperate leap, poisoned by mamba

snakes, and once even ended up being poked

with a pitchfork by a fellow with a pointed tail,

and have come back to tell the story And I've

also picked up some clues in the process—if

only about what NCT to do.

However, if you're the type who's attached

lo staying alive, the "total abandon" approach

probably won't work. Whal does work is good

old common sense. Really put yourself into the

situation. BE there. Start thinking as it your survival

really depended on finding the right solution.

In short, the key lo making il through the

reality Scot! has created is to Ireat it as if it

really were reality. That means, for instance, if

you want to chop down a tree, you'd better have

found an axe, first. Or if you go someplace dark,

you'd better have a light wiih you. it also means

you have to remember the limits of that reality.

If your command is to "examine things" you'll

find out the computer doesn't know what "things"

are, lor instance.

Alter a while you start lo adapt to Adventure

thinking, so you get better at Ihe games. But you

can still run into frustrations. Sometimes that's

caused by a slightly far-fetched command word.

like the one you need to get out of the quicksand

in Adventureland. I mucked around in Ihere for

almost an hour (nol long by Adventure stand

ards), before I got aggravated and dialed up

our Game Group for a hint, Wish I could tell you

what they told me.

lining your animal reflexes with games like

VIC Avenger or Gort is alright, but my mind keeps

going back to the intriguing mystical quality of

Adventures. It's that mystical quality, above all,

Ihal makes me keep plugging them in. Someday

some smart kid will probably write a thesis about

the psychological significance of Adventure

Games, and then we'll all find out how crazy we

really are. Until then, though, plug them in and

enjoy them.

—Diane LeBold-

Mapping

Adventures

This excerpt is reprinted with permission

from ScottAdams'Book ofHints. You can order
the book; published byAdventure International
by calling Scott's toll-tee number. 800-327- 7172,

or writing Box 3435. Longwood. FL 32750

THE FOLLOWING IS A METHOD

USEFUL IN MAPPING ADVENTURES

Each room is represented by a box with the

name ol the room in it, and all original items

found in it noted alongside.
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Directions from a location are indicated by

a line coming out of anywhere on the box, but

with the direction leaving the box indicated by

the first letter of lhat direction.

1"

CiROVE
1

SWAMP

The above shows it is East from the grove

to the swamp and West from the swamp to the

grove. In the case of being able to go only in one

direction, an arrow is put at the end of the path.

This indicates that upon leaving the grove

you go north to the forest, but that you cannot

return!

The best way to use this system is that, upon

entering a location, you draw a line representing

each possible exit and its direction. Later you

connect them to rooms as you continue your

exploration.

h
N

GHOVE

nr

w

■'

■

s

■NW
E

L

The advantage is that you will not forget to

explore an exit once you get past your initial

probe. Another advantage of this system is that

you never need to redraw your map as you stick

extra locations anywhere on your paper.

W Cl FOBESI

Also notice that on the forest the exits N, S. W

are available, but that they all return to the

forest! Note also that as additional locations were

found off the swamp, the map was not redrawn.

instead, the locations were simply put where

needed. And since we "climb tree" instead of

going in a particular compass heading, we wrote

that as directions to leave the swamp.

I hope you will find this an easy system to

use. You should find that once you start using it,

you will spend less time mapping or wandering

around lost than you may have in the past! P.S. -

Systems analysts may recognize this system as a

modified HIPU diagram used to indicate pro

gram flow and control.
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we are XB

commodore VIC
experts!!

We have more in stock merchandise than anyone!

We give the best service in the USA!

One day delivery express mail!

We handle warranty and service within 24 hours!

We give 15 day free trial on all merchandise!

We mail refunds within 24 hours after receiving returns!

We have over 400 programs — 270 educational tapes

programming aids — business — home — games!

We mail free catalogs — specify category you desire!

We accept Visa and Mastercard — plus we ship C.O.D.!

We are the first to offer new "in stock" Items!

"BUY YOUR COMPUTER'S CHRISTMAS PRESENT NOW!"

1. UP TO 60K EXPANSION MODULE Aero space

designed—6 slot—add up to 6 cartridges—switch select any

program. Start and stop any program with reset button—not

necessary to remove cartridges or turn off computer, saves

time, television and computer (one year warranty)

List $149.00 —Sale Price $109.00.

2. 24K RAM MEMORY EXPANSION Increase usable RAM

programming power 800% (28,159 bytes free). Expands your

total memory to 49K. Plugs in direct, does not require expan

sion module! List $189.00 — Sale Price $149.00.

WE LOVE OUR CUSTOMERS!

ENTERPRIZES
BOX 550, BARRINGTON, ILLINOIS 60010
Phons 312/382-5244 to order



or uiill i\ be one
of our lUORKIDG
YIC program/?

Choose from the MOSTCOMPLETELINE of VIC® software
VIC GAMES II
7 prow cur flOMflffl. ffis mo g

arcadl-slyle game von ve seen on a VIC You

nave to bomb eveiy ouilomg1 MINEFIELD is 3

game of intense concenltatton. lequianq keen

logical thinking

SI9 56 cassttte

BLACK HOLE
^n eKiling tMlicvH oiigmal swcf quoit'

Me ^wiiimq Black Hole u amstanliy liyinq la

ilis* you m ynu also have tljngtious stuce

ttoOrn to jkjki oi destroy—il rot: mm tnty

.iff Irji'stormetl tnln malicious space tuUtlns

out lo gel you' Grej( gisanies ana saunri'

SJJ35 cartridge only

EDUCATIONAL/RECREATIONAL I
1 programs HANGMAN—try In guess the

letters Of a word Every time you guess wrong

.1 cartoon rharaeter te*es one step close' to

being hanged1 HANGMA JH—tiy lo guess the

digits o< a multiplication problem 3 game ol

logic and deduction' Bom will color and

jmmateil graphics

S'4 95 cassette

LOAN ANALYZER
Has Amortization tables computes interest

charges compares various loans, analyzes

loan terms, and can manipulate loan

parameters'

1B tiSStttt I S'9 95 As*

LOGIC GAMES PACKAGE
2piogrann SOOEMAKER Mil CODE BREAKS*

band on me famous MasierminG game Uy

Invicta las color graphics and sound'

SIJSB cassette

DECISION MAKER
Can help you am.i'k tstlmw tlttriath/it anil

n computes recommended choices Will also

maniputale decision parameters, weign

intlueicwg lacrors and save decisions on

laps or disk

S'995 cassette ' S2J9S fts*

CAR COSTS
Record maintenance cosli itemize insurance

payments truck lutl consumption sum-

mint ill costs to date as veil as compute the

cosr ot an individual trip

S'995 cassette I SM95 link

VIC GAMES
3games on I cassette SEAWOLE asobmarme

game witn ditlerent levels ol skills, sound

color, and challenge' BOUHCEOUT. a t/ame ol

antiaoation and retlexes variable skill

levels VIC TRAP-you play against the VIC

riymg ro trap VIC mho automatically teeps a

tunnmg score

S2l 95 cassette

HOME INVENTORY
Use it to catalog your possessions it has

user-delinable categories Record serial

nuintieis purchase prices, and other useful

information as well as commuting the value ol

items

519 Si cassette S2J95 i!isi

HOUSEHOLD FINANCE
15 income and expense categories plus

budgeting Monthly and Yearly accounting

leejis flick ot lai deductible items produces
graphs and rabies

S3J95 cassette ' S39 35 disk

EDUCATIONAL/RECREATIONAL II
2 programs MATH HURDLER-you are racing

on a track where Ihe hordtes ate arithmetic

piotilenn' MONSTER MAZE—exploring a

latiytiiithim cave populated with monsters

makes ,i new maze every timei

51495 cisscltc

CREATIVE
SOFTWARE

A Division a! ASCI. Inc

201 S.in Anmmo Circle

Mountain View. CA 9-I04D

(4151 948-9595

TO ORDER: VISA/MastcrCarti. Check oi money order accented ti
,i charge, please include expiration date ol card Add S1 50 for ship

ping and handling California lesidenls add sales lax
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AIREVIID
ADDICTIN6?Special for

Power/PlayMagazine

by DX Fenten

Fteace. For a while there seemed to be peace.

But, it didn't last. The gauntlet has, once again,

been thrown down in this nationwide war being

billed as "Some People Vs. The Video Games."

Naturally, Just as there are people who claim

willingness to fight to the death the continued

■'proliferation of this hypnotizing, quarter gob

bling obsession," there are also people who like

to piay the games and think they have every

right to do this.

The fragile peace was broken by Ihe an

nouncement that a tiny village on New York's

Long Island had taken one of the strongest stands

yet of any municipality against video games.

The ordinance that went into effect virtually

immediately banned anyone under the age ol

18 from playing video games in public unless

accompanied by a parent or legal guardian.

The town's Mayor, delighted with the law, said

it had been passed "based on the observations

by the elected village officials ... and the

problems that these machines have caused

throughout the country."

This is just another in a long list of munici

palities that have climbed on the anti-video

game band wagon. To date, there are more than

30 of these towns and hamlets, in New York

State alone, including New York City, that have

passed laws to limit the spread ol these public

places or, as they are now called, "game parlors.1'

There are also quite a few municipalities that

have taken the slightly more moderate approach

and simply declared a moratorium on the instal

lation o! these games.

The reason New York State, and Long Island

in particular, are cited as examples in the

Crusade to Defeat the Video Games, is Ronnie

Lamm, This 35 year-old mother ol two has be

come the nationally recognized leader of the

ban-the-games-movement. Without really trying.

Mrs. Lamm, by speaking out in her own town

hearings on the subject, became an overnight

media celebrity, She didn't like the video games

because, she said, they were mesmerizing, ad

dictive, compelling, mindless, And, that wasn't

all. She also told anyone who would listen that

the machines were taking quarters from children,

that the machines were ruining the children's

eyesight, that the machines were ruining the

children's lunches and that the machines were

making children gamblers.

The media loved it A few mentions in news

papers, an appearance on network TV and

people all over the country had a champion

or. at least, they thought they did. What they

really had was a mother and housewife who was

concerned; not really over the games, or over

the quarters, but really over the excesses. She

was worried about her kids and everyone else's

kids who whiled away hour after hour after hour

popping quarters into arcade games, or even

using the counterparts of these games on home

television screens. It was the excesses that

bothered her and a whole lot of other concerned

parents throughout the nation and, it seems,

(continued on page 4B)



VIDEO GAMES (continued from p3ge 47)

throughout some parts of the world. Last year

President Ferdinand Marcos ot the Phillipines

had 3,000 coin-operated games dismantled,

smashed or surrendered to his military police.

What's Ihe real story behind these video

games? Should there be a label on Ihe side ol

each arcade game or on the side of each cas

sette or cartridge for the home TV games that

warns, in red letters, "The Surgeon General has

determined that excessive playing of this game

can be detrimental to your health"? (and get

you in trouble with your mother too.)

Unfortunately, because the video game

phenomenon is so new, there hasn't been time

for psychological, or any other, investigations.

The only really official recognition by the medical

community seems to be in a recent caution in

the prestigious New England Journal of Medicine,

The magazine warned long-time players to

watch for "minor ligamentous strain."

But, investigations, expert opinions and just

plain opinions are sprouting across the land like

dandelions on a warm spring day. In a recent

article in People Magazine, Sherry Turkle, assist

ant professor ol sociology at MIT. suggests that

the video game experience often has a very

significant, positive impact. She says. "The kids

are learning that computers are something you

approach without intimidation, hands first, and

take control of. Also, for many children, master

ing the games is a way of learning what it feels

like to learn," On the question of the violence

some parents find objectionable in some video

games, Turkle is very clear. She says, alter inter

viewing hundreds of video game players over

the past two years, there is no evidence that

playing these games made these people any

more prone to violent behavior, "Many of the

games involve zapping weird little creatures that

make strange noises and do things like turn into

flying birds." All of this is accepted by the

children as science fiction, she says, and so

becomes imaginary.

Another sociology professor, David Sudnow

of the University of California, Berkeley, suggests

that the video games are really an extension of

an assembly line mentality, "People work out a

solution for themselves—a pattern, a way of

responding, and then they use it over and over

again. It becomes a very highly scripted, un

varying, perhaps a penultimate version of tech

nologically controlled man." Sudnow gives good

grades to the home versions of the arcade games

because you can always hit the reset button and

start again. You can improvise, amuse yourself

and develop your own style, he says.

While the pros and con;; of video games fly

through the air with the speed of laser beams,

some doctors and educators have moved ahead,

undaunted, to find some fascinating uses for

these popular games. One doctor has made the

use of the games an integral part of his patients'

48

rehabilitation program. The feeling is that the

games help to improve eye-hand coordination,

memory reaction time, intellectual capabilities

and more.

In one special education school program,

researchers found that the learning disabled

children benelitted greatly from the multisensory

stimulation that was provided by the games. In

one study, the researchers reported that, after six

weeks oi carefully structured sessions, the child

ren's motor accuracy, their eye-hand coordina

tion and other abilities had all improved greatly.

One of the latest opinions on the subject of

video games comes from Dr. Alex Comfort, best

selling author, who is considered a leader in

gerontology research. His books include The

Process ofAging, and The Joy ofSex. Obviously

an expert in the field. Dr. Comiort recently wrote,

"Farents and city officials have been trying to

stop their children from using lunch money to

play video games. They may not realize that

these games could put youngsters in touch with

one of the most difficult ideas in modern physics."

He is suggesting that youngsters playing these

video games might be learning something of

the advanced concepts of quantum physics.

Comparing some of the ideas that could

possibly come out of the playing of these games,

to those that exasperated Einstein and some of

the diehard adherents of Newtonian physics,

Comiort concludes, "But quite possibly the lunch

money being 'wasted' playing video games will

produce a generation to whom such ideas are

not hard to swallow. When Einstein was a school

boy, he used to wonder what it would be like to

ride a light wave like a surfer One cannot be

sure that some of those quarters will not one

day purchase a Nobel Prize."

And so the war, if only a war of words at this

point, goes on. I! will probably take years before

there is any definitive answer to the question of

the place o! video games in our society. Whatever

those findings are, it's safe to say that all the

experts will be proven correct and here, as with

anything else, it is the excesses that will hurt you.

When those of my generation were the age

of the children playing the video games, we

were warned about the evils of the pool halls.

I can see Robert Preston now, led by my mother,

marching down the street, singing the praises

of being a Music Man rather than a pool player

But, that was some time ago. For now...

well, excuse me, I'm going back to my computer

and my video games, It's time I started scoring

a lot better, and then... winning? |]

DX Fenten is, among oliior things,

author olthe nationally syndicated

column "ComputerBits "He also

happens to be Garden Editor for

Newsday(Long Island. NewYork).

which makes him a kind ol organic

computenst-perhaps tho lirst of

his genre
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MIGHTY "V /H&R.
TO THE

RESCUE /DO\
C fin i

VIC 20"

>

BUSINESS AND HOME SOFTWARE
That'll KNOCK your Mainlrame OUT"

BYTSASA

Now available on cassettes -

i 1 I

a 2
: 3
1 " 4

P 5
1 ■ 6

r: ?
1 : fl

1 1 9
1 '10

■| 11

12

13

" U

□ IS
r i6

"17

■ 18

"19
1 20

21

22

1 .23

□ 24
~i25

C26

12"
1 '28

" 129

"30
:3i

32
133

; . 34

j 35
r" 36

1 ]37

' i 39
■ iO
; 41

: 42
43

AA

45

4.6

. 47

1 48

149

i 50

THE MORTGAGE CALCULATOR C
THE GASOLINE UN-GUZZLER C
THE BILLING SOLVER
THE CLIENT TICKLER CP

THE TAPEGENICP

THE ACCOtlMTAMT C P

THE BAR CHART CP

CASHFLOWC
THFDEPRECIAIOHC

BUSINESS INVENTORY CP

THEBIDDERC

THE IEMPERATURE CONVERTER C

FINO THE WORDS CP

DEAR DIARY C

PHORT SHARING PLAN C

LEASE BUY'C

RATIOS C

PRESENT VALUE C

THESYNOICATORC
MOTHERS RECIPES CP

lilt TAPF WOHMC

THE CLUB LISTER G
AT HOME INVENTORY C

UTILITY HILL SOLVER C

VICKY-CALC C

BIRTHDAY GUESSFRC

THE METRIC BRAIN C
ROLL DA OICEC

THE TICKER TAPE C

THE SUPEH BROKER C
THE MORTGAGE COMPARER C

THERULFOF 78 C

MATH-A-MAGICIANC

HOME BUDGETC
ITS TRAVEL IIMFC

YOUR Ml. OtCAl RECORDS CP

THE INVESTMENT ANALYST C.

THE PHONE DIRECTORY C P
THI" AMORTIZtHP

THE CHECKBOOK BOOKYCP

THE INCOME &EXPENSERCP

IHF10ANRFPAYERC
MY CREDIT CAROSCP

GRADE MY KIDS CP

NET WORTH STATEMENT CP
THE SAVINGS ACCOUNT MIZER C

CALENDAR MY APPOINTMFNTS P
MIXED UP WORDS C

THEBUOGETERC

PRINT MY PROGRAM P

JUST RELEASED

1 51

-.52

I '53
154

! 55
156

' 57

1 58
59

60

JOGGER'S LOGGER C
NUIRMATICPHANATICC

SUPEH SHOPPER CP
PERT MY VIC C
IINFAR REGRESS C

STATISTIC SADISTICSC
TRACK MY WEIGHT C

LIGHTNING SORT C
GOLFSCORECARDC

ORDER TRACKER CP

i Copyrig-il TSASA 1381

FREE CATALOG

Specify CUT TV(C)ar |P) Printer

S 8 95

S 8 95

S19 95

S19 95

S 9 95

S29 95
S 8 95

S13 95

S10 95

SIS %

SU 95

S if 35
510 95

S12 95

S18 95

SU 95

S 8 95

SI! 95
S15 95

SI? 95

ST2 35
SI3 95

S12.95
SI2 95

S12 9&

S 8 95

S10 95

S12 95

S16 95

SI? 95

S 8 95
S 9 95

SM9S
Si;1 'I-.

S10 95

S14 Si

SI I 95

S 9 95

S24 95

S12 95

$14 95

510 95
SI4 95

51 ■■ 95

SM 95
513 95

S16 95

S 8 95

S15 95

S 8 95

Sll 95

SI? 95

SI?'15
S16 95

S16 95
S16 95

S12 95

S12 95
511 95

SIS 95

Programs available direct from tkasa or <it fino

Computer Dt?Eil<?rs NniiionwidL'

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME

Sendcheckoi MOwilhSI 50 TSASA
Postage 8 Handling

COD add SI 50

NAME

ADDRESS

CITV

STATE ZIP

i : SEND FREE CATALOG
Mail to. 2ChipieyRun

Wcsl Berlin, NJ 08091

Telephone (609)346-3063
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DR1LEY

SOFTWARE

For VIC-20 and PET!

C103 HOME INVENTORY (12K)
Insurance inventory of home or office.
In-memory file hondhng. Add. Delete,

Update, Search, Son. Print. List, Load

Save. Only one cassette drive needed

S 19.95

C105 GROCERY MART (5K)
Mop favorite grocery store with items

and prices Calculates cosi in advance

Listed by aisle. Uses doto statements

S14.93

C1O6 DINNER'S ON! (5K)
Menu planner for up to 15 days. Shop

ping list for bulk purchases. Uses favorite

meols (with ingredients) in data
statements PET has dessert feature.

VIC 112.95 PET il4.95

To Order: Send check (U.5.

funds), add tox if Calif., 1,75/

cass. for shipping. Specify VIC or

PET

Publishing Application and Personal

Software since 1979. Dealer and author
inquiries Invited. Catalog available for

SASE

P.O. DOX 2913

LIVEftMOKE. CA

94550-0291

(415) 455-9139

MicRo Iriformat ion Systems

-a division of M-R Irfornation Systeis, Inc.

ftnnounces its rienest HicRo Ga«e Software

for the Co«Kx!ore VIC-2B*:

HicHo Hangian; The traditional wrt guessiriD gane.

Provides lots of fun while drilii™

EDelling words. Grades 3-5,

VIC-M (5H Nin. syE.l 19,93+slh

HicBo Blackjack: This gaw acids fun, color, uA

enciteient to that fanous ca^iro

card pane. For the navice better

to the avid ganhler.

V1C-E0 <BK Min. sys.l—t!

Soell: flu authentic classrowi

for the hone. Saiple itnlls orovittet1

for grades 3,*, 1 5. New ones easily

created.

VIC-H 18H Mirp. sys.l *19,55<-5!h

Write for co*Dlete cataloo. To order, send cert;fi«J

check or »oney order to N-H Infonation Syste«5,Inc,,

P.O. to* 173, Wayne, N.J., 8747B. IrclurJe *3.W

shipping and hardhng. N,J. residents include 5<

sales tan.

*TH Comodore, Inc.

Micro-Ed announces

games just for fun!

Reach

for

MICRO-ED!

Over 500

Educational

Programs for

• Pet

•Vic

and

• The new

Commodore 64

Sendjor FREE C/WMOG

SPECIFY MICRO

Please Send me your

FREE CATALOG(S)

Name

Address

City

State Zip

for U PET □ VIC

□ New

Commodore 64

Micro-Ed, Inc.

P.O. Box 24156

Minneapolis, MN 55424

You can call

us at

612-926-2292



NEW CARTRIDGES

FROM COMMODORE
Shipments are now being made on these great

cartridges for the VIC 20:

Clowns

Seavrolf

Money Wars

Supersmash

Cosmic Jcrilbreak

Garden Wars

Speed/Bingo Math

Menagerie

Cosmic Cruncher

Visible Solar System

Home Babysitter

Look (or these new game cartridges for the Com

modore MAX Machine, coming soon to your local

Commodore dealer. Entertainment cartridges lor

the MAX can also be used with the Commodore 64.

Radai Sat Race

Music Composer

Wizard of Wor

Kickman

Omega Race

Gorf

Jupiter Lander

Avenger

Mole Attack

Spiders of Mars

Home Babysitter

Midnight Drive

And later this year, just lor the MAX:

Commodore BASIC (with built-in expander)

Learning BASIC

STAR
ATTRACTIONS
By Wunderware-

Presenting these games and many

more for your VIC-20.

^THEMADPAINTER ThlBgamc
i^.t lUtte unique and a hn altkin. You

control a [mini brush, moving H around a
colorful iiin/iv Yourlob is Lopaini th^eniirt

maze, ThiB is not&sfasyas n sounds, because

In ihe maze with you are iwawrnciouB Bristle

BHers [they lnvi-ij.iiiiiliruslic.sv OccafllonaUy

you will receive avialt from an Invisible

Blamperwho leaves footprints Inyntir '

fresh pnlnl RoquErcsJqyBilck. S9.95casici[c. Si2.95 disk

INVASION Deeper and tlnpcr you tfo Into the hostile

.illrn galaxy. Gain jmLni*- by maneuvering your fhlji to rescue men

sa ihcv tit in by- Deep spatr fuel BtalUma so you con coniinue youi

Irrk. bisErrtitilh jtu! spacer [iiinrs tvtiiHi you must avoid ;n ;ill rosl,

are .\\i .1 port of this fun and exciting one pioyw ji,imr. Joyallch

required S9.95 caBselle, S12.95 dlik

^SNAILBAITT Don't let the name fool you! This game Is fust
arcade action -ill ihr way] Vour [oh is to protect a llower bed from

'in onslOUghl of snails. You art- armed wiih ;i spray gun full nf

InaecMcldc As ihey ^lp arrows \Uv UvU\ nit Lheir way i" chomri down

your Dowcra. ihr snaila leave i't^i> which you had In-tter deatroy [ool

For one player requlrea JoysllPh SlO.Bfi caaacttch S13,95 <llnk

■ Send Fit** irefundable with order) for rninln^nnd frrr pmgrun) ItstLng

■Price liiflude* Postages Hanilli 11^. • Catalog Lb Included with order

' Foreign orders A CODs: Please add 83,00. ■ Prtras are subject tochange

u iThnuT nniire ■ Spnd fhi't'k csr money order lm

P O BOX 1287.

VU'-2O K bk rc^KTr

wunderware
JACKSONVILLE, Of? 0753O

pd 1r;idcLrn:irk n\ Cotttrnodon

Fill3 V1C"20 SOFTWARE

MIS is proud to announce the release of our latest

program, CHECKBOOK. Your VIC-20 Computer can do

more than |ust play games CHECKBOOK changes your

VIC-20 from a game machine to an effective personal

accounting tool

CHECKBOOK is s comprehensive check accounting

software package, which consists of CHECKWRITEB.

CHECKREADER. dnil OATATAPE.

CHECKWRITER is a program which records and files all
your checking account transactions CHECK1WBITEH also

automatically balances your checking account, including
service charges, both by month and check This information

is then automatically stored onto the provided DATATAPE.

CHECKREADER is 0 search/accumulate/list program.

which can be very useful in analyzing the family budget

CHECKREADER can search for any specified check or

deposit, or can search for any specified series of checks or

deposits, while automatically accumulating the totals For
example, you can search for the check written to CASH on
January 12. or you can search and accumulate all the

checks written to CASH during the month of January

CHECKREADER also has an option for using your VIC
1515 printer to list out the information on hardcopy

OATATAPE is a high quality data cassette provided to

store your checking account transactions

CHECKBOOK is available on cassette, with complete

documentation, enclosed in an attractive vinyl binder for

$19 95.
MIS produces the finest educational, recreational, and

functional software available for the Commodore VIC-20
Personal Computer. See CHECKBOOK and other MIS
software at your local computer store or order direct from

MIS. phone orders and COD. accepted California

residents add sales tax

DOMING SOONE

mi
Fern Rock Way

-Boulder Creek, CA 95006"

-[408] 338-9546-



The Incredible Expanding VIC
byNeil Hams

(Editor's Note: Technical Editor Neil Harris

originally submitted this article under the name

Vic Jackson because he thought his wife would

be upset Ushe knew who really wrote it. However,

he later decided it vvouJd be alright to reveal his

true identity ("! guess she knows me well

enough bynow," was his remark), We think

you '11 enjoy—and learn from—this story by the

self-styled "Great Aunt Matilda of the VIC".)

When I first brought my new VIC 20 home,

my wife didn't know what we were getting into.

She thought that we had a little video game

hooked up to the livingroom TV, something that

her odd husband used to make weird sounds

and write programs,

For a while, all she saw was the VIC

keyboard and the tape recorder politely sitting

beside the TV, Alter a while, though, the sight of

her oblivious husband playing with the

keyboard and TVbecame old hat. She wanted

to watch TV shows again,

"That's easy," I was quick to point out. "If we

buy a small color TV, I can write it off as a

business expense and you can watch movies

again."

Little did she know what was in store.

Once I had a separate working area, 1

worked even faster. Soon, I had a whole box full

of tapes and cartridges and books. Then came

the printer. And the disk drive and modem—and

a telephone to go with it.

In a short while, she noticed the sudden

proliferation of equipment.

"What is all this stuff?" she wanted to know. "I

thought you brought a toy home from work, and
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now you have enough hardware to run the

space shuttle!"

"But I need all this." I countered, "Look, the

modem lets the VIC talk to other computers over

the phone,"

"It's bad enough it talks to you, Now well

have a phone bill to match the electric bill."

"Come on, you know that's not tair. This

whole set-up only draws 100 watts, plus what

little the TV uses. Your Trinitron upstairs uses

more than that. The microwave sure does too.

Anyway, I only need to make a local call."

I dialed CompuServe just to make the point.

I lumped into the Associated Press wire and got

the latest news on the Middle East crisis. I

switched to electronic mail, finding a note from

another Commodore employee across the

country. As it happened, he asked me to meet

him on the system's CB simulator at about that

time, so I jumped to that, He was there waiting

lor me, and I introduced him to my wife through

the keyboard.

"Where is he now?" she wanted to know,

"In California."

"What's this costing us?"

"Nothing more than anything else on the

system, S5 an hour, Much cheaper than a long

distance call for the same time."

"How come?"

I explained that each of us only had to

make a local call and we were tied in to a

computer in Columbus, Ohio. 1 could communi

cate with any of the people who were signed in

at that time.

"What else can I do with this thing?" she

asked.

"Almost anything. You can pick your area of

interest from a menu ol choices, and zero in on

what you want by picking from other menus."

I let her fool around with the system for a

while. A couple of times she got stuck, but I told

her to just type the word 'help' and the system

would explain what it was asking. She played

with the shopping service, getting prices on

some items to compare with what we'd paid.

"I did OK," she said.

"You're a good shopper." I replied.

"No, no, I meant with the computer."

"Of course. It's not hard, and you're an

intelligent person."

"Hmph. What about the rest of this junk?"

I turned to the disk drive, "This little box

stores all my programs, and other information

I'm working with."

"What about this box here?" she asked,

looking at the cardboard carton overflowing

with my cartridges and cassettes.

"Well, disks are much faster than tapes. A

(conlluuod on page 52)
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EXPANDING VIC (continued//om page 51)

tape that loads in a minute and a half might

only take 5 seconds Irom the disk. And you can

get 144 programs on only one disk. Not only

that, but you can do random access on the disk,"

"Why would I want to?"

"Let's say you put a mailing list into the

computer."

"What kind of mailing list would 1 need?"

"Hmmm.. .Good point. Let's say you put in a

list oi all your artwork. You have prints, so you

need to keep track of the name of the piece,

number ot the print within the edition, what

medium was used, and the value. We could lee

all that into the computer, and it could keep

track of things for you. You could punch up a

report on what you have at any time."

"Why couldn't I just put it on tape?" she

asked.

"Suppose you spelled something wrong

when you typed it in, or that you sold a piece.

You would want to change some of the

information without altering data around il.

Tapes can't do that, because they're limited to

going only forward and only from the

beginning of the tape, They can't back up and

record over a space, because they aren't

precise enough. The disk drive can go pick up

or change any piece of information trom

anywhere on the diskette. Operations like

mailing lists or any other list just aren't practical

without a disk."

"So you're getting more organized now?"

"Much!"

"Can this keep track of chores around the

house that need doing?"

"Uh... I don't think so. Let me work on it."

"Ill bet. How about this little typewriter

thingie?"

"That's a printer. It lets me print things on

paper."

"Does it print what's on the screen?"

'Yes, but not only that. It can print things that

aren't on the screen, and things that couldn't be

on the screen. It does 80 characters on a line,

and the screen's only 22 characters wide, So you

can do much wider and more detailed reports

on paper than on the screen, and you can look

at all of it at the same time."

I loaded the VIC Typewriter/Word Processo

program, and spent 15 minutes working with

her on it, showing her how to edit her letters.

Eventually, ol course, I created a monster. I

tried so hard to show her all the benefits ot the

machine, she actually started using it herself.

Nowmy wile never types, she "word processes".

She even plays video games when I'm not

around, just for tun! What do I do while she plays

with my computer system?

I'm upstairs watching TV. Maybe she'll let

me use the VIC again, someday. |]
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Skyles Electric Works

WORD-WRITER

Add this one small device and greatly

increase the power of your 8032, 8096

or SuperPet.

This one small device can double, triple or quadruple the usefuilness of your

Commodore Business Machine.

Open your CBM computer and place this modern wonder chip in the rear empty socket. Close the lid and trun

on your CBM with WORD-WRITER a built-in word processing system. Type ■:SYS36864", "RVS", key and

"L" for letter. That is all there is to it — no diskettes or tapes to hassle with. Start writing!! You never knew a

word processor could be so easy to use. Make a mistake? No problem, cursor to the front ot the mispelling

type "RVS" key "G key" and gobble up the otfending word. Now strike "RVS," "I" (for insert) and type in the

correct word or phrase. You only want to change a letter, or a line? No problem, a couple simple key strokes

will do it.

WORD-WRITER

Want to move or copy a line or paragraph? Want to insert a something? No problem, a few simple practical

keystrokes and it is done. Want to change a word because you have thought ot a better word? Want to change

a name everywhere it appears? Want to change some occurrences of a word? No problem, two (2) count

them, two keystrokes set you up to do this.

Do most of your letters and reports have standard paragraphs in them? No problem, write them once save

them on disk or cassette and use them thousands of times with only a few keystrokes of typing for each

paragraph.

Have a lengthy report, memo or letter to write9 No problem, Word-Writer holds up to 15 — count them — 15

pages of text at one time.

Wanl to search, scroll, skim, skip, flip or jump through the text? No problem, a couple of keystrokes and you

are on your way.

What about typing out or printing the text"? No problem, a few keystrokes and you can print out a rough draft or

final copy on whatever printer you have attached to your PET/CBM

This modern wonder chip:

WORD-WRITER

Available Immediately Irom your local dealer at a modest cost of only $85.00 complete with an easy reading

manual.

Try Word-Writer for 10 days, if you aren't completely amazed that such a small item could make such a major

improvement to your CBM8032. CBM8096 or SuperPet. please return it for a full refund.

INSTALLATION: Installs into socket UD11 (SA000)

PRICE: For CBM 8032, 3096 or SuperPET SP9000 WORD-WRITER $85.00

Please specify your PET/CBM model when ordering

AVAILABILITY1. Immediately from your LOCAL DEALER

or

VISA, MASTERCHARGE ORDERS CALL {800) 227-998 (except California residents)

CALIFORNIA ORDERS PLEASE CALL (415) 965-1735

Skylcs Electric Works
231 E South Whisman Road

Mountain View, CA 94041

(415) 965-1735
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POKEingAround, in Expanded Memory

54

by Rick Cotton as lold to Diane LeBold

When you add a memory expander to your

VIC 20, things move around in the computer's

memory that can change the POKE and PEEK

commands you need. You can get the details

in the VIC 20 Programmer's Reference Guide,

available at your authorized Commodore dealer.

But it might be helpful to have some background

before you tackle Ihe Guide, especially if you're

a beginner.

Think oi your VIC 20's memory as a set of

shelves with 65.536 locations for boxes. Many

locations already have boxes in them when you

get your VIC. Other locations have no boxes;

they're just empty space. Each location, with or

without a box has a number from 0 to 65535.

Let's talk about locations that already have

boxes. Each box contains one number, from 0 to

255. The contents of some o! these boxes can

never be changed. That's the Read Only Memory

(ROM). You can only PEEK into those boxes. If

you POKE into them, you won't get an error, but

the number in the box won't change.

3,583 boxes contain mainly zeroes. They are

at locations 4096 to 7679 in the unexpanded

VIC, and compose the Random Access Memory

(RAM) available for BASIC. When you put a

program into the VIC, these boxes hold it,

Immediately below location 4096 (locations

1024 to 4095) there's empty shell space and

about 1K RAM for system storage. Above location

7679 there is 1,5K RAM with information about

color, screen locations and sound. You can PEEK

at this information or POKE it into the BASIC boxes.

About another 23K is ROM, This includes things like

BASIC, the Kernal, I/O and character memory,

In an unexpanded VIC, screen memory is in

the boxes at locations 7680 to 8191 (right above

the boxes that hold BASIC) and color memory

is way up at locations 38400 to 38911, with a lot

of empty shelf space in between.

When you add a 3K cartridge. 3,071 new

boxes appear in locations 1024 to 4095, on the

shelves just below the existing BASIC boxes.

These new boxes also mainly contain zeroes,

and hold more BASIC when you put a program

into the computer. Nothing else moves.

Bui when you put in an 8K expander and

set the dip switches for BASIC, screen memory

moves down, color memory moves down and

the 3.583 original BASIC boxes move up. The

trick is to know where they've gone.

You'll now find all your BASIC boxes—the

original 3.5K plus the new 8K— in locations 4608

through 16,383. Meanwhile, the screen memory

boxes lhat used to be on some of the shelves

now occupied by BASIC have moved down to

locations 4096 to 4607. And color memory has

moved down to locations 37888 to 38399. Every

thing else stays the same.

With a 16K expander everything is the same

as with an 8K. The only difference is you've got

about 8,000 more BASIC boxes stacked on top of

the others, in locations 16,384 through 24,575.

Now that you know where your screen and

color memory have gone, you need to know

how to get to them for POKEing and PEEKing

purposes. To find the new screen memory loca

tions, subtract 3584 Irom the old location number.

To find the new color memory locations, subtract

512 from the old location number,

For example, suppose the command on an

unexpanded VIC is POKE 7680,1 ( a screen

memory command that puts the letter A in the

upper right corner of the screen). The command

on the 8K or 16K expanded VIC would be POKE

4096.1 because the memory box that controls

the righthand corner of the screen has moved

down 3584 spaces. The value you are poking

into that box, however (the letter A. represented

by 1), remains the same.

Or suppose you need to POKE the color

memory locations and the unexpanded VIC

command is POKE 38502,0 (the color black).

The new command would be POKE 37990,0.

In both cases, you don't have to use a calcu

lator to find the new location numbers. Simply

type POKE, the old location number, minus 3584

or 512. (For instance in the first example above,

you'd type: POKE 7680-3584,1)

The only problem you encounter with an

8K or 16K expander is in using programmable

characters, because the character memory gets

buried under the extra BASIC boxes. To fix that

you need to change the existing pointers. But

that's an article in itself, so we'll let it go for now.

If you want more information, see the VIC 20

Programmer's Relerence Guide, pages 83-84.

Just a word for those oi you who want to get

fancy and use both an 8K and a 3K in an ex

pansion chassis. In that case, screen memory is

at locations 4096 through 4607. as usual with the

8K expansion But the 3K BASIC memory ends

up underneath in locations 1024 through 4095.

Although you can't ge! to the 3K for BASIC pro

gramming because it's now stuck under the

screen memory, it comes in handy for machine

language subroutines. If you'd like more details

on that, take a look at the Programmer's

Re/erence Guide |]
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Skylcs Electric Works

VIC-KIT
An All Purpose Module

for the

VIC Computer

A coordinated hardware software mudule that plugs into the back of the VIC.

Vic-Kit

provides additional BASIC commands that add:

It Easy letter writing.

2: Interface to most printers.

3: Easy usage of VIC 1540, 1541 disks.

4: A giant toolbox of aids for the beginning or advanced programer.

5: Access to ProNet the micro computer "local area network".

Vic-Kit

provides all these wonders in a 8K ROM, 4K RAM module that plugs easily

into the VIC module slot. A parallel (Centronics standard) interface cable

goes directly from the parallel port to the printer of your choice.

Vic-Kit

is compatable with most existing VIC programs in Basic, machine language

(we do not move screen memory), and the Commodore Super Expander.

Vic-Kit

PRICE: Vic-Kit Model VK1 $89.95

Vic Printer-cable CC1 19.95

Vic-Kit Plus Printercable 99.95

AVAILABILITY: Immediately from your LOCAL DEALER

or

VISA, MASTERCHARGE ORDERS CALL (800) 227-998 (except California residents)

CALIFORNIA ORDERS PLEASE CALL (415) 965-1735

231 E South Whisman Road

Skyles Electric Vforks Mount&in view, ca 94041
* (415)965-1735
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"Itele/Scope
The Commodore Information Network
byJeflHand

Now you have direct access to Commodore—

and your tellow home computerists-via your

VICMODEM and telephone

SOLUTIONS... Commodore introduces the

answers to your problems! We call it the

Commodore Information Network. II is designed

for all beginners, computer telecommunications

fanatics and anyone who lite between. The

Network has been created to give you the infor

mation you want as quickly and efficiently as

possible Working jointly with CompuServe, we

are committed to bringing you information, ser

vices and programs through the most sophisti

cated and convenient medium available—

telecommunications.

At the present time the Network is develop

ing in three stages: the information database,

the SIG (Special Interest Group) bulletin board,

and public domain software To access the data

base, first get onto Ihe CompuServe system (you

get a free subscription when you buy a

VICMODEM). After the first CompuServe prompt,

type "GO CBM". This is whal you will see as you

enter the new and exciting world of the Commo

dore Information Network:

CompuServe CBM-1

Commodore Information Network

Main Menu

1 Information

2 Hotline

3 Commodore News

4 Directories

5 Commodore Tips

6 S1G Bulletin Board

You can choose any section you want by

typing the appropriate number and pressing

<RETURN>.

1, The "Information" section oilers you an explan

ation of the commands that are available

in the database, a listing ol direct access

codes, and a description ol the major sec

tions of the database.

2. The "Hotline" gives you direct access to

Commodore. You send us a question or re

quest and receive an answer in your

"electronic mailbox".
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The Commodore Information Network

3. The "Commodore News" section contains

applications articles from users around the

world, the latest product announcements

and our SIG bulletin board, (The bulletin

board may also be accessed directly with

option 6,)

4. The "Directories" section includes listings of

dealers and user groups across the country

... plus educational resource centers.

5. "Commodore Tips" is for your enjoyment.

Whether you are a novice or advanced

computerist, this section has something for

you, Your most frequently asked questions

(and some you never thought o!) are pre

sented here—with excellent answers. Check

it out; you'll be very pleased

6. "SIG Bulletin Board" allows you io access the

bulletin board direct. That way you don't

have to go through "Commodore News", so

you save time.

The SIG bulletin board is one ol the most

active parts of the Network. Here you can meet

people, trade ideas, sell equipment and get

answers to questions. And, among other things,

you are invited to attend some very serious, very

informative and very enjoyable Commodore user

group meetings, No matter where you are, you

can attend. The cost of the plane ticket is a

short trip to your computer.

For a super shortcut into the bulletin board,

when you sign onto CompuServe just type in

GO CBM310 at the firsl prompt. That skips all

the rigamarole ol going through menus and

pops you right into the bulletin board. You can

also get into the bulletin board direct through

the Personal Computer Services (PCS50) section

ol CompuServe,

In the next few months we will include sec

tions on Commodore's business (including cor

porate reports and stock quotations), a listing

of Commodore-related books, book reviews, a

complete retail price list, a listing of manual

errata on all manuals, and, for the engineers

in the group, semiconductor specs.

The third portion of the Network, tentatively

scheduled lor January, is free public domain

software, including the Commodore "Program

of the Month". Commodore is preparing a num

ber of programs users can download into their

systems. In addition, once a month we will choose

an outstanding piece of software and offer it (or

sale on the Network: al a very reasonable price,

The Network is also coordinating its efforts

with COMMODORE Magazine and POWER/PLAY

so any programs printed in the magazines will

also be available for downloading into your

computer. This leature will eliminate the trouble

ol typing and debugging. When that service

becomes available, it will be announced in

each of the magazines. IJ
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BOOKREVIEW

The VICRevealed byNickHampshire
by Neil Harris *

Where would the personal computer indus

try be without people like Nick Hampshire?

Manufacturers are hard-pressed to document

precisely every facet ot their machines, espe

cially when the machines are new. Systems are

often released with only preliminary manuals.

What's the poor defenseless owner to do? That's

where the Nick Hampshires of the world come

to the rescue.

Nick Hampshire Publications in England

released several books to help PET owners, in

cluding The PETRevealed and his excellent

volume on PET Graphics (which may be of

interest lo VIC owners as well). Both these books

are published in the USA by Hoyden Books, His

latest effort, The VIC Revealed, is only available

in England so far, but should be available in

the USA by November.

This book isn't for the timid—it faces the VIC

from the point of view of the serious machine

language programmers/engineers, the types

who re-write game cartridges and build their

own interfaces to control household appliances.

As such, it can be (and is) considerably more

rigorous in its approach than Commodore's own

Programmer's Reference Guide (PRG) which

has a much more general audience,

The VIC Revealed starts with the 6502

microprocessor chip and works its way outward

through the ROMs, Video Interface Chip, and

input/outpu! functions. The ROM section includes

a description and guide to using the BASIC

ROM. which couldn't be in the PRG because of

Commodore's original agreement with Micro

soft, It also documents the technical guide of the

cassette recorder better than any other source

I've seen—so good that I recommend it to com

panies wanting to duplicate Commodore-
format tapes.

The only bad news is the redundancy of

material here with that in the PRG, The opening

section of The VIC Revealed covers the 6502

chip, which is explained in greater detail in the

PRG, and even more so in specialized 6502 books

like 6502 Software Design. The sections on the

Kemal ROM. V.I.C. chip and I/O are very similar

to that in the PRG.

So, for you software engineers who want

yourVIC to do anything you want, and for

those of you who need to know what every little

wave and bit does inside the machine, here is

another must for your book shelf. |]

Neil Harris

ATTENTION COMMODORE 64 AND

COMMODORE MAX PROGRAMMERS!
Academy Software is now actively seeking quality programs for

these new computers We are especially interested in educational,

musical, utility and nigh qualily original game programs. Submit

samples attention New Program Mgr All submissions will be held in

strict confidence

FOR THE VIC-20*
ALL PROGRAMS ON CASSETTE AND RUN IN UNEXPANDED VIC

• TYPING TUTOR - S12.9S

II you've ever wanted to learn touch typing, this is (or you' Makes

learning the keyboard easier a programs on one tape teach the

keys in Iho correct progression Automatically advances to new

keys as you' skills develop Highly praised by customers

"Fantastic". "Excellent". 'High quality"

• WORD INVADERS - $10.95

Sharpen up your louch typing skills by blasiing Itie invading words

out of the sky before your base is deslroyed Four levels of difficulty

match the tellers as learned on our TYPING TUTOR program

Typing can be tun'

• FLASHCARD MAKER & FLASHCARD QUIZ - J10.95

2 programs on one lape allow you lo prepare your own sludy

malarial and make it easier to learn Quiz program has options for

study, lull lest and easy learning mode. Keeps score and allows

re-tesl ol missed questions or entire sel. Used by school sysiems.

Includes sample daia [ape wilh 50 slates and iheir capilals

Shipping a handling S1.00 per order

Calilcrnia residents add 6% sales tax

Visa and Mastercard orders must include full name as shown on

card, card number, and expiration date

ACADEMY SOFTWARE
P.O. BOX 9403

SAN RAFAEL, CA 94912 (415) 479-4703
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PROGRAM REVIEW

The VIC Typewriter (Word Processor)
by Bruce Robinson

President Victory Software Corporation

For S 14.95, the VIC Typewriter (VT-1009) is

an excellent value. At Victor/ Software, we've

been using it for our mailing list and general

correspondence. We've found it easy and enjoy

able to use (even lor the non-computerists here).

A word processor allows you to type your

text into the computer, review it, and then have

it printed. You can save the text on tape or disk,

and you can make as many printed copies as

you want.

The VIC Typewriter will work in any memory

configuration, You can get 45 VIC Lines ol text

on an unexpanded VIC, 185 VIC lines with a 3K

expander, and 417 VIC Line:; with an 8K ex

pander A "VIC Line" is 22 characters, the width

of the screen. An unexpanded VIC can handle

15 regular printed lines (64 characters across),

63 lines with a 3K expander, and 143 lines with

an 8K expander. In practical terms, an unex

panded VIC can handle short notes, with 3K it

is good for one full page, and with 8K it is good

for two printed pages of text.

Text editing is a breeze. The controls work

just like the regular editor that you use lor
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Write a letter and print it on your VIC graphic

printer, Check marks on the screen indicate line

breaks In the printout

entering a program. In addition, you can insert

or delete an entire VIC Line.

You can review the text by skipping 1 or 20

lines forward at a time. Unfortunately, you can

only skip backwards one line at a time. This is

very annoying. There is also no way to skip to

the beginning of text immediately.

When you are finished with your text, you can

save the text in whole or in part to tape or disk.

Unfortunately, when you load the text back in, it

will be put in the same location in memory that

it was saved from. This means that if you have

any text files saved when using a 3K expander,

you can't load the files with an 8K expander.

One feature that is missing from the VIC Type

writer that is found on a fully featured word

processor is the ability to move parts of the text

around (i.e. switch paragraph 1 with paragraph

5). However, you can print any part oi the text that

you want, so you can get around this limitation.

When typing in text, you don't have to specify

the end of a line, the VIC Typewriter takes care

of this for you when the text is printed, Of course,

you can put in a carriage return wherever you

want. The printout width is set at 64 characters,

which is fine for most applications, but it would

be nice if it could be changed by the user.

You can have enhanced (double size)

printing and/or reverse printing. Enhanced print

ing stays on until you turn it off. Reverse printing

stays on until you turn it off or it a carriage return

is performed by the printer. The only way to in

sure that you get all that you want printed in

reverse is to put the reverse printing command

before each word to be printed in reverse,

The VIC Typewriter only allows printing in

the upper/lowercase mode. You can't print

graphics using the VIC Typewriter.

Obviously, it you don't have a printer, the

VIC Typewriter is useless. If you do have a

printer, you'll find that the VIC Typewriter is

an invaluable aid. In fact, this entire article

was written using the VIC Typewriter with an

8K expander. 1 strongly recommend thai you

get this utility if you have a printer and at

least a 3K memory expander.

Also included on side 2 oi the VIC Type

writer is a typing practice program. The

program displays a randomly generated

sentence (sometimes the sentence is a little

silly, but it's for practice), and you are to type

it in as quickly as possible. The program is

good for drills. It is not, nor does it pretend

to be, a typing tutor. |]
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from

MIDWEST MICRO

TERMINAL-40 ($29.95)
A new standard of excellence in VIC

telecommunications' 40 characters per

line: smooth scrolling, plus 4K stream

ing Receive Bufler with screen review

and printer modes. Use with VIC Modem

orBIZCOMP tor RS-23^ modemw/mlHrtace|

lo access SOURCE, CornpuSorvo, etc 011 ho

vast If ce bulletin bo 3rd networks (list

provided)

Baud, duplex, parity, word size, line teed, and

stopOils fully programmable Genoralcs

ASCII conlrol codes, lunction keys, optional Inlt-justily"'
icreen display, wilh 5e)l-up menu. Rutjmros VIC-20 W/SK

mem ONpnnsion & modem VIC printer optional

TERMINAL-22 (S11.95)

UN-WORD PROCESSOR 2 ($14.95)

An easy-to-use ward p>oc:$sar Woihs with

»ny tile VtC — stanca'd ot eipanaed memory

(3K. 8K. 16K| ■ and VIC-ililS or RS-232

printer* Enlt'i lexi Edit Lisl Siivdtu

tope ofdisk *nd append paragraph* fora tmiii

document Allows control codes within tlm

leitior changing punier modes (e 9 BOLDi

Mcphi selection o< single 01 ooubiB space

toim leed. pnnl width, and number of copira

lo print.

Requ

rniiini| i /GRAFIX MENAGERIE ...($14.95)^\

GRAFIX DESIGNER ($14.95)
Two-program set helps you design custom graphics char-

actors GEN/EDIT displays an enlarged 8«8 SQuaie moire

the cursor around in it and turn dots on or of I lo Icm a

character (holds 100) Erase, edil or recall at random Load

DATAMAKEB when finished designinq Characters auto

matically become numboroddaiaslalunii'n Is Save I hem on

tape just lik*>a program irsliuctions included tor appending

to any new or old program

Build libraries ol graphics throw awny the graph paper'

BANNER/HEADLINER... (S14.95)

mis largp evader; ac'OM ihp page m thr^r -mt

BANNER Tuinsinucna'.ifT'CiMdfWflys pnniingconiinuuoiiy do«

iris oaprHr rjiil Up (o IhfM hum nl tfKl 'wmiy unUm\u-n in Umrji

(How flDuul .1 len fooT long WELCOME HOME '| For VIC 1515

RS-J3? prinren • ™,,--iB

fTiirnclocan

Oa1 Two-progriiir sfil unleashes VlCs

graphics SHOWOFF contains Color Ka-

leidOSCOpe. ArcddP Cnricrs Cuslom

Penis. Electronics SchemaiJC. and Music

Not-ilion

PLOTTING ti5i?5 dal-plol and line-plot

routines to make equations perform com-

puler video-art on your sceen Change

equation values and create your own in-

TiMfsiing paTTcrns Plot routines rnay be

. ejisily included in your own programs

VIC FORME!
m r. . ,. ,-, _ ,. „ a | B a.o_nj_ir« "

VIC-PICS .... Digitized pictures! ($19.95)
Nineteen fascinating high-resolution pictures to Uispiny on your vie

screen CrealeO by digitizing video camera imagt's Includes portraits,

models, scenery, arid much more Over 16K poinls analyzed in eacd

piclurc Tmee styles hi-conlrasl dilncred. andcolon/ed Compalible

with botM color and B*W seis

Are they REALLY

worth a thousand

words''

You decide

TICKERTAPE (S14.95)
VMch your tonMQD g(K» smooirilv Jicrosi irw

scrc-cn Adds molhQOftfuJ interest lo Any mc^sa&e

prrdinii] T^o built-in cMnmcter $i-ts ^rnnij^fcj and

HOLD fur g$e Custcim SdI$ IrOni OUt LIBRARY

VOL. 1? Mf.-«.ige caprttily h ?H hytcn

LIBRARY VOL. 1 ($14.95)
AOd ■ -. 1 >■ 11- Ed <1r.fhf.iyi wilM mi lull nil 01 cuprum

CMaraclfli Ifjnlfl UPPERCASE iuvmttAM* runn«r-

nft,punCLyHtitwi rite Sirnprntorancyliylr^ Upper

hin<]lovf0r ca5+?iif}rod«fpflfaWy, k>fldg(*cr alone

in savff apace iL.id hoih lor a lull ul May r*

usrfl wilh TlC^EHTAPE

DISASSEMBLER ($14,95)
Improve youl ML ihilll .is you aluily lh« VlCs

POM* FrtSi rJiunvniCy loacr«»n nf printc wtth

hand/ fn-« i>et ant! 3*?C fnr« trji>,r*vifri inrluflci

^yViC«Cr«wrtlnilLj[Iy For VlC-t'ji^qf RS233

iiiiMiiU' ' f n-i 19 \n*i r)n»- V"1 '.jr"

RS-232 INTERFACED.. (S49.95)
Gcrmuf^Oul ot.ou'ViC Plug ir.mTr-Inter.wn-

Sdnply n'uu ir*To Uv Pnrl rweOs rm

tkower P< rjirvcliftfijtl OpfflTicn 90 day

full in^irucTiunt In* uu lndt;tm M L

ynninrs requKD in inicrEaco Seeouf* dO

Al f.rcujrjmi oh rurji, qunhiy (figilql CJUitMtr l

-jDis Ji ir.nirm.irh q| Ci»mmuUor[; BuSmirSi Mach

MIDWEST MICRO associates PO Box 6146

Kansas City, MO 64110

Include Si.25 'or postage and bundling.

Missouri residents add -1 Wo ebIPi lax
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Get Serious
What's happening on the POWERfuI side of Commodore products

Now it's time to get VERY serious about

some dynamic additions to the Commodore

microcomputer line. In the premier issue of

Power/Play, you were introduced to two new

computer systems, the Commodore 64 and the

MAX Machine. Development of these products

has progressed according to schedule, and

microcomputer enthusiasts worldwide will not

be disappointed with the surprising graphic and

music capabilities oi the MAX or the computing

power of the highly sophisticated Commodore 64.

However, not pausing to rest on its laurels.

Commodore has again expanded its comple

ment of products with the introduction ol three

newmachines-the "P500," "B700," and "BX700"

series microcomputers.

The P500, which connects directly to a

television set or monitor via built-in RF

modulator, will feature 128K of RAM, 40 columns

by 25 lines display, and 16 colors for either text

or graphics. The P series will also feature a high

resolution graphic display of 320 by 200 pixels.

In addition to the basic 128K oi RAM, storage

in the P500 is expandable to a maximum oi

256K RAM internally and 640K externally, The

machine will also become a multiprocessor

system with the addition of a Commodore-

designed Z-80 processor board that offers

CP/M" compatibility. The P series computers

are compatible with the full range of existing

Commodore disk and printer peripherals.

The B700 series business- oriented micros,

feature 128K of RAM, an attached 80-column

green phosphor screen and built-in dual disk

drives. This new B series computer is expandable

The new

P series

connects

directly to a

teJews;on or

color monitor.

Commodore's B series features a tilt/swivel

display and detachable keyboard.

60

to a maximum of 256K RAM internally with

potential for 640K externally, and can accom

modate an optional Z-80 processor board to

provide CP/M compatibility. This new series also

features an attached tilt/swivel display and

detachable keyboard. Like the P series, the B

machines are also compatible with the full line

o! CBM peripherals.

The BX700 is an enhanced version of the B

series, with 256K oi user memory standard, and

wilh a 16-bit 8088 processor also included as

standard. The 8088 processor allows users to ac

cess the existing library of CP/M-86 programs.

Each of these new micros includes a key

board reflecting advanced features and

comfort. A separate numeric keypad speeds

data entry and includes a double zero key a

'clear-entry' key and double size 'enter' key for

ease of operation. A set of 10 programmable

function keys is standard. These can be used to

enhance applications by defining special word

processing, scientific, or financial commands.

Four separate editing keys plus individual

cursor control round out this truly advanced

keyboard design.

Other common features include built-in

RS232 and IEEE 488 interfaces, real time clock,

PET graphics set, and upwardly compatible

Commodore BASIC. In addition, a unique

Commodore-designed chip gives a full 3-voice

music synthesizer, with 9 octave range. The

machines include an output lor direct connec

tion to high quality sound systems. Also standard

is a cartridge software slot which facilitates

instant plug-in application and game software.

This new generation of Commodore

microcomputers will be available late this year

from authorized Commodore dealers nation

wide. For additional timely updates on these

and all significant developments, just grab a

copy of Commodore Magazine where we

REALLY "Get Serious." |]

Paul Fleming

Editor, Commodore Magazine

The Other Editor's Note-Despite having been

labelled "stodgy" by Diane LeBold (you probably

haven't noticed, but she is the editor otTHIS

magazine) for myconservative approach to

publishing Commodore Magazine, I want to

applaud what must have been a painful decision on

her part. Namely, to provide her readers with this

incredibly brie! departure from "fun, games, and
beyond" to acquire some insight into Commodore's

other products. Thank you Diane. I hope it was stodgy

enough for you.

"CP/M is a registered trademark ot Digital Research
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Someday, in the comfort

of your home or office,

you'll be able to shop

and bankelectronically,

read instantly updated

major newswires, analyze

the performance of a

stock that interests you,

send electronic mail to

business associates

across the country, then

play Bridge with your

best friend in

San Francisco and two strangers

in Chicago and Dallas.

Someday is today with the CompuServe Information Service.

CompuServe is available through a local phone call in

most major U.S, cities. It connects aimostany brand or type of

personal computer or terminal with our big mainframe

computers and data bases. All you need to get started is an

inexpensive telephone coupler and easy-to-use software.

CompuServe's basic service costs only S5.00 per hour,

billed in minute increments to your charge card.

Sample CompuServe before you buy. Stop in at

any Radio Shack * Computer Center, or many Radio Shack"'

electronics stores, and ask fora free demonstration.

Welcome to someday.

CompuServe
Information Service Division

5000 Arlington Centre Blvd.

Columbus, Ohio 43220

(614) 457-8650



Future File
New Hardware For VIC 20

From RAK Electronics

P.O. Box 1585

Orange Park, FL 32703

VIC MORSE allows yourVIC 20 computer to

become a morse terminal for your amateur

radio station. It is capable of sending and receiv

ing morse code at speeds up to 25 wpm. Includes

multiple 255 character message buffers, special

function keys, type-ahead keyboard buffering

and automatic speed control on receive. Re

quires C2N cassette recorder and at least a

3K memory expander for full capabilities. Soft

ware is written in BASIC for ease of modification.

Requires construction of two transistors, one IC

interface (schematic and instructions included).

VIC RTTY turns your VIC 20 into a RTTY ter

minal. Split screen operation, four 255 character

user deiined messages, 60,66, 75, 100 wpm

BAUDOT speeds, morse code ID, RTTY ID (his

call and yours). RTTYCG message, special UN-

SHIFT ON SPACE option. Requires 8K memory

expansion, recorder and VIC-to-radio interface.

The interface requires some construction, rang

ing from simple 1 ICTTL interface to multi-IC

modulator/demodulator.

Best Books

Mindstorms by Seymour Papert: Basic Books

Picture This! PILOT Turtle Geometry by David

Thornburg: Addison-Wesley

Turtle Geometry by Harold Abelson & Andrea

diSessa: MIT Press

Eveiy Kid's Hist Book of Robots and Computers

by David Thornburg: COMPUTE! Books

The First Book of PET/CBM: COMPUTE! Books

The First Book of VIC 20: COMPUTE! Books

Computer Games by J. Victor Nahigian &

William S, Hodges: Winthrop Publishers, Inc.

Basic BASIC by Donald M. Monro: Little,

Brown 8c Company

PET/CBM BASIC by Richard Haskell:
Prentice Hall

Running Press Glossary of Computer Terms

by John Prentis: Running Press

The BASIC Conversions Handbook for Apple-1,

TRS-80-, and PET™ Users by David A. Brain

et al: Hayden Book Company

From Arfon Microelectronics, Ltd.

Central U.S. Distributors

111 Rena Drive

Lafayette, LA 70503

VIC 20 EXPANSION CHASSIS fully expands

the VIC 20 memory, plugs in interfaces for data

retrieval, and controls applications, other periph

erals, cartridges for expanded BASIC language

functions and programming utilities. With the

new expansion chassis, the VIC 20 has the same

potential computing power as computers costing

five times as much.

The chassis has seven expansion slots, all

aluminum construction, large power supply with

torodial transformer, five volt supply to the VIC

for cooler operation and twenty-four volt supply

for the Arion Micro VIC Printer. Detachable cover

protects cartridges and makes VIC and Expan

sion one portable unit. Holder for RF modulator
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Commodore VIC 20 Price List

ORDER

NUMBEB PRODUCT NAME AND DESCRIITION

RETAIL

PRICE

ORDER

NUMBER

THE VIC 20 SY5TEM HARDWARE AND PERIPHERALS

V1C2O VJC20-TheFHendl7CoinputBr S2W95

Commodore's revolutioriafy personal computer features color scurid.

gsaptaa progranmsalate hBKOon keys, built-in BAS:C. expandable

merr.cry low-pnced peripherals and more1 Connects lo any TV or

monitor Includes HF modulator swiichbOJL cables onU self-leaching
instruciic-r: beck

VIC1530 Commodore DalasSBHo 7500

Provides handy economical storago ol user wntton or pre recorded

programs using ordinary audio lopo casotlos Works like standard

tape recorder, includes tape counter

V1CIM0/J VIC 1540/1 Single DtskDiiro 30900

Fast. h:gh capacity siorayc nnd retrieval ot data on standard 5Mnch

floppy diskettes Stores up to 170K on each diskette, with read/u/nie

compatibility with PET/CUM computer systems

V\C 151 b VIC Graphic Printer 305 GO

Economicaldot matrix printer makes paper copies ot BASIC

programs letters, business data and graphic displays Connects

dlrpdlytothe VIC. prints all characters including Inllnrs. numbers

and graphics Prints 80 columns wide. 30 characters por second

Reliable fractor (and mechanism. Device -1/5 and tost switch Accepts

sprocketed a Inch roll or ijioBl paper

V1CIW0 VICMODEM (Telephone Interlace) 109.95

Ijits VIC Owners communicate by telephone?, access telecomputing

and timesharing services VICMODEM cartridge- plugs tnlo trie

VIC s user port, connects to any modular-lack phone handset

Includes VICTEEM I terminal program an tape. (Soltwaro Included)

V1C131I JOYSTICK O55

Single joystick tor playing computer games remote control

computing Connects 10 VIC Gamo Kir!

V1CI312 TWO PLAYER GAME PADDLES 19.95

Double paddleconlrollerstcrrwo player game action Full rotation

with "tire button" Connects lo VIC Game Port

MEMORY EXPANSION CARTRIDGES

VIC1210 VIC 3K Memory Expander Cartridge 3995

Rugs directly into the VICs expansion port, expands memory lo

BK RAM total

ViCl 110 VIC BK Momoiy Eipandor Carttldo* 5995

BK RAM exparjicn cartridge plugs directly inlo the VIC

VICHII VIC 16K MEMORY EXPANDER CABTEIDGE 10995

rorusewiL-iV}C2D and/or V1CI010 EXPANSION MODULE

INTERFACE CARTRIDGES

VIC1D11A RS232C Terminal Inteitace 40.05

Prcwdes interlace between the VIC 33 and RS232 lelecommurucalloris

modems Connects to [he VIC'S user port (Not required lor modnm)

PRODUCT NAME ArlD DESCBIFTION

BETAIl

PRICE

VIC19I3

VICI919

V1CI923

RECREATIONAL GAMES ON CARTRIDGE

VIDEO ARCADE SERIES

VtCl°()! VICAVENSEK

He an Invasion ol Space intruders and you'rn II111 VIC "Avenger."

Space action for arcade enthusiasts.

VIC19M EUPERSLOT

Colortul slot machine game works just like the real Ihingl Groat music

arid sound eHecsi

VIC 1906 VIC SUPEB ALIEH

tou're trapped In a male and your only dolonso is the "alien bmtor"
Can you capture the aliens Cetore they ?ap yau'

VIC1TO7 JUPITEfi LANDEK

Pilot your' Jupiter Lander1 through the treacherous crovicos ot a

mystenous planei Vanable rocket thrust, anti-aravity honzonla! retros.

VICITO3 DHAWPOKER

Cas"j;o-2ty3e pokerrecreates ths real Lhingi Superb animationand

sound eSects add to the lun. mystery and luck

V1C1TO5 MIDNIGifT DRIVE/ROAD RACE

Authenlic rjghl dnving simulaiion providM UinlU. chills and spills1
Anunusua: compuler challenge

VIC1910 RADAR RAT RACE

The magical mysucul mcuso maze makes lor a last paced cha|.

tenging game o! wit strategy and reflenes Excel lent graphics

POWER/PLAY FALL 19S2

30.05

2995

29.95

2995

2095

EAIDONFORTKNOJt

■ftiure scurryir^ through a complex ol tunnels below Fort Knoic Just

chi>nd you spot Ihe gold now grab It and Iry to escape before

the guards and youi

SABGONH CHESS

SEVE-," chcllenging play levels CalleC Iho' bust" microcomputer

chess proaram by eipens. SARGONII malM* Iho VIC a challongitig

chess opponent

GORT' (The smash hi! meado ganiB')

Midway's incredible coin-operated oame 15 now on cartndrjo tor

the VIC1 Includes A completely diKerenl gomes, multiple levels ol

aiHicully. some ol the best cartoon graphics ovpr devisod for Video

games Invaders, aorties. death ships saucers alions Itstorntic1

OMEGA RACE" (The smash-hit arcade gamel)

The ultimate space game One ctlhe most popular coin-op games ot

Ihe year1 YouVe got one Omegan IIghler maneuvering aaainsldroid

ships, command ships, death ships, photo mines and vapor mines

fantastic' rubber band" boundaries, multiple levels ot difficulty

all the features lhal rnadu the Ilally/W:dway game so successtul1

I or 2 players

SCOTT ADAMS ADVENTURE GAMES

VIC19M ADVENTURE LAND ADVENTURE

The premiers Scott Adams "Adventure" game Ideal (or beginning

"Adventure" players Formerly avallablu only ori larger, more

expensive computers All Adventure games are decoded to "talk"

on Ihe "TVPE N TALK" voice synthesizer (available from VOTRAX)

V1CI915 PKATE COVE ADVENTURE

Vb. ho. ho and a bottle ot mm much more in this treasure island

ol excitement Docodod tor TVPL'N TALK" by ScoH Ailarni

V1C101S MISSION MPOSSIBLE ADVENTURE

Sfeur mission Is 10 disarm a vclalllo nuclear reactor Tense, challenging

fun Decoded tar TYPENI^LK" by Scotl Adams

VIC19I7 THE COUNT ADVTNTUIE

fxire trapped In Count DraculaS castlo and you fiave 3 days to Una

□nd desTroy Ihe vampire Decoded lor TYPE N TALK' by Sccti Adams

VIC19IH VOODOO CASTLE ADVENTURE

Count Yorga has been cursed and you have lo Iroo him Irom Ihe

curse Voodoo statues crystal balls and marjlc rings TYPE N 1ALK"

by Scott Adams

CMBDREN'S FUN SERIES

V1CI9I! THE SKY IS FALLING

Help Chicken Little by catching pieces oi Ihe sky as they tall1 A

great "firs! game"1 to teach motor sJdUs lun and challenging.

V1C1912 MOLEATTACK

Acolortul "cartoon action'game You're trying lo keep Ihoso nasly

moles underground where they belong but they keep popping upi

How many can you clunk boforo llmo runs oul7 Fast. tun. Iranllcl

PROGRAMMING AID CARTRIDGES

VIC12 i 1A VIC 20 Super Expander

Ever/thing Commodore could pack into one Carlndgo-3K RAM

memory expansion, high resolution graphics plotting, color, paint

and sound commands Graphic, tent, multicolor and mus:c modes

102-1 x \074 dot screen plotting All commands may be typed as new

BASIC commands or accessed by hitting one ol Iho VICs special

function keys. Includes tutorial Instrucllon book Excellent for all

programming levels

VIC 1212 Programmers Aid Cartrtdgo

More than 20 now RAS!C commands help new and expunenced

programmers renumber, trace and edit BASIC programs Trace any

program Ixe-by-line as it execuies. pause lo edit Speaal KEY

co.-nrnand lels prcgiuiumers redetine Junction keys as BASIC

cemmarids subroutines a r r;ew commands

VIC12I3 VICHON Machine Language Monitor

Kelps machine code programmers wn:s last. efMclonl 6502 assembly

language progruiiri Includes one lino assembler/disassembler

2995

39.95

39.95

3995

39.95

39.05

39.95

3995

3995

29.95

29.M

69 95

59.95

59.95

(Commodore Llsf conllnued)
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TM

theHOMEBRAIN ,s
the First Total Home Control Computer

The HOMEBRAIN™ is a dedi
cated microcomputer system in a

stand-alone package. HOME-
BRAIN'S™ I/O potential exceeds
300 channels.

A -32 Channels

Buffered Input

B -8 Relay Output

C -Uninierruptsble

Power Supply

D -CPU. Communica

tions. 256 Channel

AC Wireless Control

A

c D

T,'

ACHIEVE TOTAL

HOME CONTROL

• Energy Management

• Home Security

• Lighting Control

• Safety Monitoring

• Appliance Control

• Oviir 300 devices may be connect

ed to the HomoBrain7" or control

led through wireless BSR-X10* or

Leviton" modules.

■ Communicate with HomeBrainiM

USING YOUR Commodore VIC20 or

other personal computer. We pro

vide software allowing your per

sonal computer to talk lo

HomeBrain™.

■ When not communicating witn

HomeBrain1^ you may disconnect

your VIC20 and use it for other

purposes or even turn it off.

• The HomeBiain1" operates totally

independent of your communicator.

It is unatlected by brownouts and

even operates through blackouts.

Your home is always under

HomeE)rainIU'a protection and control.

evaluate THE HOMEBRAIN1
Order Now By Calling Toll-Frag

1-800-228-2028 EXT. 332

Lines Open 9 AM To 7 PM E S T

Just give us your Name, Shipping, Address

and Visa or MasterCard number and we

will charge the $650.00 purchase puce,

plus J20.00 shipping (N.J. residents add

5% sales 1 ax) lo your account. Or. SEND'

your CHECK'or MONEY ORDER* It)

HYPERTEK, INC.
30-4 FARM ROAD

SOMERVILLE, NEW JERSEY 08876

'Sending your check AJll qualily you 'Or An

INTRODUCTORY REBATE oi 10%.

Allow &.a weeks For iltrlivnry

II you have any questions concerning

applications or Installation, please call:

201-874-4773

■BSF-X10 Is a trademark ol BSRCorporallon.

■LEVITON is alradomaik oi Uviion Mis. Co. Inc.

NOW! THE PERFECT ENHANCEMENT TO YOUR COMMODORE HOME SYSTEM.

Commodore VIC 20 Price List
(continued from page 63)

ORDER

NUMBED PRODUCT NAME AND DESCRIPTION

RETAIL

PRICE

OHDER

HUMBtB PUODUCT NAME MID DESCRIPTION

RETAIL

PRICE

TEACH YOURSELF PROGRAMMING SERIES

VL102 Introduction 10 BASIC Programming - Part I 24 95

A gentle fcul iric-rougr; irilrodu"!-:. •- EM'.Z programming Excellent
lirstbook lor any new computer.?: Ti'-n: lesson tapes included

APPLICATION PROGRAMS ON TAPE

Trie following prerecorded programs am designed lor use witri iho Ccmmodoro Daiasseile

Tape Recorder Programs on lape ccme In several varieties and are color coded by calegory

as [allows RocroaMon (rod). Educalion (blue). Business/Calculation (green). Home Utility

ioronoe) and Cornpuur.a Aid (black)

VT104A Recreation Piogiom Pack' 59.05

Car Chase—Fasl-paced read action

VIC 21 -Casino-style blackjack

!1Jue Moanios From Ouier Space—Space gamo

lilo rhythm Compal Ibllity-Compare blorhylhna

SpacomuHi- Math Improvemenl gro()H51-6

511 Dior/Super Slilher-dexterity game

VT107A Home Calculation Piooiam Pack1 59.95

Persorjal Finance 1—Homebudgei

fersinal Finance [I-ilame budget

VIC Typewriter-Word processor tor home use

Expense Calendar- Income expenses, appoimments

Loan& Mortgage Qi-CUiGior-Decision-making aid

Homo Inventory—Home belongings list

VTIM Prooniminal)l»CliaiacteiSet/Gamsaiaiirilcs Edilor 1495

LeWthe VTCuwrcieaSeupToo^ programmable characters and use

them in BASIC programs The Editor ialtes only onehall kilobyte ol

program space works with lape. disk arid printer

VT232 VICTsrml-Tennlnai Emulator 99S

A handy VIC lenr-ra. Frogram on lape which converts any VIC to a

terminal lor use w.tr. i !«j>phif« modem (See RSJ32 Interlace)

who use :t in trie classroom, and by'VIC families' who wanl more

than cr.e cru:-e tor each ramify member

VM1 10 VIC 20 PROGRAMMERS REFERENCE GUIDE

The master VIC 50 relererice manual Includes tnlormallon on VIC

BASIC. 6502 Machine Cede Programmina. Input/Outpui p=rB VIC

microprtcessng Chip5. and lips lor all levels ol programmers

Indispensable

ACCESSORIES AND REPLACEMENT PARTS

VICIS1SP VIC GRAPHIC PRINTED PAPER

ICCOsheet pack, [rector (eed ISlbbond

VICI515R VIC PRINTER RIBBON CARTRIDGE

lor VIC Graphic Printer

VIC90477301 TVSWTTCHBOX

VtCOu5]fJ10] RPCABLE

V1CT025O5 POWER SUPPIY

VIC32I4530] MODULATOR

I5CO

9.05

7 TO

2 95

19,93

19 95

'Bally Miaway gomes developed under Commcdors's licensing agreemeni

wilh Bally Manufacturing Co

'Suggested retail pnee o: 5U pack tapes sold separately 15 SW.9B

Pnces are subfect lo change without notice

VIC 20 BOOKS AND MANUALS

PERSONAL COMPUTING ON THE VIC 20

The "friendliest" computer instruction guide available The owner's

manual comes tree with everyVIC 20 but Is also in demand by teachers

6A
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of The Hundreds of Reasons

You Ought To BeACOMPUTE!
Magazine Subscriber:

Prom. "The Editor's Feedback" Card, a monthly part of our continuing

dialogue with readers of COMPUTE!. These are responses to the question,

"What do you like best about COMPUTE! ?"

l."It is written so a beginner can read and understand it... it's layman oriented..." 2.
"Clear, clean layout, good presentation..." 3. "The Atari game programs..." 4."Best
and most information on PET..." 5."Cover to cover, and all in between..." 6."Reviews
of software and hardware..." 7. "Good balance of application and technical articles..."

8."It is the best source of info about various levels ofVIC/PET/CBM machines and ap
plications..." 9. "The BASIC and machine language programs..." 1O."I like programs
that can be typed into a computer, run, and then used right away ( a program without

bugs!)..." 11."That it is organized well, and covers abroad range of information con

cerning Atari. Keep it up! please, I'm learning..." IS. "Table of contents listings and
computer guide to articles is a great idea. Best magazine for personal home computer

users..." 13. "Best I have found for VIC info..." 14."Informative articles: 'Secrets of
Atari1, Game programs, especially programs that teach the reader about the Atari..."

15. "I like all the articles and programs for my computer, the PET. I've learned and

found out things about it that I never even thought existed. Other magazines don't

have too much material for the PET and, for that reason, I find COMPUTE! invaluable..."

16."The up-to-date hardware reviews..." 17. "Machine language utilities for Atari..."
18."Articles are terse but understandable and accurate. Utility and applications pro

gram listings very helpful..." 19."The April, '82 issue is my first. I am impressed that
you not only acknowledge the VIC-20,you even have applications for it..." 20." ] really

enjoy (since I am one) the Beginner's Page..." 21. "The attention it gives to Atari and
the easy-to-understand language it's written in..." 22. "It is concerned with ex
plaining programs, not just listing them. It is the best VIC magazine I could buy..."

23."The new table of contents 'Guide to Articles and Programs' is excellent, particu
larly the indication of'multiple computer' items..." 24."Broad range (sophistication)
of programs..." 2S."You don't speak over the average user's head..."

Whether you're just getting started with personal computers, or very advanced, you'll

find useful, helpful information in every issue of COMPUTE! Magazine. We specialize in

supporting the Atari, PET/CBM, VTC-20, and Apple computers. Editorial coverage is

expanding to include the TI-99/4A, the Sinclair ZX-81, and the Radio Shack Color Computer.

Every issue of COMPUTE! brings you user-friendly articles, applications programs, and

utilities you can type right into your computer and use. To subscribe to COMPUTE!, or to

order a sample issue, use the attached reply card or call our toll-free number. COMPUTE!...

We're the resource for thousands and thousands of home, educational, and small business

computer users Shouldn't you be one of them?

1 year, twelve issue subscription: £30.00 in the US.

Call Toll Free in the US 800-334-0868
In WC call 919-275 9809

COMPUTE! Magazine is a publication of Small System Services, Inc.
625 Fulton Street. P.O. Box 5406, Greensboro, WC 27403.
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